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Preface
House Joint Resolution 397 of the 1991 Session directed JLARC to
review the Virginia Administrative Process Act (VAPA). VAPA is the act which
generally governs the regulatory proceedings of State agencies. It provides for public
participation in the regulatory process, as well as certain forms of executive, legislative,
and judicial review of regulatory actions.
Issues raised in the study mandate included the efficiency and effectiveness of
the Act and the meaningfulness ofpublic participation under the Act. An interim JLARC
report on VAPA was published in January 1992. This fInal report contains the staff
fIndings and recommendations from a review of VAPA
The JLARC review indicates that the effectiveness ofVAPA is limited because
it frequently does not apply to regulatory activity, and because there are executive branch
compliance problems. Also, State agencies could do a better job of explaining the basis,
purpose, substance, and issues of their regulations, and frequently do not provide
estimates of regulatory impact as statutorily required.
This report recommends a curtailingofthe use ofcertain VAPAexemptions, and
encourages executive branch compliance with VAPA requirements. It also contains a
number ofrecommendations topromotemeaningfulpublic participationin the rulemaking
process and to promote fairness in the case decision process.
Throughout the review, a subcommittee of JLARC met to receive public input
and consider the policy implications ofJLARC staffwork. A subcommittee report and two
draft bills endorsed by the subcommittee are provided in Appendix E. The fIrst bill is an
omnibus bill that incorporates several revisions to VAPA The second bill provides for a
suspension of regulations by joint executive and legislative action.
On behalf of JLARC staff, I would like to express our appreciation for the
cooperation and assistance provided by the Registrar of Regulations, State agency
regulatory coordinators, and the respondents to the JLARC stsff surveys of Virginia
associations, local governments, and administrative law attorneys.

~~R'-----Philip A Leone
Director

January 15, 1993
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Administrative process acts are developed to deal with the practical need of
delegating certain law-making authority to
administrative agency expertise, while structuring the exercise of that authority. The
required structure or process is to serve as
a substitute for detailed substantive guidance from the legislature, allow for public
input into agency decisions, and thereby
help legitimize the resulting regulation.
The Virginia Administrative Process Act
(VAPA) is the act which generally governs
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review of reguiations, to ensure uniform
compliance with the Administrative Process
Act. Consideration shouid be given to designating one staff person in the Govemors
office, the administrative secretariat, or the
Department ofPianning and Budget to oversee agencycompliance with the Administrative Process Act.
Recommendation. Agencies shouid
submit proposed reguiation submission
packages that include the estimated impact
"with respect to the number of persons affected and the projected cost for the implementation and compiiance thereof,' as required by VAPA.

exercise high levels of discretion that appear to be problematic. The General Assembly may be interested In modifying the
current level of discretion to aChieve various
objectives.

ExecutJveOrderPublishedOnly AecenUy
Agencies have a greater degree of discretion if they are not compelled to comply
with existing VAPA requirements. The Governor is required by VAPA to have an executive order for the review of regulations. An
executive order was published on November 30, 1992 - three years into the administration. Some agencies indicate that they
were following the terms of the previous
administration's executive order.
The lack of an executive order may
contribute to confusion and a lack of compliance in meeting VAPA requirements among
agencies. For example, tlmeframe and publication requirements of VAPA are not always met. Also, agencies seldom provide
estimates of the impact of their regulations
as required by VAPA (see figure below).
There Is no question that for many proposed
regulations, it is difficult to provide an accurate estimate. However, in many cases, it
does not appear that agencies are making a
good faith effort to provide the required
information.
Recommendation. The administration shouid review its work processes forthe

VAPA Frequently Does Not Apply
VAPA's ability to dictate the process to
be used to promUlgate regulations is reduced by the use of exemptions to its provisions. There are Instances where exemptions are justified. However, JLARC analysis of 1990-91 data indicates that VAPA
applied to only a minority of regulations (see
figure, top of next page).
Areas of concern with regard to VAPA
exemptions include total agency exemptions and the high usage of emergency
regulations. The granting of total agency
exemptions is discouraged by APA literature because blanket exemptions can be
overly broad, and this appears to be the
case with some of Virginia's total exemp-

Compliance with VAPA Requirements
that Agencies Estimate Regulatory Impact
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promoted within VAPA, by clarifying VAPA
provisions on regulation development and
the need for public hearings.
There are areas in which VAPA and
current agency public particlpation guidelines may not require enough to adequately
promote public participation or achieve other
goals. This report suggests a number of
areas in which the General Assembly may
wish to amend VAPA to address these limitations.
Recommendation. To promote administrative efficiency, the General Assembly may wish to amend VAPA to allow agencies to begin drafting regulations early in the
process, and to clarify that oral proceedings
are not always required.
Recommendation. To promote public
participation, the General Assembfy may
wish to amend VAPA to: provide for petitioning for rulemaking, provide for petitioning for
an initial public hearing and for a second
hearing on substantive changes, require a
minimum 3D-day comment period prior to
the filing of the proposed regulation, and
require agencies to provide comments on
participation to the public.
Recommendation. The General Assembly, in conSUltation with the executive
branch, may wish to consider whether the

Proportion of Regulations
Subject to and Exempt from VAPA
During 1990-91 Regulatory Year

Exefr4:ll:

Non-Emergency

Subject
to VAPA

tions. Emergency regulations in Virginia are
overused. In 1990-91, the ratio of VAPA
regulations to emergency regulations was
only 1.6 to 1.
Recommendation. The General Assembly may wish to consider eliminating or
further restricting the use of total agency
exemptions, andlimiting the use ofthe emergency regulation process to situations with
imminent danger to public health or safety.

VAPA Requirements Are Umlted
Although regulations take an average
of about 12.7 months to develop and promulgate, the key procedural requirements
of VAPA are fairly limited in scope and
appear reasonable. For example, as shown
In the figure at right, VAPA requirements
govern about one-third of average
rulemaking time; almost two-thirds of average rulemaking time is accounted for by
other factors, such as the time required by
the agency to develop the regulation. Some
of the burden associated with VAPA may be
due to paperwork and other concems surrounding the transmittal of documents that
are part of the process, and lead times for
publication. Efficiency goals for rulemaking
might be promoted if some olthe paperwork
and publication lead times could be reduced,
but this is a technical matter and not a flaw
In VAPA itself. Efficiency goals could be

Proportion of Average
Rulemaklng Tlmeframe
that Is Discretionary
VAPA Requiremonts
(3.0 rronths)
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8g19ncy public partIcipation guIdelines justifies an elforllo seek to
systematicallyimprove them, oriftheyshould
be eliminated. If a decision is made to
improve them, then minimum standards for
theirorganization andsubjectmatters should
developed and published in the Register
Manual.

Elected Officials Cannot Stop a
Regulation Except by Statute
Under VAPA, a regulation may become
effective in
despite legislative and
Govemor objections. A provision in VAPA
for a legislative committee suspension of a
regulation untillhe General Assembly could
COllsi,1er a vela
was eliminated
subsequent to a 1
Virginia Attomey General opinion and the 1983 decision 01 the
U.S.
Court in the Chadha case on
the
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the Govemor's concurrence, to suspend the
regulation's effective dale unlillM next session. Then the regulation would become
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General Assembly and signed by Ihe Governor 10 stop it There are a number 01 states
that prollide for a suspension of Ihe effect of
legislature can meet
Howe'ver It Is not certain how Virginia courts
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Agencies Have Substantial
Power In Case Decisions
Case decisions are made to Implemenl
regUlations on a case-by-case basis. For
example, case decisions may involve granting, revoking, or defining the terms of permits and licenses held by businesses, professionals, or others. VAPA contains some
procedural requirements for the conduct of
case decisions.
Agencies or boards have considerable
authority in case decision matters. For example, in disciplinary mailers, It is often Ihe
agencyfboard staff Ihat do the investigatory
work. The agency/board decides, in consultation with the Attorney General's office,
whether to instigate a case decision proceeding. The agency/board may in many
instances conduct the hearing and render
the final decision. In other instances, an
agency may, pursuant to VAPA, employ an
independent hearing officer to
the
hearing and make a recommendation. However, the agency/board may disregard the
hearing officer's recommendation.
Because case decisions can affecllhe
reputations and livelihoods 01 individuals or
businesses, it is important thai every reasonable effort is made by agencies and
boards to define the process and the rules to
be followed, and to be oonsistent, fair, objective, and limely in their application. The
evidence available suggests that agencies
and boards generally attempt to exercise
their case decision authority responsibly.
However, there are some problem areas
and instances when the process or agency
implementation does not appear to do a
good job of achieving faimess and efficiency goals.
Recommendation. The General Assembly may wish to amend
to address certain case decision
includ~
Ing requiring agenlces to provide consistent
access to Informal hearings, establishing
continuance policies, providing an oppor/unlty for parties to comment when
decl-
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II It
wishes to increase judicial rA",IAW
currently restrictive levels. One

sion-makers were not present at prior hearings, adopting rules providing the basis for
making case decisions to the extent practicable, considering alternatives to the current hearing officer system, and promoting
timely decisions.

Judicial Review Affords Priority
to Finality of Agency Decisions
The terms and implementation of judicial review in Virginia places a high priority
on the finality and stability of agency decisions. A survey of administrative law attorneys found that 86 percent agreed with a
statement that "judicial review as Implemented in Virginia provides a high degree of
stability and finality to the lact-findings 01
administrative agencies." Consistent with
common administrative law practice, VAPA
places the burden 01 proof upon those complaining of agency action. Also. with regard
to findings of fact, the test is not of the
ultimate accuracy or correctness of the
agency, but rather with whether there is
"substantial evidence in the agency record"
upon which the agency could have reasonably reached its conclusion.
There are, however, a number of more
controversial ways in which judicial review is
restrictive or deferential to agencies. With
regard to environmental mailers, basic
agency laws supersede VAPA and limit
standing (access to court review) to owners
of potential discharge sites. This has led to
some controversy, as It appears that there is
a lack of recourse when it is believed that
permits have been granted unlawfUlly and
the permittee is creating or is about to create
environmental damage.
Also, the courts have declined to Intervene when it has been alleged that agencies
have sought to apply unpromulgated regulations, or are about to deprive individuals of
due process rights in a case decision proceeding. And unlike the Commonwealth's

during
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tiai impact ollederal Clean
ments on Virginia's standing I)fc,vis,iorIS
the
law

I
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sembly may wish to cOllsicier Opif/OriS
expand access to judicial review, palilclJ~
larty in the environmental area.
particular priority lor consideration is
potential impact of the federal Clean
on Virginia standing recloll'enlenls
cial review.
Recommendation.
sembly may wish to amend VAPA 10 {.'ro~'lde
for judicial review of persons cialmlng
unlawfulness of unpromulgaled or rJei~ci'o
agency rules, The General Assembly
also wish to consider amending
authorize courts
enjoin aamllllSl'rallve
hearings If there are reasonably su/)oclrled
claims of due process concerns,
to
provide for discovery during the case
sian process or in judicial review
appeals.
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Basic Structure

the Administrative Procesi

VAPA distinguishes between rules or regulations and case de,:isj,oniL A rule or
regulation is
as:
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Informational Proceedings. Informational proceedings
under VAPA
agency actions to obtain general views, data or argoments on a
proposed regulation from the public. VAPA provisions relative to informational proceedings are contained in §9-6.14:7.1 ofthe Code ofVirginia. An agency must give interested
parties an
a proposed regulation, orallyorin
The
proposed
must be published at least 60 days prior to the
for oral and
written
public. Unless required by other law,
are not
required by VAPA to hold hearinge on the proposed regulation. An agency may elect to
hold a public hearing even though not required.
cOllldwct ofthe
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informational ru.ten~aJidnlg!lrocelldingj
discretion or as
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Exemptions
VAPA Provisions. A
of ex,emiptiorlS
provided in §9-6,14:4,1 of the Code of Virginia, The section currently nr,)vu1es
exemptions to all or
of VAPA. Some of these exemptions exempt eU1tities; ntil!??'!;
exempt specific types of regulatory action,
Department of
and
Fisheries, the Virginia Housing D€,veloilm,ent fiU'LHUP
ity, and State educational institutions, Examples of exempted actions ml~lUQe
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rules for the conduct oflottery games, agency nni"r~g
or regulations fixing rates or
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and
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due to an emergency situation,
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In cases of emergency, the agency is to state in writing to the Governor the
nature of the emergency. With approval from the Governor, the agency may adopt the
emergency regulation, but the effect of such regulations is limited to no more than 12
months.

Public Participation Guidelines (PPGs). Section 9-6.14:7.1 of the Code of
Virginia requires that agencies develop and use public participation guidelines. These
guidelines are promulgated as regulations. They are intended to provide agency
procedures for the solicitation ofinput from the public throughout rulemaking, including
methods for the identification and notification of interested parties.
Executive and Legislative Review of Regulations. VAPA provides for
executive and legislative review of proposed regulations. The Act requires Governors to
set forth by executive order the procedures that will be used to review all proposed
regulations that are subject to the Act. The Act also requires that these procedures
include the following three elements:
(i)

review by the Attorney General to ensure statutory authority for
the proposed regulations;

(il) examination by the Governor to determine if the proposed regu-

lations are necessary to protect the public health, safety and
welfare; and
(iii)

examination by the Governor to determine if the proposed regulations are clearly written and easily understandable.

The Governor is to provide comments to the agency prior to the completion ofthe
public comment period. According to the Act, the agency may adopt the regulation
without change despite the Governor's recommendations for change. If substantial
changes are made to the regulation from its proposed to final form, then the Governor
may suspend the process for 30 days to require the promulgating agency to seek
additional public comment on the changes made. Upon publication ofthe fmal regulation
in the Virginia RegisterofRegulations (the official State document on regulatory activity,
also referred to as the Register), the Governor has the opportunity to forward any
objections during a 30-day adoption period.
Legislative review is through the standing committee of each house of the
General Assenibly that deals with matters related to the content of the proposed
regulation. During the promulgation or fmal adoption period, the standing committees
may meet and file an objection to the regulation. Within 21 days from the receipt of the
legislative objection, the agency must file a response to the objection with the Registrar,
the objecting committee, and the Governor.

Judicial Review of Agency Rulemaking and Case Decisions. For "any
person affected by and claiming the unlawfulness of any regulation, or party aggrieved
by and claiming unlawfulness of a case decision", §9-6.14:16 of the Code of Virginia

4

ngl1tto JUdlCUll nlVlllW. Although VAPA exempts the "grant or denial ofpublic
lUlill"J;&n,ce"
case
provisions, VAPA extends the right ofjudicial review
agency de(,iaii}ns involving the grantor denial of aid to dependent children, Medicaid,
atlnnpa, llelUllraJ relief, auxiliary gr;mts, or state-local hospitalization. However,
agency decisions ,cannot bsml!cde on the issues ofthe standards of need or
amuwn of P!iYI!lllJiltS tl1at have bsen established for public assistance programs.

lis instituted "in any court of competent jurisdiction", and
In case decision matters, the review is based on the
agency. The review is conducted to consider whether there is
agency
to support the case decision.
l1i!~h!lr courts.

may

1
a
from the Virginia Register Form, Style and Procedure
handl:lOOk deV!llolJed by the Virginia Code Commission and the Registrar of
J:!e'goJai;lOlils, he'reEUUJr referred to as the Register Manual, which guides agencies
pnycess). ilh~st,ral,in~the normal sequence of the administrative process for
de',el,oping
pr')JnulE:atlnga regulation. As shown, to comply with most agency public
frrst step is to provide notice that a regulatory action is
agency sm:'ml'ts a form to the Registrar describing the purpose of the
identifying a deadline date by which written comments from the
""""I""rl The deadline date is established based on the agency's public
Based upon the form from the agency, a Notice ofIntended
ReguJlaU,ry Af:;Uon (l'JOlR)l.)is then published in the Register.
"'HnH'A

agency has developed a proposed regulation, it then submits a
prCiplllled regruh;\ti,ms pa,:kalge, that includes a notice of comment form. This package
is necessary to publish the proposed regulation pursuant
Virginia. It includes a summary of the regulation; a
purpose, substance, issues and impact of the regulation; and a copy
Proposed regulations are filed with the Department of
Governor's Office when the regulations are flled with the

next
in the pnYCess are the closing and publication of the Register,
ISEiued every two weeks. Close dates, or deadline dates for the submission of
puIJ!U;atl,on, occur at two week intervals. Publication dates are 19 days after
iie,glster and the Register Manual identifY the Register close daws and
year,
Ul~LLlUll

is published in the Register in accordance with §9-

Df'Vi,{fin,ia, and the public comment period begins. The agency may
I'UlJUC

he:arin!!',
ofcomment will appear in each issue ofthe Register until
he:arimr date or a GO-day minimum comment period has elapsed,
requirement for a 60-day period during which comments may be
eOfltamed in
Code ofVirginia.

IJU,jHC

wl:,lcl:""ler
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Must End Prior 10 Pul>llcaUoo
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'"

Agency Files NotiCil 01
Commenl PMlod and
Proptllled Regulatioos

Agency Ale. Wllll
Governor. Olftcl and Dept.
of Planning and Budget

Regis.

Dept of Planning and
Budgat flapot1a 10
Governor'. Offlce

MLegllllallve and
Gubarnaloflal
Review Penod
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Governor'. Offlce
Communk:ate.
wllll Agency

Agency HllId$
Public Iillarlnll
(If ApplICllblej

Agency Adopt.
Final Regulatiooo
Aller Commont
flerIod

Agency File.
Adopted Regulations
with Registrar of
RegUlations

'No time limit is specified under the APA. Thirty-day time frame is used as an example only.
"If a Legislative or Gubernatorial objection is filed, the agency shall file a response within 21 days.

Source: Virginia Register Form, Style, and Procedure Manual, 1991.

Regl,ter Publll'*!
"t.eglll,tlve and
Gubarnalorlal
Review Penod
Begin,

With the publication of the regulation in the Register, a period ofexecutive and
legislative review also begins. The Code ofVirginia requires that the Governor comment
on the proposed regulation prior to the completion of the public comment period. The
standing committees ofthe General Assembly may also file an objection to the proposed
regulation during this phase of the process.
If the agency adopts the proposed regulation, the agency then files the adopted
regulation with the Registrar and the adopted regulation is published in the Register.
The Code ofVirginia requires a minimum 3O-day final adoption period that begins with
the publication of the final regulation in the Register. As discussed previously, under
certain circumstances the Governor can suspend the regulatory process at this point, or
the Governor or the legislature can file an objection. As provided in §9-6.14:9.3 of the
Code ofVirginia, however, regulations may take effect even over executive or legislative
objections ifthe 21-day extension period and/or the Governor's suspension of the process
has ended, and the promulgating agency has not withdrawn the regulation.

VIRGINIA'S REGULATORY AGENCIES

Virginia has many agencies that are empowered to promulgate regulations. A
few of these agencies are located outside of the executive branch, as independent
agencies. These agencies include the State Corporation Commission (SCC), the Department of Worker's Compensation (the Industrial Commission), the State Lottery Department, and the Virginia State Bar. The SCC, for example, promulgates numerous
regulations. However, most of the regulatory activity of the independent agencies has
been exempted from VAPA. The focus of this discussion will be on regulatory agencies
in the executive branch of government.
Figure 2 identifies the number of regulations on file with the Registrar, based
on the 1990-91 Administrative Law Appendix (a document which lists agency regulations). The regulations were inventoried by secretarial area within the executive branch.
In terms ofquantity ofregulations, three ofthe eight secretariats account for the bulk of
the regulations (73 percent). These secretariats are the Health and Human Services
Secretariat, with the largest number of regulations, followed by the Economic Development and Natural Resources secretariats.
With regard to regulatory agencies, there are 75 executive branch agencies with
public participation guidelines on file with the Registrar. Public participation guidelines
are required of agencies which promulgate regulations and are not fully exempt from
VAPA processes.
Table 1 provides data on the 12 executive branch agencies with the greatest
number ofregulations in effect and on file with the Registrar. These 12 agencies account
for 702 of the 1,008 executive branch regulations on file, or about 70 percent.
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,-------------Figure 2 --------------,

Number of Regulations in Effect
and Filed with the Registrar
(By Cabinet Secretary Area)
AdmInlslraUon

1&
Total Nurrber 01
Regulations in Effect
Statewide: 1,008'

Transportation . .
Public Safety

EducaUon
Natural Resources

Economic Development
Health & Human Services

o

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Number of Regulation.
·Excludes the regulations of independent agencies, mch as the State Corporation Commi.s8ion., the Induatti.l
Commission, the Stew Lottery Department, and the Vrrginia Stak Bar.
Source, JLARC.wr analysi. ofthe 1990·91 Admini8l7ative Law App<nJix for roguIations with m.c",tely
identified VR (Virginia Register) numhen.

Thus, while there are many agencies with at least one regulation, only a few
agencies have the bulk ofregulations. Data on the number ofregulations identifies some
of the major regulatory actors. It should be kept in mind, however, that the number of
regulations does not necessarily indicate extent ofregulatory activity or impact. To some
degree, the number of regulations is influenced by agency decisions on whether to have
many regulations each with few components, or a few large regulations with many
components. For example, the Air Pollution Control Board had only three listed
regulations, but one of these regulations is a major regulation with many components.
Because ofits scope, portions ofthis regulation are frequently revised through the VAPA
rulemaking process.
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------------Tabkll-----------Br'anlch Agencies with the Most Regulations

Filed

the Virginia Registrar
Heeulatiops

76
71
63

Ag:riC:ulleUI'e and Consumer Services
Health
Bo"rrl of Education
State W"t",. l:o:nlroJ Board
Inland Fisheries

59

54
44

**

*PartiaHy exempted :from VAPA rolemaking provisions under §9-6.14:4.1.
**FuJJy eXelnpu,d from V,APA rulemaking provisions under §943.14:4.1 of the Code of Virginia.
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the efficiency and effectiveness
in the regulatory process.

ot",,1V

Wh,,,U,,,r
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or impacts of existing regulations.
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Comments at the JLARC subcommittee public hearing, the study mandate, and
JLARC stsffbackground research were used to define principal issues for the study. The
following issues were developed and enumerated in an interim report ofthis study issued
in January 1992.
(1) Is there adequate dissemination of information regarding agency
tory activities under VAPA?

""O~IJ:,

(2) Does VAPA promote meaningful public participation?
(3) Do boards, commissions, and agencies make use of information received
public when formulating final regulations?
(4)

the administrative process be made more efficient, without sacrificing
quality of input?

(5) Are ag,"nc:ies and other state officials complying with the requirements of
VAPA?
(6) Does VAPA provide for appropriate executive and legislative review of
ag,~nc:y rulemaking?
nnlville appropriate conditions for the
case decision process?

re~lol:lltion

of cases

(8) Do Virginia statutes j)rovide an adequate basis for court review of agency

(9) Are current exemptions to the Act necessary, sufficient, and used appropriately?
Acombination ofqualitative and quantitative methods were used to address the
study issues. The quality of an administrative process, or what would constitute an
improvement to it, can in part be examined by considering the perceptions and experiences of those who have been involved with the process. Accordingly, surveys were sent
to local governments, associations, and administrative law attorneys; and interviews
were conducted with State agency personnel.
In addition, however, an objective for the study was to examine the process and
perceptions with systematic data collection and analysis activities. There have been few
empirically-driven studies of administrative processes. For this study,
data
were collected on two
elements that play a major role in
process
timeframes and \JUIJHC parti(~ip,ati,on.
In many cases, VAPA policy issues relate to oolrceived tlrac!eo,ffs between
administrative
(accomplishiog rulemaking with some speed) and
input
(allowing opportunities for
participation in rulemakingl.
are
for
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II. Rulemaking: Process Issues
VAPA provides a set of procedures that are intended to generally ""Oh' lid"
rulemaking activity of administrative agencies. Several questions surrounding these
procedures were identified for this study:
(1) When and to what extent are regulations subject to VAPA
procedures?

rWCm,alLillj;

(2) When VAPA does apply, does it comprehensively regulate rulemaking
procedures, or does it leave significant procedural choices to agency di.ierll'
tion?
(3) Are current rulemaking procedures adequate to provide clarity,
tency, and openness to public participation?

"mum,'

(4) Should VAPA rulemaking procedures be strengthened?
(5) Does VAPA provide an adequate procedure for
elected officials?
The study analysis indicates that during the 1990·91 regulatory year,
percent ofregulations were subject to VAPA process requirements. Further,
does apply, it leaves significant process choices to individual agency discretion. Gene:r·
ally, its requirements do not appear to impose an undue burden upon regulatory
agencies. In fact, VAPA currently leaves broad flexibility and discretion to agencies,
possibly to the detriment of achieving greater understanding by agency personnel
the regulated public of the ground rules and expectations for promulgating regulations
and for public participation.
Many process choices, such as petitioning for rulemaking, the use of advisory
groups, the timeframe for notifYing the public ofthe intent to regulate, or whether or not
tohold hearings, are addressed, ifat all, in agency public participation guidelines (PPGs).
An assessment of agency PPGs indicates that they are frequently vague, inconsistent
statewide and within secretarial areas, and do not uniformly encourage public participation.
Not only does VAPA provide substantial discretion to regulatory agencies over
process choices, it also provides limited powers ofreview ofagency regulatory actions by
elected officials. During the early 1980s, VAPA provided for a legislative veto of
regulations by joint resolution. This was eliminated due to concern with its constitution·
ality following a United States Supreme Court ruling on the constitutionality of
congressional veto. Under the current VAPA, neither the Governor nor the General
Assembly can prevent an agency regulation from being promulgated. They can file an
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objection, which requires an agency response and may postpone the publication of the
regulation by 21 days. The General Assembly can enact a law in the following legislative
session, with the Governor's signature, to negate the regulation. However, in the interim
the regulation will have had the effect oflaw.
RULEMAKING ACTIONS SUBJECT TO VAPA ARE IN A MINORITY

VAPA sets forth procedures on what State agencies must do, and what they
cannot do, in promulgating regulations. However, the Act also provides for certain
exemptions from its provisions.
In assessing VAPA, it is important to consider the amount of rulemaking
activity to which VAPA applies, and the amount of activity which is exempt. One of the
criticisms of the previous administrative process act in Virginia (the General Administrative Agencies Act) was that it was "so riddled with general exceptions ofagencies and
subjects that there is very little left for it to relate to." This concern was stated in the 1975
report by the Virginia Code Commission that originated VAPA.

Proportion of Regulations Subject to VAPA Rulemaking Provisions
JLARC staffreviewed the status attached to the 417 fmal regulations that were
published in the Virginia Register ofRegulations during the 1990-91 regulatory year. Of
these regulations, 148 (35 percent) were subject to VAPA, and 269 regulations (65
percent) were exempt.
Table 2 shows the results of this assessment in additional detail. The table
provides: (1) the combined result across all eight secretarial areas of Virginia government, (2) sub-totals for the three most active rulemaking secretariats as well as the
"other" five secretariats, and (3) the results for Virginia's independent agencies. Virginia
has three independent agencies, the SCC, the Department of Workers' Compensation,
and the State Lottery Department, which are not organized into any secretariat. Ofthese
three agencies, the SCC is exempt, and VAPA also exempts rules for the conduct of
specific lottery games from its provisions.
Because all 60 of the regulations of the independent agencies were exempt,
within the secretarial areas the proportion ofregulations subject to VAPA is higher than
the overall average. That is, 41 percent of the regulations in the secretarial areas were
subject to VAPA, compared to the overall average of 35 percent. This still means that
within the secretarial areas, exemptions are frequent, or about six ofevery ten regulations finalized during 1990-91.
The "other" secretariats (Administration, Education, Finance, Public Safety,
and Transportation) collectively had the highest proportion of regulations subject to
VAPA, with 72 percent. The Economic Development Secretariat also had more than half
of its regulations, 57 percent, subject to VAPA.
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Rulemaking Requirements

&

Eco,rwm,ic V,welopment

@

Health

»

«

Number of
Rell'll! a tiona

Percent
VAPA

357

41

98

57

Percent
Exempt

32

Resources
~ Non,exempt Ult''''C'''8
- Exempt agencies
«Other" Secretariats*

IndepentbilIlt Agencies

Total

68
28
40

24
57
0

100

36

72

28

60

0

417

35

*The "other" aecretariats: are Administration, Education, Finance, Public Safety, and Transportation,
&iUlCe: JLARC analysis of Volume 7 ofttie Virginia Register ofRegulatwns, Volume 7 covers mlemaking
actions from October 1900 to September 1991.

Humaa Resources Secretariat, only 32 percent
the
were
to VAPA. Maay ofthe exempted regulations in this Se<:;re;tariat
CUJl~"mtlU as emergency situations.

UHtHUllb

Natural Resources Secretariat, there are two agencies that have exemptions
VAPA rulemaking requirements. Game and Inland Fisheries is fully eXl,mj"C
aad the Marine Resources Commission has a partial exemption. In 1990-91,
two
agencies issued 40 regulations, none ofwhich were subject to VAPA. For the non-(;Aemlyt
Natural Resources Secretariat, a majority (57 percent) ofthe reg:ull,ticITIs
were sulJje,:t to VAPA
maay regulations were promulgated by
agencies,
aa overall average of only 24 percent of the regulations
S""r"t"ri"t were sulljelct to VAPA.

Rulemaldng Provisions
At'A iexclm;iOll cl'itE,ria are enumerated in §9-6, 14:6 ofthe Code nfli1irffin'.in
CmTeTltly

ell",ctj11e 48

criteria, 41 apply to VAPA rulemaking
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Twenty of the 41 rulemaking exclusion criteria onglnilte,d
initial
enactment ofVAPA in 1975. Over the next nine years,
moril rnlemaking
were
exclusion criteria were added. Then in 1985, seven
added to VAPA. From 1986 to 1991, 11 more rulemali:ngexl,h
(four of those enacted in 1991 were not effective

JLARC staffconsidered whether the

eX1PW[1S10n in
criteria from 1985 to the present accounts for the
p!'l)pl:,rtion ol]teg:u!'itilms that are
currently exempt from VAPA. Relatedly, the question
are
cited the most frequently as the basis for exclusion
provisions
was examined.
during the
Table 3 shows the rulemaking exclusion cntelna
1990-91 regulatory year in excluding their
the
process. Only 15
of the 41 rulemaking criteria were cited. The ten most rreqmmt ex,~iusion criteria
accounted for 97 percent of the total exclusions.
The data also indicate that the exclusions
to
or
the
major expansion in the number ofexclusions, account
vast IHaJurny ofexclusions.
Ofthe 276 cites to exclusion criteria, 225 cites (82 percent) were
were part
ofthe original 1975 VAPA. Exclusion criteria enacted
accounted
for 17 percent; 1985 exclusions accounted for one
exclusions
enacted since 1985 were cited. Thus, the recent
not account
for the high proportion of VAPA regulations that were
it
also
be noted that the four exclusions enacted in 1991 were not
1990-91
regulatory year, and the frequency of their use is not
One of the exclusions that appears to
"m.en~"r,Cv regulation
exclusion. This accounted for almost 35 percent
HU'''''''''' of this
exemption is discussed in more detail as an imple,mlmtation
next chapter of
this report. Another type of exemption that is
agency
exemption, which accounted for approximately
\Vhile an
assessment of these exemptions does not ID(liciate
is a malOr problem as
currently exercised, such exemptions should
ca1utiously frr,mj;pfl
llOriodically
subjected to skeptical review.

Assessment of Agency Exemptions
One type ofexclusion that APA liti'mtm~" gen,eraJly ad'?lSl,l'l a:gatost is
total
agency exemption. The reason that
Dr:1iCtlCe is diS:co1wE:ged
a blEmli:et
exemption can be overly broad, and may
to
or eli:mi:aaj:e PU"'j~ p:articipation.
The 1981 Model State APA (MSAPA) the1refore
entities that would be commonly understood to
agencies. (It does suggest exclusions for the le.rislailrre
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n1",wiclF~

exeimptions to

J;!;:liiClll:tSliOI1.S

tJited by Agencies for Exempting

from the VAPA Process, 199()"91
relrltJle!leS in,l1i(lat,es year exclusion first enacted)
Number of Times Used
96
2.

cmlstitutional powers of a

59

reql1iremetlts (1975)

32

court ofoe,,,,, rl
3
4,

5,

Llll'lllU

lHilJlWe

Fisheries (1977)

Resj)urces COffilUis!!ion (1984)
ViJ'ltil~ia statute

6

7

change (1975)

form, or technical

23
17
14
10

correction (
8,

VorPlnUl

nouam" DeJ,elclpm,ent Authority (1979)

9,

nn,cp"

or rates (1975)
or property (1975)

10,

lnlen'lal ngency matter (

8
5

4

3
2

1

""',;UHnWil' "ddl'es:s"" Hmnn""or parolees (1975)

1
1

*Thei0 wero 216
reW..11atlohs boeS-UfiB

cited in
269 regulations from VAPA. Exemptions cited exceed the numoor of
six (J the regulations, more than one exemption Was cited.

&nln:e: JURe
the Acts

of Volume 7 of the Virginia Register ofRegulations (October 1990 to September 19fH) and
1975 to 1991<

Rulemaking provides inlorlnation
slates,
the 38 states are reported to have no agency
states was four exemptions, and the maximum was
ill"""';Y exemptions appears to have little relationship to
' l ' d ' , d 0 is
to have one total agency exemption, VirgiLnia
Ad:mlJnultnltil~e

on

state size,
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are:

mtUlll15

l:1tkJsource,s Commission (MRC)
egulBltulUs snd all were

mCluest€,a information from the five fully
agency was asked to provide
WhiCh eXI,mJptllJnS from VAPA public comment
ex,emptJlOU is uecossary, snd whether there are sny
mElsonaibly tiUlJJ"CL to public comment.
VAPA rulemaking
§29.1-501 ofthe Code
Tho agency must publish the
and 30 days before it may
up by
agency, "sny

tions

critical deadmlf?r,qrr,rv bird seasons
hunting seasons.
stated that "a
"rtWH1"rt would mean that regulabeing msnaged

WU'-'lU

regulates recrewildlife regulanever received a
re!:U!l:\t!clUS pursuant to

WIJtUl:lle,

it

indicated that
prov: des for public
publish It5regulatmlls between 15
a hearing on the
"'r,""'" comments
the agency states,
jJWJllC flnan(:ial institlltionand must be
lenauig BlOa hOlusingindlustrills and in federal
to
operation of its
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The Milk
commission statsd
itEl purpese is Ie ensure
at
It
that
citizens of Virginia
a constant sUIPply
adllqUate return to produ<:ers thr,ouglt
hall Ii
allotment
Ie ensure
pricing formula." The cmnnlillisiou illdicaitlld
structure.» 1'·!J,rt.ne·r.
is "paramount to the mlllntellaJlce
it does obtain public comment on its
in an emergency situation,
the Commission makes
a j.,±'UbiY public notice
apu.bll:c
and otherwise
The commIssion's jUE,tification
UnUnTfl]me was um"cu on its
respense in(!ic~lte,1, how-ever.
regulating the supply and
agency also regulates
regulEltoI-Y actions to a pU!Jl1c
Its justification for not su1tlJectlng
not very compelling. It stated
the Commission in
complete administrative prclCells pro<:edlnre."
must exercise such
in detelminl.ng wh,,,U,,,r
exemptions or emergency ex,ernptiOlJlS

Virginia Resources Aliithontty
subdivision ofthe Commonwealth ereauid
local governments. As a bond
government is required to secure llrllUlcrng
exemption is based in large
on
Its regulations, VRA
uot
volatility of credit

in

Mil U!lUll

Council on lnfol~mutl:on M~ll1u¥g~-_!nt
promote coordinated planning, aUlw."u.m", dev'31oprrlenlt
ogy serving State agencies and h1l:he:r e,(jUlcal,I01L
is any need for a public comment
on its rel~]latlO11Jl·1:Je(~allse
authority Ie regulate mllr!i"S outside state g017ernrr'enL
j.lurine Resources Ct'mimisllion (MR(;)
regulations governing marine I1g!1""",,
covered by VAPA MRC indiica,tes
nm~su:~nt
ulemakirlg procedure nn its eXl:m]pt negUl1al.wr,,,
a shorter time frlltllle is need:edfor
on
status and condition of itislleries sle>ekJs,
ag.oncy exemptions should
granted. They can be overly
agency eXE:mlPtillllS sUI;:gests

statss

once
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exemptions could be reduced. For example, consideration
exemption of Game and Inland Fisheries to wildlife re'l"ulatilon.s,
boating regulations could be subject to VAPA The ml.U"JULJllWl""LUH
may not be necessary, as the commission's concern
adjustments already appears to be addressed through
tion which excludes "agency orders or regulations flxing rates or nriFP~
RecomT1U!ndation (1). The General Assembly may

review agency exemptions, and consider whether
eliminate, or qualify such exemptions.
SIGNIFICANT PROCESS CHOICES ARE LEFT TO AGENCY DI!3CIIE1rION
Regulatory agencies ars provided with discretionary
many matters that affect the well-being of the public.
processes are troubled by tbe fact that detailed law-making auth(lrii:y is OeJleg.ate,o to
agencies that are not directly accountable to the public. Other
note
it is
impractical for elected legislatures to craft every detail ofthe law.
process acts are developed to deal with the practical need
de:legating certain
making authority to agencies, while structuring the Ax,er",,,,,
that the required structure or process will serve as a substitute
guidance from the legislature, will allow for public
agency de,:isions,
thereby help legitimize the resulting regulation.
When it applies, VAPA sets forth rules or pnJeedures
process. It addresses what agencies must do, and
cannot
regulations. However, there are also a numberofimportant arellll in WhiCh
explicitly or implicitly by omission, leaves choices about
agencies.
Exhibit 1 summarizes key VAPA requirements
regulations. It should be noted that in the rare instances
or the General Assembly or a suspension of the process
some additional requirements on the agency.
There are seven items that appear to
on agency rulemaking. Agency basic law 01' guidE!lirleS
requirements on the agency outside of VAPA
to impose an undue burden on agencies. The items addri5ss
opportunities for public input, notifying the public
agency to explain its regulation, and allowing a perIod
effective date of the regulation to enable the public tn bec,orrte il~tiJ,rrr,ed
Concerns are sometimes raised about the tinlelrllltne
regulations. However, JLARC staff examined VAPA re{luirerneJ~ts
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.--------------EJdiibit

1------------~

Comparison of Key VAPA Requirements and Agency Process II
Choices for the Typical Regulation

...........
-----.......,.---------------~~~~~~-~~
VAPA Phase
VAPA Requirement
Initiation and
Development of
the Proposed
Regulation

1. Use PPGil that set out

methods for identifying
and notifying interested
parties and specific means
for seeking input

1.

2.
3.

-

.. ~~ .. ~-,

Publication
and Input on
the Proposed
Regulation

I
I
I

I

2. Prepare statement of
basis, purpose, substance
issues, and impact of the
regulation,
3. Publish the proposed
regulation and notice of
opportunity for comment
in the Register.
4. Publish notice in
Richmond newspaper.
5. Allow at least 60 days
from publication for
public comment.

I

I
Adoption of
the Final
Regulation

6. Forward copy of regulation
to Registrar for publication,
explaining substantial
changes and summarizing
public input and agency
response.
7. Wait for 30-day adoption
period to expire before
regulation can become
effective.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of VAPA
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8. Whether to respond rlir""flv
to the individual pUlHIC
comments rec:eived.
9. Whether to nrClVH!e
tional time be:,ol1ld
days before the
is effective.

making timeframes in detail (see Appendix B), and found that VAPA
not generally
impede rulemaking progress. There are only two explicit VAPA tin,efI'amle r,eqlnr,!!menta. The flrst is a GO-day public comment period on the proposed l"'!;U1aClUll.
second is a 30-day adoption period from publication of the final
These
requirements account for 90 days, or only 23 percent ofthe total time period that it takes
the average regulation to complete the process (387 days). While the
steps
VAPAalso have implicit timeframe consequences, the timeframe required to complete all
rulemaking steps is at most 36 percent of average rulemaking time.
percentage is
baaed on the timeframe taken by the agency that progressed through the VAPA process
the fastest, meeting all VAPA requirements in 140 days.
Exhibit 1 indicates that there are many process issues which VAPA leaves
explicitly or implicitly to agency choice. Nine significant areas are shown the exhibit,
including petitioning, use ofadvisory groups, advertising, and holding hearings. 1'1~.,wcy
choice provides flexibility, On the other hand, the lack of definition
VAPA can
also lead to agency uncertainty as to how to proceed, public confusion about how to
participate, and public skepticism as to whether agencies with less open
are
interested in public participation.

AGENCY PUBLIC PARTICIPATION GUIDELINES ARE INADEQUATE
Although there are many areas in which VAPA leaves process
to
agencies, this does not necessarily mean that these decisions are
to made the
agencies on an ad hoc basis. The Code of Virginia requires agencies to adopt public
participation guidelines (PPGs) that are to address the agency's procedures for obtaining
public input.
However, JLARe staffreviewed 75 PPGs, or all PPGs on file with
Registrar,
and found that in many instances existing guidelines are vague on key issues, are
unnecessarily divided on certain public participation matters, and relatedly, are inconsistent statewide and within secretarial areas. The result is confusion and a lack of
certainty for the" public and agency personnel as to the ground rules for public participation.

Background of PPGs
The 1983 report of the Governor's Regulatory Reform Advisory &i!lTd
mended that "State agencies should be required by statute to
'public participation guidelines'." The purpose of these guidelines, the relJiOrt inclicElteti,
was to have a process for notifying
public and re<:ei'nng lJ1Pllt!n
agency
before regulations are proposed under VAPA
In 1984, VAPA was amended to require PPGs. The
6.14:7.1 states that:
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Public participation guidelines for soliciting the input of interested
parties in the formation and development of its regulations shall be
developed, adopted and utilized by each agency....
PPGs have provided agencies with an opportunity to specify how their ruileulalong
process will work, in those areas that VAPA has left to agency discretion.
Since the inception of the PPG concept, almost all regulatory entities have
developed PPGs as required. Documents from the Registrar ofRegulations indicate
the Department ofState Police and the Council on Human Rights are exceptions, as both
have regulations but no currently effective PPGs. The State Police have acted to address
this problem, publishing a proposed PPG in the October 19, 1992 Register.

PPGs Are Vague and Divided on Public Participation Matters
JLARC analyzed the provisions of each of the 75 PPGs across ten factors.
ten factors that were analyzed are:
L

whether the guideline contains a statement of the policy or purpose of the
guideline

2.

whether the guideline contains a petitioning for rulemaking provision

3.

whether the guideline contains requirements upon a petitioner, be;rond
self-identification and a statement of the proposed change

4.

whether the guideline reqnires an agency response to petitioners

5.

whether the guideline dermes the use of any lists external to the agency
identifying interested parties

6.

whether the time frame for a Notice ofIntended Regulatory Action (NOIR.J\)
is addressed in the PPG

7.

whether a minimum time frame from the NOIRA to publication of the
proposed regulation is quantified in days

8.

whether the use of any advisory board is reqnired

9.

whether at least one public hearing is required, explicitly or implicitly

10.

whether or not the issue of conducting a periodic review of agency regulations is addressed

was:
The 75 PPGs were analyzed for each of these factors, to assess whether each
(1) affirmatively addressed or required, (2) inconclusively addressed or optional, or
negatively addressed or not addressed.
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From this analysis, JLARC staff drew several conclusions. First, PPGs are
vague. This is especially illustrated in how agencies address the issues of the use of
advisory panels during NaIRA, and the conduct ofpublic hearings during the notice and
comment period.
Second, PPGs do not uniformly encourage public participation. This is clear
from several ofthe factors analyzed, but the focus ofthe discussion in this section will be
on petitioning for rulemaking and timeframes for NaIRA cnmment. And relatedly, it is
clear from the analysis that there is substantial inconsistency in PPGs, both statewide
and by secretariat. While this finding is not surprising at the statewide level (PPGs
provide agency flexibility, and VAPAdoes not specifY their content except at a very broad
level), it can be a concern if there is needless variation, especially within the same
secretarial area. Inconsistency can create confusion for public participants.

PPGs Are Vague. IfPPGs are to be useful, they need to establish procedures,
or at least criteria for making procedural decisions. Otherwise, they provide no new
information to supplement VAPA, and allow agency personnel to make ad hoc decisions
as to the process to be used. An analysis ofPPGs indicates that in many instances their
usefulness is suspect. Many guidelines are written vaguely on key points.
For example, VAPA raises the possibility but does not resolve the issue of the
use of: (1) advisory panels and (2) public hearings. Agencies have an opportunity through
their PPGs to clarify their approach to these procedural issues. A review ofPPGs shows,
however, that few guidelines provide any guidance as to the likelihood that the agency
will use panels or hold hearings.
With regard to advisory panels, VAPA indicates that:
whenever appropriate, [PPGsl may provide for the use of standing or
ad hoc advisory panels and consultation with groups and individuals
registering interest in working with the agency.
VAPA thus establishes that an agency "may," or has the authority to, use advisory panels.
It would appear to be left to PPGs to defme whether the agency (1) will generally create
advisory panels, with perhaps some specified exceptions, or (2) will generally not create
advisory panels, perhaps with some specified exceptions.
An analysis ofthe 75 PPGs indicates, however, that 68 guidelines (91 percent)
do not provide the public with guidance on whether advisory committees will be formed.
Ofthose 68 guidelines, seven do not address the subject ofadvisory panels at all; the other
61 guidelines indicate that the agency "may" at its discretion use advisory boards. An
example of the content of these guidelines follows:
The agency may appoint advisory committees as it deems necessary to
provide for adequate citizen participation in the formation, promulgation, adoption, and review of regulations.
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These guidelines do not provide any more information to the public than is alreaclv
contained in VAPA,
do not forthrightly address the issue.
Another example PPG vagueneBB is
issne ofthe conduct ofpublic
VAPA has historically enabled agencies to elect to provide public hearings on pn.posed
regulations. The conduct of public hearings is an issue, therefore, that agency p,uJUe
participation guidelines could address.
However, 52 ofthe 75 guidelines
percent) did not state eltJ:leran eXl)!icltor
implicit position on the conduct of public hearings. For example:

The PPGs of the Department of Commerce and its boards in
Economic Development Secretariat, and the Department of Health
Professions and its boards in the Health and Human Resources i::ie,~re·
tariat, each address VAPA requirements for a periodic review of
eristine regulations.
These PPGs OOve sections titled "informational proceedings or public
hearings for existing rules.» The sections indicate toot an informational proceeding "may take the form ofa public hearing", but provide
no actual guidance or criteria on whether public hearings will be held
or are likely. The
contained no statements on whether pu:ot/:c
hearings would be held on I1&UI. regulations.
The majority ofPPGs fail to clarify for tbe public: (1) the circumstances ,m,cjpr WHlCH
public hearings will be held, (2) who will be present from the board at the hearings,
(3) where hearings will be held (region(s) of the State), and (4) any rules for participation
at the hearings, such as length of time per speaker or distribution of written copies.

Procedures Do Not Uniformly Encourage Public Participation.
requires two major opportunities for public participation: (1) an opportunity for input
into the formation ofthe regulation, and (2)the notice and comment period. For the notice
and comment period, a 60-day minimum timeframe is specified.
Beyond these requirements, the opportunity for public participation is largely
left to agency guidelines and agency implementation. As a consequence, there is
substantial variety in the extent to which public participation is encouraged.
For example, one way to involve the public in the total regulatory process is to
provide for a formal, recognized opportunity for members of the public to call for
initiation of a regulation or a change to an existing regulation. A method to accomplish
this is to adopt a formal provision for members ofthe public to petition agencies to request
the initiation of rulemaking.
There is considerable variation in how PPGs address petitioning for rnlemaking.
As of March 1992, 42 of the 75 guidelines (56 percent) contained provisions
petitioning; 33 guidelines (44 percent) did not address the issue. The Natural Resources
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Secretariat, which in March had four guidelines with petitioning provisions and four
without, is planning to bring greaterunifonnity to their guidelines. Their proposed PPG
revision did not initially include petitioning, but the secretariat indicates that in
response to public input, they now plan to include it.
There is also substantial variation between PPGs as to the timeframes that are
afforded for public comment during the NaIRA process. The Register Manual provides
a clear statement of the idealized purpose of the NaIRA:
The purpose of this notice is to alert interested individuals or groups
ofthe purpose ofthe regulatory action and allow them to provide input
by submitting written comments to the agency.
The NOIRA provides an opportunity for the public to participate in the fonnulation ofthe
regulation. VAPA is unclear as to whether the NaIRA must occur prior to any drafting
of the regulation. It is clear, however, that to be meaningful, the NaIRA must give
interested parties a sufficient amount oftime to develop and provide comments to the
agency before the agency has completed its work on the proposed regulation.
With regard to NOIRA timeframes, 19 of the 75 PPGs (25 percent) do not
address the issue. Fourteen guidelines (19 percent) require that the NOIRA be published
prior to the development of the regulation. Thirty-two guidelines (43 percent) require
publication ofthe NOIRA at least 30 days before publication of the proposed regulation.
Ten guidelines (13 percent) require eithera minimum comment period or that the NaIRA
occur prior to a meeting or hearing.
The guidelines do not ensure that the regulation will be held by the agency in
draft fonn until the NaIRA comment period is closed, which is essential if the purpose
ofthe NaIRA is to be achieved. The largest group ofguidelines, for example, require that
the NaIRA be published at least 30 days prior to publication of the proposed regulation.
Based on the two-week cycle ofthe Register and lead times for the submission ofmaterial,
a regulation filed just nine days after publication of the NaIRA could appear in the
Register after the required 30-day time period. Thus, a 3O-day requirement from the one
publication to the other does little to ensure an adequate NaIRA comment period.

PPGs Are Inconsistent Statewide and by Secretariat. The issue ofPPG
consistency was first raised to JLARC staff by the Natural Resources Secretariat in
October of 1991. In January of 1992, the Deputy Secretary sent a memo to the Attorney
General's Office, indicating the Secretariat's intent to "develop guidelines that would be
unifonnly used across the Secretariat, thereby allowing for greater understanding and
less confusion on the part of the members of the public who interact with more than one
Natural Resources Agency."
The JLARe PPG analysis indicates substantial inconsistency in guidelines
statewide and within secretarial areas (Appendix C). The analysis was conducted in the
Spring of 1992, before publication of new proposed PPGs by the Natural Resources
Secretariat. The content analysis for the Natural Resources Secretariat was done for the
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time. A content
was also done for an October 1992 veJ"flic,n
Natunll R,e&lUrcesSecretariat, and the result is lU(,lulied

r",rfb'rn1led a quantitative assessment of PPG COJtlsisu!llc:y
tac;toJ'"S analvzed.
ofthe analysis, the secretarial areas
of consistency in
were the Finance, Transportation, Public Safety
However, these secretariats do not
rulemaking,
ahUDti

M!!(l!rrces, Economic Development, and ~dUCllti(,n
least consistent PPGs were for Health

RULE1\1A1lUNG PROVISIONS SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED
agency
un:adlireSSEJd or

a considerable number of significant issues
are opportunities available to address areas of
process without hampering the efficiency

ness

peJlitioningfor rulemaking is that it provides an opportunity
corrunlLlllcate
needs for regalatory change, and have
nel"ds COllsi,deI'ed
agency. Petitioning may improve regalauons
directing agJffi(;y al:terluonta new facts, changed circumstances, or problems. The
le,Jlerl:U APA both provide for petitioning,
re,:ognil~s a

right to petition certain regalations, It eJqllicitly
regulations adopted without the use of VAPA
rel~latloru5,the promulgating agency is required ta state
-""'''AllVA COllSi,Jer
ta petitions by any interested person at any
re~:pelct ta relXlll,silier'ati,on or revision." VAPA does not address
issue
peldtionlngin ,)ther ,;ir(;unlst:am~es, As ofthe spring of1992,justover halfofagency
rel1tlaindl;r did not address the subject.
in
pe'lition:ing opportunity shouid not hamper
ofconsideration that a petition rel:ei'les
initiate the
would be under
sullJe(:t to court
for agency arbitrariness.
agency is not
is only
ta give the petition corlsilieratiion,
prc,vi,!e a ~t~"tAtl reason for the rejection.
tlUt.iAl.~
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Reconunendation (2). The General Assembly may wish to amend VAPA
to allow for petitioning for a new regulation or for the amendment of an
existing regulation, and require that the agency must "receive, consider and
respond" to such petitions.
Recommendation (3). The General Assembly may wish to provide in
VAPA that agency failures to considerand respond to petitions for rulemaking
are subject to judicial review.
Requiring a Notice of Intended Regulatory Action
The argument for requiring NOIRAs in VAPA is that: (1) NOIRAs alert all
readers of the Register as well as others that an agency intends to consider a regulatory
issue, and allows them to provide input, (2) NOIRAs have become the primary method
of most agencies to solicit public input into the development of regulations, (3) the longterm status of NOIRAs ifleft to PPGs is unclear, however, as NOIRAs are not popular
with all agencies.
Some agencies have criticized NOIRAs as deJaying proposed regulations and
producing limited comment. However, the JLARC staffanalysis ofrulemaking timeframes
indicates that for the average regulation, the NOIRA comment period is completed in 1.3
months, but the proposed regulation is not published until 6.3 months have passed. The fact
that agencies on average spend an additional 5.0 months preparing their proposed regulations does not support the notion that the NOIRA comment period is a key delaYing factor.
The JLARC staffanalysis on public participation issues indicates that, as some
agencies claim, public comment on NOIRAs is spotty. About 30 percent of the sample of
regulations drew written comment from the public, with an average offive comments per
NOIRA commented upon. However, this criticism neglects the NOIRA role as a
notification device as well as the symbolic value of the opportunity. Also, if agencies are
clearly allowed to work on regulation drafts during the NOIRA phase, as recommended
in this report, agencies can provide draft options on regulations to interested parties if
they would like', enabling the public to provide more focused input and thereby potentially increasing interest in participation and the value of participation.

Recommendation (4). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending VAPA to require a Notice of Intended Regulatory Action. The
General Assembly may also wish to establish a minimum 30·day comment
period, which is the current median timeframe.
Use of Advisory Committees
Some State agencies cite the use of advisory committees as a method they
employ to help gain input into the developmentofa proposed regulation. JLARC's review
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orin agency

ComnriSllioller or
create lL'1 "<lvi,,,,,.v
eS/labEslled on
lre,qt'er,tas

on
of using ad'Vls'Jrv paine!!I,

as to wn"tn"r
or

agency dillcretJion

malkeuse

The department will hold formal public hearings on all proposed
regulations as required by the Administrative Process Act.
Amendments to §9-6.14:7.1 ofVAPAin 1991 have made the statutory language
even more unclear as to whether a public hearing is required. The amendment
eliminated prior VAPA language linking the comment period to "the case ofregnlations
for which the basic law requires a hearing, or for which the agency elects to hold a
hearing." As a result, there is no longer any substantive statement on the subject of
hearings in the section. However, in a later part of the section, there is a descriptive
statement that makes reference to a "notice of hearing required above."
From examining the evolution ofthe VJU>A language, it appears that the intent
has been to require a hearing when agency basic law requires it or when the agency elects
to hold one. However, some agencies may be holding public hearings under the beliefthat
public hearings are required. Excluding the Department ofMedical Assistance Services,
State agencies held public hearings on 82 percent ofregulations subject to V JU>A daring
1990-91. DMAS had 43 regulations during 1990-91 and held no public hearings. With
DJI,fAS included in the data, public hearings were held on about 66 percent of all VJU>A
regulations.
Public hearings may be an essential part of the process in certain situations,
such as controversial, high-impact regnlations. The problem with holding hearings on
all or most regulations is that it is inefficient. Agency staff who have questioned the
efficiency of hearings have indicated that for hearings on most regulations, the number
speakers is low. Also, they state that public hearing comments often consist of the
reading of the written comments that are submitted to the agency in writing anyway.
Many regulations are non-controversial and the public may express no interest
in them. JLARe staffanalysis ofpublic participation through a sample of33 regnlations
found that at 11 ofthe 21 public hearings beld, there were no speakers. Also, during the
JLARe staffattended two public hearings on regulations at which no one from the
public was present. In both cases, the agencies had received no advance indication from
any member ofthe public as to an interest in speaking. In the one case, agency staffwere
p:r<3se,nt at the hearing. In the other case, a Board member, agency staff, and a court
rpy}or!pr to transcribe remarks were present.

Recommendation (6). The General Assembly may wish to amend VAPA
to clarify that public hearings are not always required. This clarification can
achieved by specifying the conditions under which a public hearing must be

P"o,Tin", for Oral Proceedings upon Request

of the conditions
which the General Assembly may wish to require
IJlHJHchearings is when there is substantial public demand for one. This would mean that
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the public
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0:1' implicit
an mY1¥tr'tn~

for the notion
dents indicated a
process for controversial regulations, Reasons cited for support of public h",",'!:""'''
Included: the values of openness, access, and opportunity for public ""r1111'11
provision of a forum
the exchange of ideas, and direct inq,uu'Y Iietv:reen
boards and citizens;
to
ing ofthe tone and
ofviewpointll; the ability to
ofthe viE:WjXliltlts ofc,th"rn;
the publicity that may be
on controversial "l>"""~ the belief
comments are rarely
by agencies, and may be igulon,d and the
people,
hearings may bring
point that regulations
The 1981 NlOloel
within a
tinlefl'anle
adoption, The
can
those res:poitlsible UUller
administrative rules, 01' by a mngle political subdivision (local go'?er'1U11eJltl,
agency, or by a suggested
of25 persous. The purpose of a
th:resholld
is to attempt to ensure that
hearings are
when
interest.

Recommendation (7), The General Assembly
to co:nsl:dcr
amendingVAPA to require that public hemugs be held ita minilnwlD tltre,shold
of interest in a public hemug Is met. The threshold should be !lp1~cified
VAPA.
Provide for PetitionIng wil,en FInal RE:glJllatioln Is Dlffe!rerlt than PI'oJJlOsed
JLARe analysis
a sample of regulations
that agencies do
changes to prop!!sed
Many of these changes were consistent with lJu,mc
comment received. This is generally a positive fmding, in the sense that it suggests
public participation can he meaningful, even after an agency has published it!! pnJp()sed
regulation,
However, there !ire some potentia!
consequences
in agencies that can swm from agency changes to
For ex,amlp!i8,
some cases an agency may make a "surprise" change at one groups' SUjggE,stj,on
not receive a full
during
comment
This is a situation
governments complain occurred with regard to a requirement that solid waste
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sites use double liners. Local governments state that this change, which apparently
stemmed from comment by one or more environmental groups, has had major cost
implications, with no opportunity to comment on the idea.
Another situation is when an agency adopts a drastically altered regulation
after a controversial public comment period, without an opportunity for an additional
formal comment period upon the altered version ofthe regulation. Exhibit 2 provides an
example of this type of circumstance.
It does not appear that VAPA provides an effective safeguard from major
"surprise" changes made without additional opportunity for public comment. The
Governor may suspend the regulatory process to require additional public comment if
changes are substantiaL However, important changes may appear small and not be
brought to the Governor's attention. Further, VAPA states that an "additional public
comment period shall not be required if the Governor determines that the substantial
changes were made in response to public comment."
Thus, the Governor's decision discussed in Exhibit 2 was not inconsistent with
VAPA, as the changes made were arguably in response to the substantial comments
received from physicians/physician groups during the public comment period. However,
the action meant that major changes were made to the substance of the regulation
without the opportunity for formal public comment on those changes.
It appears that a mechanism is needed that does not discourage agencies from

changing proposed regulations as needed, but provides the public with an additional
opportunity to be heard in situations where major changes are made from what was
submitted for comment.
One idea would be to allow the public to petition for an additional 30 day
comment period ifthe public thinks that a change with a significant impact has occurred.
To provide the petition with greater weight than the general petitioning opportunity
discussed earlier, in this case the agency could only deny the petition ifit finds that the
difference between the proposed and fmal regulation are minor or inconsequential in
impact. OtherWise, an additional 30 day comment period must be made available
pursuant to the petition.
This approach would provide the public with an opportunity to be heard on
major changes. The risk is that agencies might be more reluctant to take public
participation into account and make changes, because they do not want the process
extended for 30 days.

Recommendation (8). The General Assembly may wish to amend VAPA
to allow the public to petition for Ii second comment period, limited to issues
of change from proposed to final regulations.
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.--------------Exhibit 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Example Lack of Public Recourse when
Final Regulation Significantly Differs from Proposed
A proposed regulai;ion
opito111et;riei:s
scope of practice
expanded pn:lctllee.
the course ofone
ofthe Board

Medicine would ha've zlxpanlied
to meet the SlIlnnarCiS
over

The executive committee of the Board of Medicine approved
committee's proposed regulation in September of 1989. During
an
amount
comment was
comment
which
some
received. There were
persons providing
provisions ofthe regulation, mainly physicians and physician groupe, outnum~
bering those
it
approximately two to one.
The ad hoc
reviewed the comments and made ~",r"rl~1c]rllulgzlS
to the regulation and recommended it be approved by the full Board ofl\IIel:licine.
The Board
met in March 1990,
the amenliedv""flUln
the "'15. ULDiUU,iL
The
propelled regwalcionmcluaeu: eJlimilnaiClon
opportunity to treat two
diseases and the use of ten of 26 thelra]pet!tic
pharmaceutical
that an
can
for a disease
to
a pa1;ie1lHal
to appropriately respend to
and prohibiting treatment
diseases of anyone
yeaI'll
age or younger. The final regulation was
published the June 1990Register and was to become effective on
Upon examination ofthe adopted regulations, staffofthe Department
Health Professions
that the "regulations differ substantively from eliJrlif'l'
proposed regulations".
member ofthe Board ofHealth Professions ru"'lglU;U
to review Board ofMedicine regulations stated that there "can be no question
the final regulations as adopted...are considerably more restrictive than
previously presented for public comment". The reviewer recommended that
Board of Medicine defer the regulations for "further study, reconsideration,
public input.» The executive committee ofthe Board ofHealth Professions passed
a motion to request that the Governor .delay the effective date of the regulation.
According to staffofthe Department ofHealth Professions, the (rlJ,vemclr ...",,,ivc,d
"thousands of pieces mail" on the issue. The Governor did not suspend
process for additional comment, and approved the final regulation on July 3, 1990.
The Governor did request that the regulation be reviewed by the Board
Medicine within one year.
Source: JLARC analysis ofVR 4654l94)1, Board ofMedidne, Effective Date:
Department of Health Professiotls staff.
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5, 1990 and inten'iew€ with

EXPANDED REVIEW POWERS FOR ELECTED OFFICIALS
COULD BE CONSIDERED
Federal and state agencies are provided with discretionary power over many
administrative matters that affect the well-being of the public. An issue that is
frequently raised in the regulatory field is whether there are adequate checks or
safeguards to the exercise of discretionary power by non-elected agency officials. The
concern is the protection ofthe public from arbitrary or unreasonable exercises ofagency
power. Agencies may act arbitrarily for a number of reasons, including error, bias,
arrogance, self-interest, fear of reprisal, or corruption.
Arguments are sometimes put forth at the federal and state levels that
legislative bodies have delegated too many decisions to administrative agencies. However, solutions that involve greater legislative retention of decision-making can overwhelm legislative resources and expertise. Therefore, efforts to protect the public from
agency arbitrariness are frequently directed at ensuring that there are procedures
agencies must follow in reaching their decisions, and in ensuring that agencies and their
regulatory actions are subject to various forms of control or review.
VAPA specifies a number of procedures that administrative agencies must
follow in rulemaking or in making case decisions. Many ofthese procedures are designed
to ensure public participation and input to agency decisions. mtimately, however, while
the Code of Virginia requires that agencies seek public input, an agency can choose to
ignore public input at its discretion.
Therefore, it is important to consider what powers of review are provided by
statute to elected officials. Exhibit 3 shows the review powers that are provided by VAPA
to the Governor, the Attorney General, and the General Assembly. The focus of this
section will be on the review of regulations by the Governor and the General Assembly.

Gubernatorial Review Powers
VAPA provides that the Governor may recommend amendments or modifications to an agency regulation, or suspend a regulation for additional public comment. The
Governor may also me an objection to a proposed regulation during the final 30-day
adoption period.
The Executive Assistant to the Governor has written that since taking the office,
the current Governor "has been dismayed by the quantity and substance of regulations
submitted for his comment." However, a review of the Register indicates that it is rare
for a gubernatorial objection to be filed, or for the Governor to express concerns about
regulations in his regulatory comments. From January 1990 to October 1992, the
Governor fIled five objections. Previous governors also filed few objections.
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,.--------------Exhibit 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Review of Agency Rulemaking under VAPA
Review Power

Institution
Governor

•
•
•

•
•

•

Attorney General

•

General AsElem,bly

•

1

to dej,ennil1if!
rng~llti(ll1E are
necessary to pn)tel,t
Gorl1eirnl1,r may recommend amiendmen'ts or modifica~
tions.
The Governor may suspend the re~atory 011<1I1,ei."
days if substantial changes have been made to the Ori,irini!U
regulatory proposal.
The Governor may file an
during
adoption period,
An agency may "adopt the re~;Un1LlU>n without CHi1Hll§e~
despite the Governor's recommendations
"
§9~6.14:25 provides that the Governor shall
an
executive procedure for the periodic review of regulation!L
1 provides
ensure
The
does not addr,§ss
happens if the agency and the Attorney General are in
disiagreEimlmt as to statutory authority.

for
review
ate standing committee of each nuu",".
• Standing committee may me an objection, which rnCtnilres
response by the promnlgating agency within
which extends the adoption period by 21
• The agency may still promulgate the rngulation
day extension period.

Source: JLARC fe-view of the Code of Virginia, 199:.t

Under VAPA, in
cases in which the Govelrnc.r objects 10 a priDjJ<lS€'d
regulation, the promulgating agency does not have 10
the rel:U'liLlun.
re~ation may take effect over the Governor's
This occunred
instance in which a guberna10rial objection was
A gubernatorial objection was published in
Governor's objection was 10 two re~ations of the ViI'!ril)i" 8alel;y
Board of the Department of Labor and Industry. For
oue re~ru"llti,[)n,
cited that an approximate
percent difference in effecl;ivloUllss pr;,venting
between tagout and lockout procedures did not prclville
adequatelyjustify the
more strmg:ent re,gulat,ous.
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Governor questioned the need for more stringent construction sanitation standards. At
the Board's meeting on January 8, 1991 the Board took no action to withdraw the
regulations. The regulations became effective on January 9,1991.
According to State Administrative Rulemaking, some states provide for a
gubernatorial veto of regulations. In Virginia, this issue was discussed by the 1983
Report of the Governor's Regulatory Reform Advisory Board. The nature of the
arguments in support and against such a veto have probably changed little since then.
The Advisory Board noted:
Advocates feel that only such a proposal would give an elected official
full control over state bureaucrats and agency boards; they promote
this idea as essential to protecting the public from overzealous regulators.
Others...argue that this places one individual (the Governor) in a
position where he can thwart the will of boards and commissions that
have served the Commonwealth well in meeting their regulatory
responsibilities. They feel it would expose the Governor to undue
pressure and perhaps lead to unwise interference in the regulatory
process. They believe the review procedures...are sufficient.
The Advisory Board decided not to recommend the executive veto because of a division
of opinion on the Board and because they thought that the recommendation could
undermine the success of their other recommendations.
Legislative Review Powers
The original VAPAof 1975 did not address the question oflegislative review. In
1981, language was added to VAPA to provide for a legislative veto of regulations. This
language was placed in §9-6.14:9, pertaining to the adoption of regulations.
Under 'the 1981 provision, the Registrar was to forward materials on the
regulation in fmal form "to each member of the committee of each house of the General
Assembly to which the Registrar believed matters relating to the content of the
regulations are most properly referrable," and to the House Appropriations and Senate
Finance Committees. Any committee receiving the materials could, within 90 days ofthe
mailing by the Registrar, "meet and with a majority of the members of said committee
being present, direct upon simple majority vote that the effective date of the regulation
or any part thereof be deferred."
The committee then was required to "prepare an appropriate joint resolution
expressing the sense ofthe General Assembly that all or any part ofthe regulation should
be modified or not take effect." Approval ofthe resolution by the General Assembly would
"permanently defer the effect of the regulation in the form adopted."
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At the federal level, the congressional veto had been called into constitutional
question prior to Virginia's enactment in 1981 ofa legislative veto in §9-6.14:9. In 1980,
a three-judge panel of the United States Court Appeals
veto in the case
unanimously
a
ization Service v. Chadha.
In February 1982, the Attorney General ofVirginia was asked
an
on
the legislative veto
of §9·6.14:9. Citing the Court of Appeals
in
Chadha, as well as other cases and arguments, the Attorney General's
was
§9-6.14:9 "as written violates" the Virginia Constitution.
In June 1983, the United States Supreme Court ruled the federal cor,gn,ssj,On,al
veto (increasingly used by Congress since its initial application in
in the Chadha case. During the 1984 Virginia legislative session, the General AssernbJly
repealed its legislative veto provision, apparently due to conoern as to its constitution·
ality.

Chadha Case Has Influenced State Court Cases Bat Did Not Settle
Constitutionality of State Legislative Vetoes. The Chadha case addressed
constitutionality of the congressional veto under the U.S. Constitution. It was not
directly applicahle to legislative vetoes by state legislatures.
legislative vetoes by state legislatures depends on court decisions aoohinlt tile rlm"i",i"",,,
of the State Constitution to the particular legislative veto method employed.
On the other hand, the Supreme Court's decisi,on obviously has
have an influenoe when similar separation ofpowers issues are being ar~;ued. l\~ l'\UlgulSt
1990 paper by the National Conference of State Legislators (NCSL) states
appears to have an influenoe on many but not all of the State court cases. The ur"",r
indicates that the premise ofChadha , as well as the decisions ofmany state
is
the "legislative veto ofrules constitutes an amendment to statutory authority",
constitutional, "must he accomplished through passage by hothhouses with presentmlint
to the executive." Of ten court cases during the 19808, in only one case did the "'.. .,,"M•. Ml
in favor of the legislative veto.
Areview ofstate statutes indicates that almost a decade after Chadha. states
provided for a legislative veto of regulations through concurrent resolutions,
resolutions, or resolutions. Five other states provide for legislative suspension
effect ofregulations until the General Assembly can consider statutory action. According
to the NCSL paper, four states have legislative veto authority written into their state
constitutions: Connecticut, Iowa, Michigan, and South Dakota. Connecticut is an
interesting case, as it was one ofthe states with a court ruling against the legislative veto
during the 1980s. In response, the voters of Connecticut granted the legislature veto
authority through an amendment to the state constitution.

Assessment of Legislative Veto Issue in Virginia. The llri,mlirV
document on the subject of the legislative veto in Virginia is the 1982 Attorney ue:neral
opinion. That opinion can he divided into two main arguments. First,
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concluded that the courts might well consider the legislative veto an "impermissible
intrusion into the arena of authority exercised by the executive branch of government."
This argument is rooted in Article III §1 of the Virginia Constitution, pertaining to
division ofpowers between the branches. Second, the opinion argued that the legislative
veto was inconsistent with Article IV §11 of the Virginia Constitution, which specifies
that "no law shall be enacted except by bill."
The Attorney General recognized that no Virginia case had been found "that
concerns any type of legislative oversight, such as is established in §9-6.14:9." The
opinion also recognized that "the Supreme Court of Virginia has indicated that Article
III §1 is not to be strictly construed." However, the opinion cited three factors that are
used in assessing the issue: (1) the danger of abuse, (2) necessity, and (3) propriety.
In addressing the "danger" question, the Attorney General opinion distorted the
effect of §9-6.14:9. The opinion stated:
By applying the procedure in §9-6.14:9, a simple majority of a quorum
of a committee of the General Assembly may modifY or nullify valid
regulations, and, without public knowledge, thereby change existing
rights, privileges, and obligations created by such regulations.
statement was not accurate.
only authorized committees
ofthe General Assembly to defer "the effective date ofthe regulation or any part thereof."
It did not provide authority to committees to modifY or nullify the regulation. Committees were authorized to prepare ajoiot resolution
the General Assembly's consideration to modify the regulation or prevent it from taking effect. If the resolution was not
acted upon or approved by the full General Assembly, then the regulation would take
effect. Ifthe full General Assembly did act to modify or nullify the regulation, there would
be public knowledge ofthat action.
Second, no substantive regulation was to be effective until the provisions of §96.14:9 had been completed. Specifically, the section stated:

A No regulation except an emergency regulation shall be operative in
less than thirty days after such adoption and the filing thereof in
accordance with the Virginia Register Act, provided that in the case of
any substantive regulation, such filing shall be deferred pending
action in subsection D [the subsection addressing committee review].
D.(2) !fno committee acts to defer a regulation within the ninety-day
period.. .it shall
as specified in subsection A
D.(3) No
except an
shall
be effective unless the provisions ofthis subeection D are followed. The
requirements of this subsection shall apply only to substantive regulations.
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Thus, it was misleading to state that the effect of the committee action would
be to "change existing rights, privileges, and obligations created by such regulations:
The "rights, privileges, and obligations" referred to were not yet official, plt;'rt.ivp
available, or enforceable. They existed on paper, but not in fact. Under the law, pr<Jp!Jood
regulations did not become effective until the committee review process was cmnplet>ad.
In addressing the "necessity" and "propriety" questions, the opinion stated
conclusion that "the General Assembly may enact legislation...but it may not apprtJpr;'·
ately enforce the legislation." An alternative perspective on this, however, is
General Assembly consideration of the substantive content of a regulation is not a
question of "enforcing" legislation. If the General Assembly vetoes the agency's reQ'U Ii,tory language, it is addressing the terms of the law, not enforcing the law.
The opinion further states that the "absence" ofa reference to legislative r""ip,w
of regulations in Article III "indicates that the General Assembly was not intended te
have the overview authority conferred by §9-6.14:9.» On the other hand, the anrorne!lt
should be contrasted with Article IV, Section 14, which states:
The authority of the General Assembly shall extend to all subjects of
legislation not herein forbidden or restricted; and a specific grant of
authority in this Constitution upon a subject shall not work a restriction of its authority upon the same or any
subject.
The second major ar!;Urrlerlt of the Attorney General opinion was:
The General Assembly cannot by statute confer upon aglmcies
power and responsibility to promulgate regulations, and then defer,
modify or nullify those regulations by resolution.
The constitutional basis for this argument was considered to be Article IV §1l
Constitution of Virginia, which specifies that "no law shall be enacted except by
This argument is similar in vein and foreshadows the majority opinion of
U.S. Supreme Court in the Chadha case. The U.S. Supreme Court majority opinion
the federal constitution provision that "every bill which shall have passed the Ho'use
Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it becomes law, be presented to the
President of the United States...." The court's majority opinion was that Congress was
using the legislative veto to make policy decisions that it could not make except through
"bicameral passage followed by presentment to the President. Congress must abide
its delegation of authority until that delegation is legislatively altered or
»
The counter-argument to the Virginia Attorney General's opinion is that
is no assertion by the Attorney General that it is improper for the General Assembly to
delegate law-making authority to agencies, or for agencies to promulgate regulations
with the force oflaw. The Attorney General opinion does not object constitutionally t{J
the use ofregulations rather than bills to establish the law on a subject. But the opmlOU
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does object to the General Assembly attempting to m:fiJiEll
by agency regulation.
This counterargument was made in
the Chadha case:

prc'ffilllg:ati,m ofnew law
,JUI,ti,,,,, WhIte in

Congress may delegate lawmaking power to imlepenJ:lerlt and
executive agencies, it is mOBt difficult to
I as
forbidding Congress
reserving II
power
for iteelf. Absent
veto, the
of
or
powers may
wil:hout l:hePresident's
not apparent why
a veto over
thE' exercise ofthaLle.gislative power must he sul)je<:t to a more eXlictiing
tesL.. Under
analysis,
independent aglmcles
Congress, whom
Frlilllicrs COIlll(led
81, may not exercise a veto ",hirh pr';c!ltld'3S
operative
AnOtklEH' COltlsiittlti,)nlll concern ral,sed
lr2!m.a A,tuU'nlev General's
op::monwas
on an
.. 4""",,,9.
slated
that once
rellOlltltlon nullify.in.g certain regulations, "no
rule or regulation
sullst,mtiaIly
he adopted
unless and until the General
a recorded vote."
The Attorney General Interpreted subsection E to mean
authority
agency to
subject matter wo:llid th,er.,fOJ'<'
resolution. The opinion stated
It was well settled
a statute cannot he amended
by resolution. As a consequence, the opinion stated that there are "grave doubts that §96.14:9 could survive a constitutional challenge."
Theoretically, the legislative veto under §9-6.14:9 could he exercised to serve
two purposes. One purpose, as noted by the Attorney General opinion, would he to stop
all regulatory activity on a subject matter to which
had provided
statutory authority to the agency to regulate. Subsection E
potentially serve this
purpose, and therefore raise a constitutional concern.
Assembly with
However, the other potential purpose is to prc,vicie
the power to
addn~ss "'''Call:S uot specified in
statute.
statute
could
provisions
ofthe
republish
ag,mcy·sgeueral
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In conclusion, the Chadha decision has influenced, but does not directly address
and has not settled the constitutionality of the legislative veto at the state level. The
primary arguments used in the Virginia Attorney General opinion are not unassailable.
Legislatures in nineteen other states can veto or suspend a regulation, presumably
within the bounds of their state constitutions. However, ifthe General Assembly wishes
to increase its oversight through the use of a legislative veto, it must consider that the
action is subject to court challenge and the courts might not sustain the veto provision.
It appears that a form of expanded legislative review that would have the
greatest chance to withstand constitutional challenge would enable a standing legislative committee, with gubernatorial concurrence, to suspend the regulation's effective
date until the next session. Then the regulation would become effective unless a bill is
passed by the General Assembly and signed by the Governor to stop it. The involvement
of the Governor in the suspension and the use of a statute to decide the fate of the
regulation may avoid some ofthe separation ofpowers and presentment concerns. There
are 17 states that provide for a suspension of regulations until the legislature can meet,
at least in some situations, including: Alabama, Alaska, Connecticut, Idaho, illinois,
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Washington, and Wisconsin.

Recommendation (9). The General Assembly may wish to consider
whether it wants to amend VAPA to provide a mechanism for legislative and
executive suspension of the effective date of regulations.
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III. Rulemaking: Implementation Issues
In orderfor VAPA requirements to be effective, they must
effectively by government officials and regulatory agencies. All, ll.Ilalysi:softlle i:mlpleulllU·
tatioo ofVAPA requirements indicates several problem areas. An executive
periodic review ofregalations, as is required by VAPA, was only published re<::ently
the review of many regalations has not been timely.
There are also some executive agency compliance problems. VAPA timeframe
requirements are not always met. Further, VAPA requires agencies to publish
Register the "estimated impact" of their regalations "with respect to
persons affected and the projected costs for the implementation and compliance th"re()["
An analysis of all 217 regulations published in final form during 1990·91 indicated
only 30 percent provided an estimate of persons affected, only 18 percent IJn'"",,,u
estimate of the cost of implementation, and only 16 percent provided an estimate
cost of compliance.
In addition, there is concern that some
to VAPA, partl.cwlarly
emergency regulation provision, are being misused.
an "eluerS!IJUClV sitUlltit)U" v fir f i
allows for a regalation to become effective without public participation. As a safegllard
from abuse, such regalations are to be effective for only one year. Analysis indicates
there has been growth in the use of the emergency process, that the process
not
appear to be limited to emergency situations, and that agencies are
some cases
extending the effective period of emergency regulations beyond one year.
Fmally, agency implementation ofthe VAPA requirement to state
purpose, substance, and issues of each proposed regalation has been weak. In
appears to be due to a lack of definitions or instructions for fulfJIling this requirement.

EXECUTIVE ORDER PUBLISHED ONLY RECENTLY
Section 9-6.14:9.1 of VAPA requires the Governor to "adopt procedures
executive order for the review of all proposed regalations.» The executive order of
previous administration was "in full force and effect until June 30, 1990." The Registrar
stated, m issuing the 1991 edition of the Code Commission's Register Manual to
agencies of State government:
<k>vernor's Executive Orders 5(86) and 26(86) expired June 30, 1990,
therefore, all references to these executive orders have been removed
from the Style Manual.... Appendix D is being reserved for any
executive orders relating to the regulatory process that may be issued
m the future.
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The Governor's office did not publish an executive
(Appendix 0).

November 30, 1992

VAPA also requires in §9-6. 14:25 that "[eJach Governor shall mandate through
executive order a procedure for periodic review...of regulations." Again, no executive
order was published to address this requirement until the November 30 executive order.
provisions of the
Agencies indicated to JLARe staff that they generally
executive order of the previous administration on these matters.
In addition to the lack ofa timely executive order on
regulatory process, the
Governor has been late in commenting on propoeed regulations
transmitting those
comments. Section 9-6.14:9.1 ofVAPArequires the Governor to comment on proposed
regulations and transmit those comments prior to completion
public comment
regulatory year to
period. Almost half of the proposed regulations during the
which this requirement applied (88 of 180) were signed one or more days late. On
period.
average, the Governor signed his comments 11 days
Fourteen of the comments (about eight percent) were over two months late.
In one case, the Governor's staff called the Registrar's office on November 20,
1990, to state that the Governor was objecting te two regulations that were to become
effective at midnight. The
been
in
May 1990
and in final form on October 22,
The Governor had
any
comments
on the regulations. Although the Registrar requested a written objection, and VAPA
requires that "the Governor's objection shall be published in
Register,» nothing
appeared in the Register until January 28,
a
letter to the
Board from the Governor's Executive Assistant was published.
The Governor's policy office is responsible for carrying out the review of
proposed regulations for the Governor's action. The office has many duties related to the
legislative session, special projects assigned by the Governor,
other matters, which
at times impose extraordinary workload demands. Compounding the problem, according
to the Executive Assistant for Policy, is the fact that agencies frequently submit
regulations late for the Governor's review. This causes a problem because the volume and
complexity of regulations require additional time for review. Only three full-time staff
are assigued to the policy office.

Recommendation (10). Each new Governor should comply with §9·
6.14:9.1 and §9-6.14:25 oCthe Code of Virginia by issuing an executive order on
the review of proposed regulations and a procedure
the periodic :review of
regulations.
Recommendation (11). The administration
work
processes for promulgating and :reviewing
to ensure uniform
compliance with VAPA. Consideration should
staff
person in the Governor's office, or the administrative secretariat, or the
Department ofPmnning and Budget to oversee
with VAPA.
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TlMEFRAME AND PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS
ARE NOT ALWAYS MET

Section 9-6.14:7.1 of VAPArequires that a "general notice ofopportunity for oral
or written submittals" be published in the Register. The "Revisors' Note" to this section
ofthe Code of Virginia explains that this requirement means that interested parties are
to be allowed to present their views orally, in writing, or both at their option. The
opportunity for "oral submittals" does not mean public hearings, which are currently held
at the agency's option (unless agency basic law requires it). VAPA requires
the
publication of the notice of opportunity for oral or written submittals "shall be
at
least sixty days in advance of the last date prescribed in the notice for such submittals.»
An analysis of217 VAPA regalations from the 1990-91 regalatory year indicated that for nine regulations, the notice in the Register did not provide at least 60 days
before the comments were due. For two of these regulations, a Board of Medicine
regulation and a Department of Social Services regulation, the difference could be
attributed to the agency counting the day of the regulation's publication towards
days, as the difference between the due date and the publication date was 59 days.
Six of the regulations were part of a package of the Alcoholic Beverage Control
(ABC) Board. The ABC Board published these regalations on August 26, 1991.
notice said that written comments could be submitted until October 16, 1991. This
provided only 51 days for written submittals. The faet that a public hearing on
regulation was subsequently held on October 30,1991 has no bearing on the need under
VAPA to provide at least sixty days for oral or written submittals.
In the last case, only 33 days were allotted for written submittals
publication of the proposed regulation. A regulation of the Department of Education on
proprietary schools was published on March 26, 1990. The notice said that wnlnen
comments could be submitted until April 28, 1990. Again, the fact that a public heEinn,1l
was subsequently held on May 24,1990 has no bearing on the VAPA requirement to
provide at least 60 days for oral or written submittals.
Anothertimeframe and publication issue relates to a problem already noted,
fact that the Governor's comments have been late and have not fallen within
notice
and comment period. The problem has been compounded by the fact that some
comments have not been sigoed prior to agency adoption and publication of
final
regulation. Sixteen of the 190 final regulations examined were adopted and published
before the Governor's comments were sigoed. Nine of these regalations were published
!Ill average of 45 days before the Governor's comments were sigoed. The Governor
yet to sigo his comments concerning six of the regalations.
The agencies that took final action on these 16 regalations before the lkJ,velrllClr
signed his comments appear to have violated section 9-6.14:9.1 of the Code
This section of the Code states that "upon receipt of the Governor's comments on
proposed regulation" the agency may adopt the proposed regulation, and for'Wl,,·rl
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regulation to the Registrar for publication. Realizing this problem, the Code Commission
amended the Register Manual in October 1991 by specifYing that final regulations will
not be published until the Gilvernor's comments on the proposed version ofthe regulation
are received by the promulgating agency and the Registrar's office.

Recommendation (12), Pursuant to §9-6.14:7.1, agencies should not
submit notices ofopportunity for public comment, nor should the Registrar of
Regulations accept and publish such notices, that do not provide at least 60
days for written submittals.
Recommendation (13). The Registrar of Regulations should help
ensure compliance with the Virginia Register Form, Style, and Procedure
Manual issued by the Code Commission, by contacting the Governor's office
when no Governor comment has been filed with a final regulation, and
encouraging compliance with the Register Manual.
AGENCIES DO NOT PUBUSH ESTIMATES
OF THE IMPACT OF THEIR REGULATIONS
Since 1977, VAPA has required agencies to develop separate, concise statements on the estimated impact oftheir regulations, with respect to the number ofpersons
affected and the projected costs for the implementation and compliance with the
regulations. In 1989, VAPA was amended to require that this statement be published in
the Register. VAPA requirements on the publication of impact statements can be found
in §9-6.14:7.1(C).
A JLARC survey ofVirginia associations and local governments on the subject
of the VAPA rulemaking process indicated that one of the greatest areas of concern was
the adequacy of information about the costs of regulations. Seventy-eight percent of
association respondents and 93 percent oflocal government respondents indicated that
agencies do not develop adequate information about the costs of their regulations (Table
4).
To address the issue further, JLARC staffreviewed agency statements ofimpact
as published in the Register. The purpose of the review was to examine agency
compliance with the VAPA requirement to provide "the estimated impact" ofregulations,
"with respect to the number ofpersons affected and the projected costs for the implementation and compliance thereof." The review was conducted for all 217 regulations that
were proposed in the 1990-91 regulatory year.
The review consisted offour components. First, the agency statement for each
regulation was reviewed to determine ifthe subject of "impact" was discussed in any way.
If the statement djscussed lI.Il.X of the following matters, it was considered to have
addressed the subject ofimpact: Who are the regulated entities who will bear the burden
or will benefit by the new or amended regulatory language? How will they be impacted?
How much will the costs or cost reductions be?
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~~~~~-------'Table

4-------------

Virginia Association and Local Government Views
on Adequacy of Agency Information on Costs of Regulations
Statement: "State agencies develop adequate information about the costs of their
regulations. "
Response

Associations
(Percent)

Local Governments
(Percent)

Strongly Agree
Agree

2
20

3
4

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

53
25

38
55

Source: JURe analysis of survey data from associations and local governments, spring 1992, For this question,
163 associations and 78 local governments responded with an opinion.

Second, each agency statement was reviewed to examine whether it provided an
estimate of the "number of persons affected.» The statement was considered to have
provided an estimate if it provided a quantified single estimate, or a range, as to the
number of regulated entities or persons who would bear the burden or would benefit by
the new or amended regulatory language.
Third, each agency statement was reviewed to assess whether an estimate ofthe
"cost of implementation" was provided. Cost of implementation was defmed as a dollar
estimate, or dollar range, of the cost or cost reduction to the State agency or agencies
implementing the new language.
Finally, each agency statement was reviewed for whether a "cost ofcompliance"
was provided. Cost ofcompliance was defined as a dollar estimate, or dollar range,
cost or cost reduction to the regulated entities who will hear the burden or benefit from
the new or amended regulatory language.
It should be emphasized that the analysis was designed as a general check of

agency compliance with Code of Virginia requirements that estimates of persons
affected, costs ofimplementation, and costs ofcompliance be provided. The quality ofany
estimates found were not systematically assessed, although some statements were noted
in
a particularly good or poor job appeared to have been done.
For the purposes of the analysis, if an agency stated that the regulation would
have no cost (of implementation, or compliance), that statement was accepted as
compliance with the Code, because zero cost was asserted. However, ifthe regulation was
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stated to have "minimal" or "no material" cost, then the statement was not accepted
because some cost was recognized but there was no quantified estimate provided. Also,
the Code was interpreted to require an estimate of the total effect of the new language
of the regulation. Therefore, if an estimate was provided of the impact of certain pieces
of the new regulatory requirements but not others, then it was not considered to be in
compliance with the Code.
JLARC staff found that 18 of the 217 statements (8 percent) did not discuss
impact at all. This included 14 regulatory amendments ofthe Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board, and one regulation each of the Department ofAgriculture, Air Pollution Control,
Labor and Industry, and Waste Management.
Further, only 66 ofthe 217 statements (30 percent) provided an estimate of the
number ofpersons affected. Only 39 ofthe statements (18 percent) provided an estimate
of the costs of compliance. And only 34 of the statements (16 percent) provided an
estimate ofthe costs ofimplementation.
In many cases, the specific components of"impact" were ignored. In other cases,
they were discussed but no estimates were provided. For example:
The estimated impact of the regulation is undetermined. The number
of yard waste composting facilities that will request a permit by rule
status is unknown.... The overall economic impact may be substantial
or minimal.
Impact: The regulations will impact all licensed professional counselors." [The number oflicensed counselors was not provided, nor was an
estimated cost.]
Projected costs to regulated entities: The proposed amendments will
impact all currently licensed practitioners and new applicants applying for licensure who have elected to practice in Virginia. [The
substance of the agency's discussion did not address the agency's
topical heading of "projected costs."]
The problem of a lack ofquantified estimates was found in all of the secretarial
areas with substantial regulatory activity. Table 5 shows the percentage of regulatory
statements that provide estimates for the specific components of"impact; by secretarial
area.
There is no question that for many proposed regulations, it is difficult to provide
an estimate for the number of persons affected, the cost ofimplementation, or the cost of
compliance - especially an estimate with a degree ofprecision. However, what the Code
ofVirginia appears to require at a minimum is a good faith effort to identifY the
"estimated impact." A review of the statements indicates that in many cases, there is
little or no effort made.
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------------Table 5-------------

Percentage of Proposed Regulation Submission Statements
Containing Overall Estimates of Impact

Secretariat

Number of
Persons
Affected
(Percent)

Cost of
Implementation
(Percent)

Cost of
Compliance
(Percent)

Administration (N=I)
Economic Development (N=64)
Education (N=9)
Finance (N=8)
Health and Human Resources (N=61)
Natural Resources (N=24)
Public Safety (N=46)
Transportation (N=4)

0
44
22
13
39
38
0
50

0
14
11
0
38
8
2
75

0
19
78
13
13
13
0
75

Average, All Regulation Statements

30

18

16

Source: JLARC staff analysis of proposed regulation submission statements printed in the Virginia Register of
Regulations during the 1990~91 regulatory year.

Agencies should have some general idea of the probable impact of their
regulations upon people and upon the economy. Otherwise, there is good reason to
question the legitimacy of undertaking the regulatory action. Ideally, the agency can
produce a single best estimate, based on empirical data that it has collected. However,
in the less than ideal situation, the Code language does not preclude the provision ofthe
estimate as a range, from an estimated low to high impact. Nor does it preclude the use
of agency experience and expertise to make an educated estimate in the absence of
comprehensive empirical data. However, most agency regulatory statements do hot
provide any quantified estimate.
It seems appropriate to continue to require agencies to estimate the impact of

the regulations, for several reasons. Published cost estimates from the agency show the
regulated public that the agency has at least given some concrete thought to the cost
impact of its regulation. It provides an initial cost estimate, however crude, that can be
discussed and possibly refined during the public comment process. If regulated parties
think the cost estimate is substantially understated, they have an opportunity to make
their case that it is understated. Conceivably, an agency could decide that the perceived
benefits of the regulation do not justify the cost shown by a refined cost estimate.
Therefore, the appropriate course of action is to insist upon agency compliance with the
existing Code provision.

Recommendation (14). Agencies sbould not submit, nor should the
Registrar of Regulations accept for publication, any proposed regulation
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submission package that does not provide "the estimated impact of that
regulation with respect to the number of persons affected and the projected
cost for the implementation and compliance thereof". as required by §9-6.14:7.1
of the Code ofVirginia. Agencies should make a good faith effort to estimate
the impact of proposed regulations.
SOME VAPA EXEMPTIONS APPEAR TO BE MISUSED
During the JLARC review, several issues were identified pertaining to the use
of exemptions. The most frequently encountered issue pertained to the use of the
exemption for emergency situations. The use of the emergency exemption has been
growing, particularly as implemented by the Department ofMedical Assistance Services
(DMAS). Its use is not limited to situations in which public health or safety is
immediately endangered. Further, agencies sometimes extend the effect of their
emergency regulations, undermining the Code of Virginia requirement limiting the
effect of emergency regulations to twelve months.
Two other instances of problems with the implementation of exemptions were
noted. One is a case in which an agency appears to have unjustifiably cited an exemption
from VAPA public comment requirements. Another is a complaint from the public that
copies of an exempt regulation were not made available to the public prior to or during
a meeting at which the agency's board promulgated the regulation.

Use of Emergency Regulations Has Increased
As previously indicated in Chapter II ofthis report, emergency regulations were
the most frequent type of exemption from VAPA rulemaking provisions during 199()"91.
Of the 276 exemptions cited that year, 96 (more than one-third) were emergency
regulations. There were 148 VAPA regulations in 199()"91; thus, the ratio of VAPA
regulations to emergency regulations that year was just 1.6 to one.
The 96 emergency regulations promulgated during 1990-91 represented a
tripling of the 32 emergency regulations promulgated in 1987-88. Most of this growth
was in the regulations ofDMAS (see Table 6). In 1987-88, DMAS promulgated just six
emergency regulations. In 1990-91, DMAS promulgated 56 emergency regulations, or
almost 60 percent of all emergency regulations promulgated in State government.
DMAS had an average of two emergency regulations for every one regulation
subject to VAPAin 1990-91. By contrast, excluding the independent agencies and DMAS,
all other State agencies had a combined average in 199()"91 ofthree regulations subject
to VAPA for every one emergency regulation.
DMAS has indicated that it needs to make rapid changes to many of its
regulations due to the effective dates of federal requirements. The Code of Virginia
provides an exemption from VAPA rulemaking when "necessary to meet the require·
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-------------'Table

6-------------

Number of Emergency Regulations Filed by
DMAS and Other Agencies, 1987-1991

1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91

DMAS

Other Mencjes

6
18
37
56

26
37
24
40

32
55
61
96

Source: JURe staff analysis of the Virginia Register ofRegulations.

ments of federal law or regulations provided such regulations do not differ materially
from those required by federal law or regulation." However, under the exemption, the
Registrar must agree in writing that there is no material difference, and notice of the
regulation and the Registrar's determination must be published in the Register at least
30 days prior to the effective date of the regulation. By using the emergency regulation
approach, DMAS needs only the prior approval of the Governor and there is no 30-day
adoption period.
DMAS's proposal to address its heavy usage of the emergency process is to
"streamline" the federal law requirement exemption so that it can be exercised as rapidly
as an emergency regulation. DMAS proposes that the Director should be able to certify
to the Governor and the Registrar that no agency discretion is to be exercised in amending
the plan, and then should be able to adopt, suspend, or rescind plan provisions effective
immediately upon filing with the Registrar. DMAS has indicated that this change would
"reduce the frequency of use of the emergency regulatory process."
Based on a review of DMAS justifications for its emergency regulations published in the Register during 1990-91, it appears that 22 were justified by DMAS on the
basis of federal law requirements, and it is not clear how many of these regulations
involved the exercise of no agency discretion. Even the use of an alternative process for
all of these federally-driven regulations would have left DMAS with 34 emergency
regulations, or almost half of all emergency regulations in State government. The
reasons cited by DMAS for the remaining emergency regulations were varied, and in
some cases did not appear to constitute an emergency situation. Some emergency
regulations were used to supercedeexistingemergency regulations, due to the department's
failure to commence timely VAPA rulemaking proceedings.

Use of Emergency Exemption Not Limited to Emergency Situations
In §9-6. 14:4. 1, VAPA states that emergency regulations are "regulations which
an agency finds are necessitated by an emergency situation." The prior approval of the
Governor is required for adoption.
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not
an "emergency situation." As it is being implemented,
errlergellCY sit1Llal,iorUI are not restricted to situations with a potential impact on public
which there is a pressing time deadline imposed by State
u wu"rcrnrre,ntimplementation, an emergency regulation is any regulation that
the ex,ectlthre hnH,cn decides is needed more quickly than it thinks the VAPA process
been cited by agencies have included: to establish fees,
to imple,mlmtcoot
iuitiatives, to meet the agency's planned effective date,
to aaMlSS the agency's objectives.

emergency process enables the agency to act without public participation
pr<:JC.edures or
Assemblyreview. There are serious questions as to the legitimacy
ofan agency using this process other than in extremely time-sensitive situations that are
beyond agency control. The purpose of emergency regulations is not simply to allow
agllucies to
discretion quickly and with minimal checks.
Further, excessive use of emergency regulations is a concern because emergency regulations are exempt from the SO-day adoption period. They can become
effective upon filing with the Registrar. In 1990-91, emergency regulations were
effective an average of20 days before puhHcation. This can mean that the public does not
have a fair opportunity to know the regulation's content before it is applied. The loss of
this opportunity may exceed the loss of the ability to participate in the process.

Recommendation (15). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending VAPA to restrict the use of emergency regulations to situations
involvingan imminent threat to public health orsafety, ora deadline under law
that could not be met ulling VAPA.
Recommendation (16). The General Assembly, to the extentthat it does
not similarly restrict the use of emergency regulations, may wish to amend
VAPA to require that emergency regulations are exempt from the 30-day
adoption period only in situations involving an imminent threat to public
health or safety, or a deadline under law that cannot be met otherwise.
Some Emergency Regulations are Effective More than One Year
Section 9-6.14:4.1 ofVAPA states that emergency regulations "shall be limited
to no more than twelve months in duration.» Again, an argument in favor ofthe current
on
of an emergency regulation is the truncated promulgation
process
emergency regulation. The process does not provide for public comment or
leg;isJative review.
for more

Hc,w€,ver. analysis indicates that some regulations remain in emergency status
one year,
to agency practices of rei8lluing or revising emergency
anlliYl318 of emergency regulations from October 1990 to June 1992
were reisauances and were in effect for more than one year. Exhibit 4
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Regulation Number
re<:ilUe,.t ta
emergency action
ex:iBti,ng emergency rel;nl'iiti,}n".,*
reltlllation to
promnigated."

mmt n'I~UlaLjlUIl

• VR 460~3·3.1120

Source: Agency statements publisli,adin the Virginia Register

were reiaslled

provides some eXiii!ll,pll"s
effect for more than one year.

regulation within a
timeframe for a final reiillllctLIUll.
the interim
necessary to
agencies within a set ooriod oftirlle

were

one year

Govelrn(,r !ii!lol.dd en!iure

oomply with §9-6.14:4.1 of the Code of Virginia, and not provide
to
emergency regulations that would reissue or extend an emergency reguJaitio,n
ooncerning the Ilame !iubjeet area beyond
one

Recommendation
The
may wish to re1llujlre
within 60 and 100 days after the effective date of an emergency regulation, an
agency wishing to continue regulating the wbJect oovered by the eUler'geuc.y
regulation must
a
a pt'\[)pl)lled t'\eglJllaliiOil.
Basic Law Participation RequirEjM,enll:ii
'I'he
fact situations
However. a not'loo prmted
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The Register notice stated
ofthe Code ofVirginia. » This statement

§3.1-188.23
aulhm'ity for an exemption.

The regulation war not
war no public
notice and comment period.
uua.u",,,,,, WA.""".U"" to the agency's
basic law. The statute cited, h01l'lr"rer. J:e{[uiJred thE!t beto:re a':10ptiOl!l, the Board"after due
Administrative Process
public notice, [shall] hold a public
Act [9-6.14:1 et seq.J." Thus, it appears
been subject to
VAPA notice and comment p:f1Jvisions.
AlIailabJLe Prio:r to Promulgation

Copies of Exempt Regulatior,!! ShOls:id

A :respondent t<:J
Ufin.'U survey on
of concern
pn:,mtllgllticm a reg;ulE:tion:

foll.owing statement

The me'~tin.g
:regulations,
without prior distriimiJion
:review or comment....
staff

a ooIl:!plere
it was :read
rooJponoo to my
COn!pUlld with.

Process
Regardless
oolJ!l.pliance was acl:lieved,

JLARC :review
been complied with,
because the :regulation was
agency had cited an exemption to
VAPAon the basis that the :regulation was n,ece88~U'ytoc(lmc,rmtoVirginia statutas, with
no exereioo of agency disc:retioJ!l.
a~nc}··a u:nwilli11gJJteS1l or mability to
:regulation in
advance ofadoption proiC.e~H1illg8u:n,:1erll1iJ!loopU!Jlic oollJid,snce. For :regulations that are
to be adoptad by board
for the agency to make
copies of the exempted
upon public request in
advance ofthe
have an opportunfty
to raise an
exemption.

wish to ool1llider
adopted by action

amendingVAPAto
of a board or OOl_lill~liol!l., allit'et!!!cillil Ililoultd fincnillb cOl',ies of
regulatiol1ll
at
in advance of
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exempted

two days

DEFINITIONS ARE NEEDED OF
"BASIS, PURPOSE, SUBSTANCE AND ISSUES"
Section
14:7.1
of
to "Ulumn c,Yncise
statements about
regulations to the Registrar that cover the folloV'rinf!:
"the basis, purpose, substance, issues, and the estimated impact: With the eXl::ep,tion
"estimated impact", (which is defined as the
of persons affected
costs
implementation and compliance), these terms are not
by VAPA
Also, §9-6.14:22 of VAPA requires that agencies "present their
regulations in a standardized format developed by the Code Commission." However,
Register Manual contains no definitions, instructions, or forms to help standardize
information provided by agencies to meet this requirement. The manual just states
"two copies of a statement as to the basis, purpose, substance, issues and UHP'U'~
regulation shall be submitted on a separate sheet of paper." The manual
emphasize that each of these elements is specified in the Code ofVirginia
addressed.
217 statements published in the Register uUUlll;
JLARC staff reviewed
1990-91 regulatory year.
purpose of the review was to examine the content
usefulness
these
as pr,jp!ired W"UlOU" sjcar:dErrdizf,d llet1JtntlOn,s
formats.
The review showed
many agencies are using the five el€,m,enl;S
purpose, substance, issues and estimated impact) as headings to structure
ments, but this is not always the case. Specifically, many agencies
aa
the statutory authority of the agency to act, and 214 of the 217 statements (99 peJrcent)
had a heading of either "basis" or "statutory authority." There were 181 statsments
had a "purpose" heading (83 percent), 112 statements that had a "substance" he:adj.ng
percent), 117 statements that had an "issues" heading (54 percent), and 168 statemente
(77 percent) had an "impact" heading. Consistent use ofthese headings would he hellptlll
to promote completeness on the part ofthe agency, to facilitate the Registrar's review
compliance with what is required, and to help the public readily locate the information
they are interested in.
The content that agencies provide pertaining to the four undefined elements is
inconsistent, and indicates that agencies define the elements differently. These prob·
lems suggest that the Register Manual should provide definitions of these terms,
examples ofstatements that appropriately implement those definitions. The definitions
should be desigued to educate the public and meet its need for concise information
the regulatory action, which is the purpose of requiring the statement.
Exhibit 5 addresses each of the four undefined elements. For each ""eme'"
describes the nature of the problem that was found in agency statements, v".",,,'o
example ofthe problem, suggests a definition that could be used, and provides
of an agency statement that illustrates how the element could he addressed appnlpr"i·
ately.
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,..------------Exhibit 6-------------,

Problems and Suggested Definitions
for Statements of Basis, Purpose. Substance and Issues
• "BaBis" - Many agencies
Code
number as authority
for a new or amended rel~ati,on with no explanation.
Inmwropriate "basis" example
"This
authority granted by
42.1-52

re~ation

is issued under the
of Virginia."

Suggested "basis" definition sts,tutm-y authority for promulgating the
in<,lwdir,g an identification of the section number
and a brief statement
content
statutory authority to
the specific regulatory action planned.
- APpropriate "basis" example - "Section 9·158(C) states 'the council,
where appropriate,
for modification consistent with the
purposes of this chapter, of reporting requirements to reflect correctly
these differences among
care
and to avoid otherwise
unduly
costs in
of the uniform
system of
»
with an agency
survey of annual charges
health care institutions.]
• "Purpose" - Many ag,mcies do not "Xl)"'j[H

for the new or amended

re~ation.

Inappropriate "purpose" example
"The [Board] has not revised the
local minimum expenditure reqnirement for public libraries since 1977.»
- Suggested "purpose" definition - From
standpoint of the public's
health, safety, or welfare, explain the rationale or justification for the
new or amended regulation.
Appropriate "pu[pOse" example - "The purpose the standards is to
require the owner to limit source emissions of noncriteria pollutants to
a level that will not produce ambient air concentrations that may cause,
or contribute to, £he endangerment of human health.... The proposed
regulation
are being made in response to problems discoveredduring
~»
• "Substance" - Many ag!mCleS
new or amended r"':luaUUH.

provisions ofthe

re~:ulll.tic,nis an update

and

Hn,u'd ofCmTectimls in 1983:
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....-------------Exhibit 5).-------------,
(continued)
SUll'll'ested "substance" definition Identify and explain the key provisions ofthe new or amended regulation that make changes to the current
status of the law.
Appropriate "substance" example "The amendments to section 4 allow
the [Board] to increase the required collateral of any and all savings
institutions above 100% of the public deposits held. The amendment in
section 7 states that pledge securities which are difficult to value or
subject to rapid decline in value may be valued at less than their market
value for purposes of securing public deposits....•
• "Issues· - Many agencies fail to identify the advantages and disadvantages
of the regulatory action in question.
Inappropriate "issues· example "There are no issues contained in the
proposed regulation." [The regulation was a new PPG; several pages of
this report describe the issues surrounding PPGs.]
SUll'll'ested "issues" definition - Identify the primary advantage(s) and
disadvantage(s) for the public, and as applicable for the agency, of
implementing the new or amended regulation.
Appropriate "issnes" statement "The Board sees 40 hours ofCPE as a
reasonable requirement which will assist the profession in remaining
current with changes in tax laws and accounting procedures.... The
[Board] clearly sees that CPE requirements will cost the licensees in
terms of fees for courses, transportation, and time away from the office."
Source: JLARC staff analysis of agency statements of basis, purpose, substance and issues, as published in
Volume 7 of the Virginia Register ofReguiations, 1990¥91.

Recommendation (20). The Code Commission may wish to provide
definitions or instructions in the Virginia Register Form, Style, and Procedure
Manual to guide agencies in providing information on the basis, purpose,
substance, and issues of proposed regulations. The definitions should be
designed to meet the public's need for concise information about the regulatory action.
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w. Rulemaking: Public Participation Issues
Public participation in the rulemaking process is one of the cornerstones of
VAPA. VAPA requires that agencies seek public input concerning all regulations subject
to the Act. This input is sought primarily to provide the public with the opportunity to
bring facts or arguments to the promulgating agency's attention and possibly affect the
regulatory outcome. Public participation can also impact the perceived "legitimacy" of
the rulemaking process. Public confidence and willingness to observe regulations may
be enhanced if the public perceives that all interested parties are allowed meaningful
participation in the rulemaking process.
Public participation can be promoted by increasing public knowledge of the
regulatory process. JLARC survey results indicate that a significant minority oflocal
governments and associations are unaware of the existence of the Register, which is an
important source ofinformation on regulatory activities. Greater emphasis on publicizing the Register is needed. In addition, a code of regulations containing all current
regulations ofState agencies would be useful for the public and Stat~ agencies. The Code
Commission is currently seeking to establish a code of regulations.
Public participation can also be promoted by appropriate agency responsiveness
to public comment received. An analysis of the impact of public participation indicates
a mixed picture. On the one hand, substantive changes to proposed regulations by State
agencies are not unusuaL Agencies do make substantive changes to proposed regulations
in sections for which commenters request change, and sometimes the changes are
consistent with the public comment received. On the other hand, the number ofchanges
made is far outnumbered by the number of requested changes that are not made.
There is currently a difference of opinion among public participants in VAI:'A
processes on the meaningfulness of public participation. Local governments and civic
associations have little confidence that State agencies will make substantive change to
proposed regulations based upon their comment, while business, professional, and trade
associations have greater confidence.
Public confidence in the meaningfulness of participation could be increased by
sending State agency responses to public comment to those who commented. State
agencies are already required to prepare such a response, but the response is not
published and is not distributed, and many commenters appear to be unaware that
responses are produced. Also, agencies should be allowed to begin drafting proposed
regulations before the filing of a NaIRA, a practice which would enhance public
participation, but they should be prohibited from filing proposed regulations prior to the
close of the NaIRA comment period, a practice which undermines public confidence.
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PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE OF REGULATIONS COULD BE EXPANDED
The public's awareness of the Register should increased to facilitate greater
public participation in the rulemaking process. The Register is the official source book
concerning regulations in Virginia. Its main purpose is to satisfy the need for public
availability of information respecting the regulatory activity
State agencies. The
Register is published once every two weeks by the Code Commission and includes the
complete text of proposed and final regulations, regulatory comments by the Governor,
notices of all intended regulatory actions and public hearings, and the basis, purpose,
substance, issues, impact, and summary statements for each proposed regulation. The
regulatory information contained in the Register cannot
be obtained in a timely
manner from any other source. Knowledge of and access to the Register is critical for
those who have a stake in the regulatory activities
agencies.
A 1992 survey ofVirg!ma local governments
associations indicated that a
significant minority ofthese groups were unaware ofthe existence ofthe Register. A total
of 20 percent of the local governments and 30 percent of the associations responding
indicated that they had never heard ofthe Register. JLARC staffalso received numerous
inquiries from the localities and associations surveyed about the Register regarding: the
type ofregulatory information contained, the frequency ofpublication, who publishes the
Register,
a
of the Register
mailing list for those subscribers classified as "local governments" reveals that only 25
of a possible 136 cities and counties in Virginia (18 percent) have at least one identifiable
subscription to the Register.
In addition to the Register, a code of regulations containing all current regulations of State agencies would be a useful source of information for the public. State
agencies could also benefit from having all their current regulations consolidated in one
place since JLARC staff have found that agencies are occasionally confused as to what
version of a regulation is currently in effect.
Consideration of an administrative code was recommended in 1982 by the
JLARC report Occupational and Professional Regulatory Boards in Virginia. The
current Mode! State Administrative Process Act (MSAPA) also suggests publication ofan
administrative code, indicating that it should include all effective rules (with specified
exceptions) ofeach agency and have loose leafsupplements published at least every three
months. Commenters on MSAPA have suggested that administrative codes help ensure
that regulations are in fact accessible to the public, and that agencies do not establish
"secret law."

Recommendation (21). The Code Commission may wish to request that
the Registrar provide an
marketing
the Virginia Register of
Regulations. This role
periodic
informational
pamphlet, user surveys, references to
information newspaper
notices, and speaking engagements with associations to provide information
on the regulatory process and the use of the ReuillteJr.
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Recommendation (22). The Code Commission should continue its
efforts to establish a Virginia code of regulations.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IS SOMETIMES MEANINGFUL
VAPA requires that agencies seek public input concerning all regulations
subject to the Act. Questions have been raised as to whether that input has impact, or
is meaningful. In order for public participation to be meaningful, State agencies must
carefully consider public comment and change the content of proposed regulations if
public comment produces sound reasons for change.
Based on the sample dam analyzed for this study, substantive change in
proposed regulations is not unusual. Approximately half ofthe regulations examined by
JLARC staff had at least one section of a regulation change substantively between
publication of the proposed and final regulations. State agencies do make substantive
changes to proposed regulations that are consistent with public comment received. The
public commenter "success" rate, based on at least one change being made in a section
consistent with the commenter's position, was 24 percent. The number of changes made
by agencies, however, are far outnumbered by the number of requested changes that are
not made. The public commenter"failure" rate, based on at least one change being denied
in the section commented upon, was 84 percent. The impact of the substantive changes
made to proposed regulations in response to public comment varies.

Substantive Change to Proposed Regulations is Not Unusual
It is not unusual for a proposed regulation to be changed substantively by
time it is published in final form. Of the 33 regulations examined by JLARC staff, 46
percent of the regulations had at least one section that was substantively changed
the proposed regulation was published. The average regulation had substantive chlmg:e
occur in ten percent of its sections.

Changes Are Made to Regulations Consistent with Public Comment
State agencies do make substantive changes to proposed regulations that are
consistent with public comment received. The number ofsuggested commenter changes
that are actually made by agencies, however, is far outnumbered by the number
requested changes that are not made. JLARC staff analyzed the relationship between
the information received during the public comment period, and changes observed in the
content of proposed and final regulations printed in the Register. This analysis was
conducted using 33 regulations that were finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year.
Public commenters can generally provide two types of comment regarding a
section of a regulation. Commenters can endorse a section indicating their support for
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at least one of its provisions, or they can request substantive change to at
oneofthe
provisions in a section. These two types of comments are not m\ltcml!y e.>'''lU'''V'',
commenter can endorse a section of a regulation
made.
A total of 131 public commenters made
sectional comments
the
regulations examined by JLARe staff. Most public comments were
to ""'''''''U<lIlge
rather than provide endorsements. There were 98
endorsements, compared to
225 substantive change requests. (The two categories not sum to
to rare cases
in which a commenter both provided an endorsement
a
to the same
section).

For the regulations examined, State agencies made a total of 54 substantive
section changes to proposed regulations that were consistent with public comment
requesting change. This is a "success" rate of24 percent (541225). State agencies denied
188 commenter requests for sectional change. This is a failure rate of 84 percent (1881
225). Thus, the sample suggests that the likelihood agency
requests for
change exceeds the likelihood that change will be
change consistent
with public comment does occur.
Examination of"success" and "failure" rates by type ofcommenter indicates that
different classifications ofpublic commenters
levels ofsuccess in requesting
substantive change to proposed regulations (Figure
For the regulations examined, the
most "successful" type of public commenter was individual businesses, with 42 percent
of their substantive change requests being
made by agencies.
Business associations also had an above average commenter
"success"
rate (24 percent). The two types of public commenter
below average
success rates were local governments (19
and civic
(0 percent). It
should be noted, however, that the success rate
on only four
change requests.

Impact of Substantive Change Made in Response to Pulhiiic Comment Varies
The impact ofthe substantive changes made to proposed regulations in response
to public comment varied among the regulations.
to have
significant impacts while others, although
to
minor. The
majority of the substantive changes appeared to
two extremes. An
example of two relatively minor substantive
same
are as
follows:

In VR 647-01-02 (Policy and Procedure 1¥l{~nL,alJ
COlnm,ission on
the Virginia Alcohol Safety Action
substantive changes were implemented at
public
commenters. The first change made was to rec,uti-e
board ofthe local alcohol safety action programs ll'iil'Rr ndI1ntRnl'l'ri'g
Rules of Order as operational guidelines
actions not sp€'cifi'£:ally
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...------------Figure 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Success/Failure Rates of
Commenters' Requests for Change

8eIpcl Idl"g

[lli)

SUCCI.. Rote: Porcont of socilinaI """,monIs wih
.. Io8Il one chango reqo.IOIt modo.

•

F...... Rote: Porcont of MctionlII COII\lllllfU wilh
.. least one chango requosl doniod.

Local Governments

(No100)

Civic Associations
(N-I)

Business Associations
(No33)

Bualnesaes
(No43)

Overall
(No225)

o

75%

25%

100%

Notes: Forty-five commenter change teqUe8ts were in other categories. Succe88 and failure rates do not sum to
100 percent becauae .. commenter could have at leut one 8eCtional comment change request made and at
lent one denied in the same section.

Source: JLARC.taff analyola of public e<>mment, and O1lbotantive change from propooed to final regulation fonn,
for .. AtDPle of S3 regulations during the 1990-91 regulatory year. The analysis was done at the 8eCtion

level.

defined in the board's guidelines. The second change was to move the
due date for each ASAP's annual report ofactivities and financial data
from 6() to 90 days after the end of the fiscal year. The reason for the
change was that I1Ulny ofthe audits could not be completed within the
allotted timeframe and were being submitted late.

In comparison, the Stormwater Management Regulations of the Department of Conservation and Recreation provide an example in which at least two significant changes were
made to the regulation in response to public comment (Exhibit 6).
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r--~~~~~~~~~~~-Exhibit 6~~~~-~--~~~-....,

[)Sl;allU],Ve ~AJ'a. ••i!'i"'" Made in Response to
tUl'~,U;; C'onunlent on VR 215-02-00

nr,evlmt

HOlKU.ug

"whm" deemed necessary by the locality, the
the impacts of stormwater flows downdetention of the design storms may be required
or stream
downstream." Several commenters comOne stated that the "opPOrtunity for abuse of this
is unprecedented. Witll.o1Jt any guidelines as
'deemed necessary' this is a wide open opportunity for
reC[Uilre needless, expensive and unnecessary analysis of
the responsibility ofthe [government entity] to
pnjperlycontrol downstream conditions."

UC'paftntleIlt VU""j;<:U the regulation stating that it "agrees this
reclulrernellt Vlrrilcten could be abused. The intent of this reqnirement was not
rerluiJre a person to correct an existing flooding problem but to avoid exacerbatHUUlllug probleJu."
A serlond el'''''!,;'' inv'olv'"d section 3.6.5 which stated that "no transfer,
aSllignrrleflt
rJ!7!l1"H granted by virtue of an approved [stormwater
made without the prior written approval of the
locam;y" Se·,era! c,)mme,nlAers complained aneut the language. One stated that
meuni:enan.:e agreements 'fun with the land' and
are tnmJlfe,rred
prclperty owner to property owner without review by the
wuum seem to imply that property could not be neught
or
'ii'ntn,}Ut annr'Jvl,1
County
property owner wishes to retain the

the commenters that the section needed to
replacing "without the prior approval of
written notice oftransfer is filed with the locality and
tranajfen3e c,eftif;,,,, a,greleOlelJ,t to
with all the obligations and condlaOlJro'ved plan, r
tions
It'!;UiliHUll,

St.yurce: JLARC

ofv'R 21f>-U2·4m, D€llartl1WJ1t of Conservation and Recreation, Effective Date:

December 5,
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PUBLIC CONFIDENCE THAT COMMENTS ARE
CONSIDERED COULD BE mGHER
Opinions on the meaningfulness ofpublic participation vary among the public.
Some believe that it is very difficult for the public to actually influence the substance of
regulations promulgated by State agencies. Local governments and civic associations in
particular have little confidence that State agencies will make substantive change to
proposed regulations based upon their comment. These groups strongly believe that
agencies will not give serious consideration to their comments.
The Code ofVirginia and the Register Manual issued by the Code Commission
require that State agencies summarize and respond to the oral and written comments
presented during the Notice of Comment period. This summary is filed with the
Registrar as part of an agency's final regulation package. The Registrar should ensure
agency compliance by making sure that the summary does include an agency response
to all public comment.
The contents ofthe summary are neither published nor distributed to those who
commented upon the regulation in question. Many public commenters appear to be
unaware that these summaries are produced. Distribution ofthis summary to those who
commented upon a regulation would increase public confidence concerning the meaningfulness oftheir comments. It would ensure the public that their comments were received
and considered by the agency. It would also provide commenters with the agency's
reaction to their comments and what, if any, action was taken in response to them by the
agency.
An additional benefit of distrihuting the summary would be that it
allow
commenters to correct errors or misunderstandings regarding their comments by
agencies. A requirement that the summary be provided to commenters five days before
an agency could file their fmal regulation package with the Registrar would ensure that
agency interpretations of the public comment is accurate while not
the
timeframe it takes most regulations to complete the rulemaking process.

There are instances when agency actions have undermined public
in
the meaningfulness of public participation. Several agencies have filed their proposed
regulation packages with the Registrar before the close of the regulation's NOIRA
comment period. This type of action is prohibited by the Register Manual although
language in the Register Manual could be made clearer on this issue. The Registrar
should not accept proposed regulation submission packages for filing before
NOIRA
comment period has expired.

Some Question Meaningfulness of Public Comment
There is considerable difference of opinion concerning whether
agencies
will seriously consider and make changes to proposed regulations based upon public
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comment. A JLARC survey ofVirginia associations and local governments on the subject
ofthe VAPA rulemaking process indicated that 72 percent oflocal governments had little
confidence that State agencies would make substantive change to proposed regulations
ifpublic comment produced sound reasons for change (Table 7). The majority ofVirginia
associations (55 percent), however, indicated that they had confidence that State
agencies would make changes to their proposed regulations for sound reasons.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - T a b l e 7--------------

Virginia Association and Local Government
Confidence Levels Concerning Impact
of Public Comment on Proposed Regulations
Statement: "/have confuience that State regulatory agencies will change the content
of their proposed regulations if the public comment period produces
sound reasons for change. »
Response
Strongly Agree

Associations
(Percentl

Local Governments
(Percentl

3

1

Agree

52

27

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

33

61
11

12

Source: JLARC analysis of survey data from associations and local governments, Spring 1992. For this question. 156
associations and 74 local governments responded with an opinion.

Further examination of the Virginia association survey results also reveals a
difference of opinion concerning agency willingness to change proposed regulations
among the different types of associations surveyed. In general, civic associations have
much less confidence in the impact ofpublic comment than the other types ofassociations
(Table 8). A total of 69 percent of civic associations had little confidence that State
agencies would make substantive change to a proposed regulation for sound reasons.
This contrasts with the 59 percent ofbusiness, professional, and trade associations who
have confidence that State agencies will make changes to proposed regulations based
upon public comment.
Local governments are also more pessimistic than associations on the question
ofwhether State agencies carefully consider the public comment they receive concerning
proposed regulations. The majority oflocal governments surveyed (67 percent) reported
that they have little confidence that State agencies give careful consideration to their
comments (Table 9). In contrast, 54 percent of Virginia associations believe State
agencies carefully consider their comments.
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------------Table 88--------------

Differences in Virginia Association Confidence Levels
Concerning Impact of Public Comment
on Proposed Regulations
Statement: "I have confidence that State regulatory agencies will change the content
of their proposed regulations if the public comment period produces
sound reasons for change. »

Responllft

Strongly Agree

Civic Associations

Business, Trade,
and Professional

<Percent)

<Percent)

0

Agree

31

3
56

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

42
27

32
9

Source: JLARC analysis of survey data from associations, Spring 1992. For this question, 26 civic associations and
130 business, professional, and trade associations responded with an opinion.

-------------'Table

9-------------

Virginia Association and Local Government
Confidence Levels Concerning the Consideration
of Public Comment by Agencies
Statement: "When we provide oral or written comments, 1 have confidence that the
State regulatory agency will give the comments careful consideration. »
Respnnae

Strongly Agree
Agree

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Associations

Local Governments

<Percent)

<Percent)

o

4
50

33

28

53

18

14

Source: JLARC analysis of survey data from associations and local governments, Spring 1992. For this question, 156
associations and 70 local governments responded with an opinion.
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FurthereX31llination ofthe association surveys again reveals that civic associations have much less confidence in State agency use ofpublic comment (Table 10). A total
of63 percent of civic associations feel that agencies will not give their comments serious
consideration, with the majority of those civic groups indicating dissatisfaction classifying their feelings as strong. In contrast, business, professional, and trade associations
have a much greater level of confidence, with the majority (58 percent) of these types of
associations reporting that they believe their comments get serious consideration.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T a b l e 10~------------

Differences in Virginia Association Confidence Levels
Concerning Consideration of Public Comments by Agencies
Statement: "When we provide oral or written comments, I have confidence that the
State regulatory agency will give the comments careful consideration.'
Civic Associations
(Percent)

Business, Trade,
and Professional
(Percent)

Strongly Agree
Agree

4
33

53

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

15
48

Response

5

30

12

Source: JI,.ARC analysis of survey data from associations, Spring 1992. For this question. 27 civic associations and
129 business, professional, and trade associations responded with an opinion.

Some Commenters Frustrated by a Lack of Response from Agencies.
Many ofthe association and local government survey respondents as well as participants
in the September 1991 JLARC public meeting on VAI'A indicated a sense of frustration
that most agencies do not provide any type of response to written comments or even
acknowledge their receipt. Respondents said that "written comments are rarely acknowledged" and "agencies are generally unresponsive to the general public and citizens
groups". Commenters have indicated that after they have gone through the time and
expense of preparing written comments, they are not sure that the comments are read.
The following are examples oftypical responses JLARC received from the public
concerning this issue:
We were told the Board could not respond to our association's comments provided during the public comment period. We were told that
our comments would beincludedin the next revision ofthe regulations,
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Recommendation (23). The Registrar of Regulations should ensure
compliance with the Code ofVirginia and the VirginiaRegister Form, Style and
Procedure Manual issued by the Code Commission by ensuring that no final
regulation is published before a Summary of Public Comment and Agency
Response, which includes an agency response to the public comment, is filed
with the Registrar's Office.
Public Access to Agency Comment Summaries Is Limited. While agency
public comment summaries are generally completed by State agencies, public access to
the summaries is limited. State agencies are only required to file these summaries with
the Registrar's office and maintain a copy for their records. They are not required to
individually respond to all persons submitting public comment. In addition, when an
agency files a commenter summary with the Registrar's office, the summary is made a
part of the permanent record and is available for public inspection. The summaries are
not, however, published in the Register along with the final regulation.
The majority of persons commenting on agency responsiveness to public
comment are apparently unaware that these summaries must be produced by State
agencies. The fact that these summaries exist is not publicized by agencies or the
Registrar. For the most part, public commenters would have to read the Code ofVirginia
or the Register Manual to know that these summaries are required of agencies.

Increased Information and Access to Agency Comment Summaries
Would Improve Public Conficknce. Public confidence in the meaningfulness ofpublic
participation could be increased ifthe public were
informed about the existence of
the agency summaries and if access to the summaries were increased. Information
these summaries could
increased by having the
concerning the availability
Registrar publish along with the final regulation a note that a public comment summary
has been prepared and is available for viewing at the Registrar's office orfrom the agency.
Publication of this information in this manner would inform any member of the public
interested enough in a regulatory action to read the final regulation about the existence
and availability of the summary.
Access to the agency summaries by public commenters on a regulation could be
increased by requiring agencies to send each public commenter a copy of the summary.
This would ensure that any member ofthe public who took the time and effort to comment
on a regulation would know that their comments were received by the agency, whether
or not the agency acted favorably upon their comments, and the agency's rationale for
acting in the manner it did.
Providing the summary to commenters would not be unduly burdensome to
agencies since they are already required to produce this information for their final
regulation submission package. Agencies would incur some additional costs due to
copying the summary and the associated mailing costs. These costs, however, would be
tempered by the fact that the average regulation has only a handful ofpublic commenters
and many regulations receive no public comment.
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An additional benefit of providing the summaries to commenters would be that
it would allow them to veritY the accuracy of an agency's interpretation of their
comments. JLARC staff, in a review of regulations fmalized during the 1990-91
regulatory year, found at least two instances in which an agency, in its public comment
summary, may have either misunderstood or misrepresented a public comment. The
result was that the agency failed to address pertinent issues raised by the commenter.

A requirement that agencies release their comment summaries at least
days before filing their (mal regulation packages with the Registrar would allow
commenters a brief examination period to ensure that an agency understood and
accurately represented their comments. It would also allow any corrections or misunderstanding to be addressed before the final regulation is fIled for publication.
This five·day waiting period would not extend the total regulation t.irrtptr,.pmp
the majority of regulations. The average amount of time that elapses between when a
regulation's comment period expires and the filing of the final regulation package is two
months and ranges from between one day to 10.3 months. If this requirement was in
place during the 1990·91 regulatory year, only three regulatory actions involving a total
of eight regulations would have been affected (5 percent of all regulations finalized that
year). Implementation ofthe waiting period would have delayed these three regulat<lry
actions an average of only two days.

Recommendation (24). The Registrar of Regulations should publish
with every final regulation Elubject to VAPA that appears in the Virginia
Register of Regulations a statement indicating that a Summary of Public
Comment and Agency Response can be obtained from the promulgating agency
or viewed at the Registrar's office. An agency contact person with telephone
number and any related charges for copies should be detailed.
Recommendation (25). The Code Commission may wisb to consider
amending the Virginia Register Form, Style and Procedure Manual to require
that agencies release their Summary ofPublic Comment and Agency Response
to all public commenters at least five days before filing their final regulation
submission package with the Registrar of Regulations.
Early Drafting Promotes Participation and Efficiency
Explicitly allowing agencies to begin drafting proposed regulations before
close of the NOlRA comment period could both increase public participation and
for more focused public input in the early stages ofrulemaking process. Currently, there
is confusion among agencies as to whether it is appropriate to begin drafting a regulation
before and during the NOIRA phase. This confusion sometimes results in agencies being
unwilling to share drafts ofproposed regulations with the public. In most cases, the only
information available to the public through the NOlRA comment period is a brief
summary of the pending regulatory action totalling a handful ofsentences. By allowing
early drafting ofproposed regulations, agencies may be more willing to open the drafting
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comments received as a result of the Notice of Intended Regulatory
Action, the following documents shall be submitted to the Registrar's
office [the proposed regulation submission package].
The language conflict arises because the filing of a proposed regulation is a
unique action which occurs before the publication of the proposed regulation. The
Register Manual currently requires that the NOIRA comment period end before publication of the proposed regulation. This language would seem to allow filing of the
proposed regulation before the end ofthe comment period as long as the publication date
for the proposed regulation was subsequent to the end of the comment period. However,
the Register Manual goes on to require that all comments received during the NOIRA
comment period be considered before the proposed regulation submission package can be
filed with the Registrar. The language in this section should be clarified and made
consistent by requiring that the written comment period must end prior to the filing of
the proposed regulation with the Registrar.

Recom1TU?ndation (27). The Code Commission may wish to consider
amending the Virginia Register Form, Style and Procedure Manual to clarify
the requirement that the Notice oflntended Regulatory Action written comment period must end prior to the filing of a proposed regulation with the
Registrar of Regulation's office.
Recom1TU?ndation (28). The Registrar of Regulations should ensure
compliance with the Virginia Register Form, Style and Procedure Manual
issued by the Virginia Code Commission by ensuring that no proposed regulations are filed with the Registrar's office prior to the completion of the Notice
of Intended Regulatory Action written comment period.
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V. Case Decision Issues
In addition to rolemaking, VAPA also addresses the making of case decisions.
Case decisions are made to implement regulations on a case-by-case basis. For example,
case decisions may involve granting, revolting, or defining the terms of permits and
licenses held by businesses, professionals, or others.
Case decision proceedings are conducted by State boards or commissions, State
agency hearing officers, or hearing officers selected from a rotating list maintained by the
Executive Secretary ofthe Supreme Court. Although the process may be conducted and
a recommendation made by a hearing officer independent ofthe regulating State agency,
the agency has the final decision. The agency may disregard the recommendation of the
independent hearing officer. The final agency decision may be appealed under VAPA to
court review, however.
It is useful to contrast case decisions with rulemaking to understand the
essentially different nature of the proceedings. Rulemaking is a part of the regulatory
process that by design is intended to promote public participation. Agencies are provided
authority to make law within the terms ofstatute. To promote accountability, a quasilegislative, political environment is created through the rolemaking process, in which
the public has the opportunity to provide input and argue their interests before the
agencies creating law.
The case decision process is fundamentally an adjudicatory process, in which
the rights and privileges of individuals are determined within the structure ofpromulgated law. The key factor in this process should be the fair and accurate application of
the law. The pull and pressure of public opinion or politics should generally be removed
from the process. This is not to say, however, that case decision proceedings make no
allowance for public input. The affected parties to potentially receive or be denied a right
or benefit, or to be sanctioned under law, must have the opportunity
their case.
Also, other members ofthe public may possess facts or evidence that bear on the fair and
accurate application of the law.
Through case decisions, agencies and boards have substantial authority to
decisions affecting the rights and privileges ofindividuals. The decisions also may
affect the degree ofprotection afforded to the public from violators ofregulations. Agency
authllrityne<'lds to be exercised responsibly. The decisions can affect the reputations
livelihoods of individuals or businesses, as well as the safety of the public. Further,
courts in Virginia appear to be reluctant to intrude into these processes
outcomes.
Therefore, it is important under this system that every reasonable effort
made by agencies to defme the process and the rules to be followed, and to be consistent,
fair, objective, and timely in their application. The evidence available suggests that
agencies and boards generally attempt to exercise their case
authority respon-
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sibly, However, there are some problem areas and instances where the process or agency
implementation does not appear to do a good job ofachieving fairness and efficiency goals.
INFOR.~

PROCEEDINGS ARE NOT CONSISTENTLY AVAILABLE

VAPA distinguishes between an informal fact finding process and a litigated
issue
hearing) process. At the informal fact finding stage, the process is described
in VAPA as ll. "conference-consultation". At the litigated issue stage, the process is
described in VAPA as the "formal taking ofevidence.'
de.cisior,s do not necessarily progress from an informal fact rmding process
to ll. formal H",'inH!! process. First, in many instances the agency and the affected parties
will come to an
during an informal fact finding process and there will be no
need for a formal hearing,
in some instances agencies are skipping the informal
fact
proceedings at the formal hearing stage. Third, in some
environ:ment,ilpermit situations, the agency may settle the matter during
the permittee and refuse to grant requests for a formal hearing

tJrJactice by some agencies of skipping informal fact finding, and initiating
a long-standing case decision issue. There has been
disagreement as to whether the practice is consistent with VAPA and whether it is
appropriate.
apiJea:rs that VAPA does not prohibit the practice. The APA committee ofthe
Attorne,Y G~nenll Office indicates that its advice to agencies has consistently been that
both informal proceedings and formal hearings are not required. The section ofVAPA
that provides for informal fact finding does so "save to the extent that case decisions are
made as provided by 9-6.14:12," which is the section on formal hearings. This would
appear to indicate that an informal fact finding proceeding does not have to be held lithe
agency proceeds to meet the provisions of the section on formal hearings.
The
informal proceedings are not required would appear to
be reinforced by the provisions of the section on formal hearings. The formal hearing
section states that an agency may hold a formal hearing "in any case to the extent that
informal procedures under §9-6.14:11 have not been had or have failed to dispose ofa case
by consent." Ifinformal fact rmding was mandatory, then there would be no instances
in which "informal procedures«,have not been had."
HOWPVPT the question ofwhether the practice is currently lawful under VAPA
is differ.ent than the question of whether it is the best policy, The policy argument
basically involves differing views of how the goals of administrative efficiency, public
inter€~st, and due process would hest be served.

decide if

Specifically, an argument for the current policy is that it allows agencies to
and the public interest are better served by skipping the informal
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proceeding. For example, the agency may be pursuing a matter in which it seems unlikely
that the matter could be resolved by consent under any circumstsnces.
On the other hand, there are also arguments for amending VAPA to reduce the
discretion of agencies to skip directly to the formal hearing stage. Under this view,
agencies should offer the opportunity for informal fact finding (although both parties
could by consent skip them). Otherwise, parties are denied access to the type of
proceeding which generally provides a less adversarial, less pressurized setting for
addressing the problem than a formal hearing. They are also denied access to an
opportunity to avoid the expense of preparation for a formal hearing. The possibility of
inconsistencies in offering or not offering such proceedings raises the concern ofwhether
individuals are being extended equal treatment.
When the agency and the affected party or parties agree that their interests
would be served by moving directly to formal hearings, then it should be possible to skip
directly to a formal hearing. However, an agency's simple desire to expedite the process
does not appear to be an adequate basis for this practice. The choice ofproceedings should
not be left entirely to agency discretion. To do so means that some parties do not have
the same process opportunities prior to decisions that may affect their reputations or
livelihood. Current VAPA provisions appear to extend a degree of discretion that could
abused.

Recommendation (29). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending VAPA to require the use of informal proceedings except in specified
circumstances, such as when parties waive the informal opportunity.
AGENCIES NEED SOUND CONTINUANCE POLICIES
Survey results from administrative law attorneys indicate that generaJ,ly,
agencies provide adequate time for affected parties to prepare for case decision proceed·
ings. Survey respondents indicated that this is not always the case, however. In addition,
it appears that most if not all Stste regulatory agencies lack policies on the granting of

For example, in a recent case discussed in a Virginia law journal, the Board of
provided a one-month minimum notice period in a complex, high-publicity case.
Materials were made available to the individual 11 days before the scheduled hearing
affected the individual's preparation needs for the proceeding. When a continuance
was requested, the Board denied the request without a statement of reasons.

lm'lliCU:'"

Prior to this case, the umbrella board/agency for health professions had
recommended that the health profession boards "develop explicit policies" on matters
such as continuances. The report said that "these policies should not subvert the letter
or spirit of due process requirements."
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In the Board ofMedicine action, the Board did not extend a continuance beyond
the one-month minimum. It had no fonnal policy on continuances. To promote fairness
and consistenoy in oontinuance decisions, it appears that agencies should have continuance policies to help make these decisions.

Recommendation (30). Agencies and boards that conduct case decision
proceedings should develop and use guidelines addressing the granting of
continuances when the need for additional time to prepare can be reasonably
established or docnmented.
OPPORTUNITIES TO COMMENT MAY BE UNREASONABLY RESTRICTED
Input was provided at JLARC APA subcommittee meetings and by a survey
respondent that some boards or agencies render case decisions after hearing a summary
ofthe arguments from staff. This is done after the VAPA proceeding has been conducted,
and the board is meeting to render a decision. In this situation, according to the input
received, a board may deny counsel for the affected parties the opportunity to speak.
The effect ofthis process can be to leave affected parties with a sense that agency
staff have had an unrebutted opportunity to potentially bias the decision. This is
especially a concern in cases for which most of the Board members were not present at
the VAPA proceeding. For example, the procedural rules of the State Water Control
Board (SWCB) only require one board member to be present ("hearings may be held
before less than the full Board, but shall be conducted by at least one Board member
designated by the chainnan").
The following are quotes from material received during the study pertaining to
SWCB case decisions. The ftrst is from an attorney who represented business interests.
The second is from an attorney who represented environmental interests.

As a member ofa regulated industry applying for a permit- before the
SWCB for example - I have no right to speak before the Board when
it is deciding whether to grant or deny my permit application[.] No
right to speak - only the staffgets to speak summarizing my position
and then overshadowing with staffcomments as to why my application
should be denied or limited! And this is 'meaningful public participation' according to the APA?

* * *
The staff of the SWCB usually make two presentations. The first,
presented by an administrative person, summarizes the comments
at the [infonnall hearing. More than one lawyer representing
suffered heart palpitations listening to the 'summary' ofhis
legal argument presented by someone who has no idea what the issues
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are. The second presentation is the staff recommendation, usually
given by a technical person. Most agencies have no set procedure to
decide whether comments will be taken at this stage. The SWCB takes
the position that the record is closed, thus no comment can be taken.
But this position is often broken and comment allowed; one never
knows whether you will be able to comment or not.
VAPA could be amended to require that when prior case decision proceedings
are to be used as the basis for decision, affected parties should be provided an opportunity
to respond to any staff summaries of such proceedings. This could be done by requiring
that the staff summaries be available to affected parties in advance of the meeting and
that the parties have the opportunity to comment at the meeting. The agency should be
provided authority to limit such comments to areas in which the affected party believes
that the staff summary is an inaccurate or inadequate reflection of the previously held
proceeding.

Recommendation (31). The General Assembly may wish to amend
VAPA to allow affeeted parties whose comments are being summarized the
opportunity to respond, directly before the board, to staff summaries of
informal or formal proceedings that are presented to the board prior to their
rendering a case decision.
HEARING OFFICER SYSTEM HAS SOME PROBLEMS

Pursuant to VIll'A, the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court maintains a
list of qualified attorneys to be used as hearing officers in VIll'A case decision proceedings. Under the terms of VIll'A, hearing officers from the list shall preside over formal
hearings, with some exceptions. The exceptions include hearings for which all or a
quorum ofboard members are present, and several named State entities whose proceedings are exempt from the requirement. Also, hearing officers from the list may be uSed
in informal proceedings, if both parties agree at the outset that
is what they want.
VIll'Aspecifies some requirements that attorneys must meet to be placed on the
list. Those requirements include: active membership in good standing in the Virginia
State Bar, an active practice of law for at least five years, and completion of a course of
training that is approved by the Executive Secretary ofthe Supreme Court. In addition,
the Supreme Court's rules ofadministration for the hearing officer system require "prior
experience with administrative hearings or knowledge of administrative law."
The role ofthe hearing officer can vary, depending on what the agency requests.
In some cases, the hearing officer is present to preside over the hearing only. In other
cases, the hearing officer is responsible for making a recommendation. However, hearing
officer recommendations are not binding on agencies, who may override the recommendation if they believe it is in error.
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'l'h,&~h are potential benefits te the nse ofhearing officers that are not part ofthe
agency or board, One potential benefit is independence. The hearing officers are not
agency or board whose regulations are being enforced or implemented in
case del:ision.

A second related benefit is objectivity, Hearing officers are selectedon a rotating
basis by the Executive Secretary ofthe Supreme Court. Under this procedure, agencies
or boards do not have the opportunity te select hearing officers that they expect would be
most sympathetic to their position. The hearing officer selected is more likely te be
dispassionate about the issues involved than the agency, board, or commission. Administrative law attorneys responding te the JLARC survey indicated concerns about
agency, board, or commission objectivity. In the most extreme case cited, an associate
commissioner was stated to have turned their chair away from an applicant's counsel at
several informal hearings, in an apparent attempt te express complete disdain for the
arguments advanced,
A third potential benefit is expertise in legal procedures, Boards, commissions,
or agency staff who otherwise might conduct the proceedings would not necessarily be
trained and experienced attorneys.
However, there are some facters that mitigate against the benefits, First, the
Executive Secretary oftbe Supreme Court's role has largely been limited to maintenance
of the list, There are ways in which the current operation of the system still presents
major appearance problems as te the independence and objectivity of the system.
Specifically, the Office ofthe Executive Secretary provides the agency with the
name of the hearing officer, However, at this point, it is the agency that sets up the
contract with the hearing officer, The agency contacts the hearing officer, It is not known
the extent to which the agencies and hearing officers avoid discussing the particulars of
the case at this point. The Office of the Executive Secretary has suggested hourly
cmnpemsation guidelines, but the agency may decide te pay more or less, Also, it is the
agency which decides if any limits are te be placed in the contract, such as a maximum
number of chargeable hours.
The hearing officer is thus contracted and paid by the agency te do a job. At a
conscious or subconscious level, this could cause the hearing officer te believe that in a
sense the agency is "owed" something, Further, hearing officers are evaluated by
subsequent surveys of the agencies who had the contract with the hearing officers,
\Jouuse! for those appearing before agencies are not included in the evaluation process.
Thus,
officers
wish te have goml evaluations have an incentive te please

the benefit of legal and procedural expertise is diminished by the size of
It is argued that while atterneys on the hearing list may not have substantive
eXllert;ise in the subject matter of the hearing they are selected for, they bring a general
knowledge ofthe law and
process that is valuable in the fair conduct ofthe hearings,
This argument would be more compelling ifthe atterneys on the list routinely conducted
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case decision hearings. However, there are currently 114 hearing officers on the list.
According to the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court, an average hearing officer
may only have two or three cases a year. This means that there is limited opportunity
for the hearing officers to hecome familiar and comfortable with the role they are expected
to perform.
There are a number of options that might be considered to address these
concerns. One option is to make adjustments to the current hearing officer system. For
example, the size ofthe list could be reduced by attrition to a specified limit, so that those
on the list would handle more cases. Any vacancies that then occur below the specified
level could be filled from a "waiting list", based on the date of requests received to be on
the list. Also, the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court could be given more
authority over compensation matters. The Executive Secretary would consult with the
agency as to the expected time commitment and difficulty of the case. The Executive
Secretary and the agency would agree upon a reasonable compensation amount or range,
and it would be the responsibility ofthe Executive Secretary to contact the hearing officer
and discuss the terms of payment. Finally, the Office of the Executive Secretary could
include counsel of those appearing before agencies in the evaluation process of hearing
officers.
Alternatively, the hearing officer list and approach could be replaced by the use
of Ii small number of judges. One option to do this would be to use a subgroup of the
substitute judges that currently serve district courts. If the substitute judges are not
used to capacity, they might be interested in handling administrative cases. Another
option would be to create an administrative law judge (ALJ) system on a small,
experimental basis. The system could be expanded on a controlled basis if a need is
demonstrated.
The General Assembly has considered the use ofALJs in the past, and may wish
to again. ALJs are full-time, independent administrative hearing officers that may have
a degree of subject matter specialization. An August 1989 survey prepared for ajojnt
subcommittee of the General Assembly found that 12 states, including the bordering
states of North Carolina and Tennessee, have such systems. The survey found that the
reported number of positions and budgets for ALJs at that time were eight and 11 and
$1.8 million and $580,000 in North Carolina and Tennessee respectively.
It was beyond the scope ofthis study ofVAPAissues to fully assess ALJ systems.
Concerns about the use of ALJs include the expense and the creation of positions.
(Previous consideration in Virginia was for the creation of about five positions). On the
other hand, any estimation of the net cost for the system must include the savings from
a reduction in the use of hearing officers from the Supreme Court list. While there have
been complaints as to the adequacy ofthe Supreme Court's payment guidelines ($54 per
hour for time spent in actual hearings, $36 per hour for time outside of hearings), it is
anticipated that the costs are not insignificant. Some agencies have failed to place any
contractual limits on the number of hours charged. The Executive Secretary of the
Supreme Court has indicated that a bill was submitted to one agency for $18,000 for one
case decision.
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Recommendation (82). The General Assembly may wish to consider
whether it wants to make any changes to the current hearing officer system,
such as: implementing adjustments to the current system, using substitute
judges of the district courts, or implementing an ALJ system on a small,
experimental basis.
DECISIONS RELY TOO OFTEN ON UNPROMULGATED RULES
Agencies can make law through a series of ad hoc case decisions, or by
regulation. APA literature suggests that it is generally preferrable, where practical, to
have
by rule.
There are several reasons why lawmaking by mle or regulation is considered
preferrable. F.egulations are subject to public comment and external review. They have
terms that are published and known, and have universal application. Finally, they are
clearly presumed to have the force oflaw.
By contrast, the use of ad hoc case decisions to define the law, even and
sometimes especially when guided by internal agency policies or memos, seems less
desirable on each point. Ad hoc decisions may be, or appear to be: based on narrow input
and representative of the agency's interest; secretive and unknown to the public;
selectively employed; and questionable in terms of their force.
The consensus ofopinion among respondents to the JLARC survey of administrative law attorneys was strong that decisions at the informal fact fmdingstage are often
based on unpromulgated policies or memos. Ofthose with experience at the informal fact
finding stage before agency hearing officers or boards and commissions, and with an
opinion on the question, only six of 19 (32 percent) agreed with the statement that
"decisions are based on promulgated law rather than unpromulgated policies or memos,'
while 13 (68 percent) disagreed. Opinion was divided among those with experience in
informal proceedings conducted by hearing officers from the Supreme Court list, as four
of eight agreed with the statement.
On the other hand, at the formal hearing stage, the respondents were less likely
to identifY this as a concern. Eight of ten respondents with experience before hearing
officers from the Supreme Court list indicated general agreement with the statement
that "decisions are based on promulgated law.' The degree ofagreement was less among
those with experience before boards or commissions, where nine of 14 agreed with the
statement (64 percent).
The survey data are suggestive that a problem exists, especially at the informal
stage. The data can also be considered in conjunction with the facts ofsome recent court
cases where agency reliance on unpromulgated mles has been contested.
In 1988, the Board of Medicine sought to convene an informal proceeding to
inquire into the performance of a needle electrode examination (EMG) as part of an
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electromyographic test by a physical therapist. Electromyographic tests had been
performed by physical therapists upon referral by physicians since the 19508, or before
the licensing of physical therapists in Virginia. In 1983, a physician organization, the
Virginia Neurological Society, stated a position that EMG testing was the practice of
medicine and should be performed by physicians. The Board of Medicine, receiving the
society's resolution, formed a committee. The committee submitted material that was
relied upon by the Attorney General in 1984 and 1985 opinions stating that a portion of
the EMG test was the practice of medicine, and should only be performed by physicians.
After the physical therapist received notification of the Board's plans for an
informal proceeding, the Virginia Physical Therapist Association petitioned the Board of
Medicine to promulgate a regulation under VAPA before prohibiting physical therapists
from performing the test. The Board denied the request.
Through its actions, the Board indicated an intent to apply an unpromulgated
rule in a case decision proceeding. The Court of Appeals panel, in its 1991 opinion in
Virginia Board ofMedicine v. Virginia Physical Therapy Associatian, indicated that "the
parties agree that the Board did not formally adopt a rule in this case." The Court
identified Board activity, however, that it believed made it clear that the "Board had
adopted a position or a de facto rule that the performance of EMGs constituted the
practice of medicine and thus these tests could not lawfully be performed by physical
therapists. »
The intent to conduct disciplinary proceedings based on alleged activity which
an agency is unwilling to formally regulate seems to abuse administrative discretion and
seems contrary to the spirit ofVAPA. It is not surprising that such agency actions would
he challenged in court. Such actions give the appearance that agencies can make the law
without regard to procedural requirements.
In the case ofthe Environmental Defense Fund v. Virginia State Water Control
Board (1991), a case decision that applied an unpromulgated staff memorandum was
challenged. Staffofthe Water Control Board had issued an internal memorandum to all
regional directors which provided for the issuance of flow-tiered VPDES (Virginia
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System)permits. This memorandum was implemented
in amending a permit that was challenged in court.
It is not possible for agencies to anticipate every detail in every situation that
may arise and promulgate regulatory language to address those details. It is inevitable
upon occasion that case decisions will need to be made where the specific details of the
situation are not addressed by the regulation. However, this was not the situation
presented in the two court cases cited. It seems clear that in these situations, case
decisions were sought or rendered when neither a lack of agency awareness of the
nor the minuteness of the issue would appear to justify the lack of a rule.
There are three conditions that should be addressed to minimize this problem.
One condition, the fact that the language ofVAPA does not address the issue, leads to the
recommendation for this section of the report. It would he helpful ifVAPA contained
language, even though difficult to enforce except by voluntary agency compliance, that
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explicitly states the objective of lawmaking by rule. Such exhortatory language is
contained in the 1981 Model State Administrative Procesa Act.
A second condition is the need for agencies to be aware ofthe problem. Agencies
need to recognize that in implementing policy or law that affects the rights and privileges
of people, to do so without issuing a regulation can be detrimental to public confidence
in the agency and in State government generally. It also subjects the agency to a strong
possibility ofcourt challenge.
The third condition is the need to amend VAPA to clearly allow judicial review
when agencies seekor make a VAPAcase decision in the absence ofsupporting regulation
provisions. This condition will be addressed in more detail in Chapter VI.

Recommendation (33). The General Assembly may wish to amend
VAPA to include a policy statement that agencies, as soon as feasible and to the
extent practicable, are to adopt rules indicating the standards to be applied in
case decisions.
DECISIONS ARE NOT ALWAYS TIMELY
Respondents to the JLARC survey of administrative law attorneys indicated
some concern about the timeliness ofthe case decision process, especially the recommen·
dations of hearing officers at the informal fact fmding stage. The respondents com·
mented that in some instances, the case decision process has been unreasonably slow.
Examples of comments from respondents include:
It has now been almost a year from the last informal proceeding and

we have no word of a decision. From what I've heard from other
attorneys, that is common.

* * *
I have had informal appeals pending for months beyond agency
deadline dates, even in situations where agencies are bound by statute
to act within a set time frame. Such delays hurt the regulated
parties.... I have a case now that involves 3 simple issues that has been
pending for almost a year since the informal conference. I have other
cases that have continued for 10 months before a 'tentative' informal
decision and another 6-8 months before a 'final' informal decision due
to agency staffing priorities.
Respondents attributed delays by agencies or boards to a number of different
reasons. Where the proceedings involve the issue of reimbursement from the State, it is
alleged that decisions are delayed to avoid making payment until as late as possible.
Where the proceedings have involved a permit that has citizen opposition, it is alleged
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that the board is hesitant to render a controversial declsion, and may impose additional
permit conditions "in direct proportion to the level of citizen opposition.·
The Executive Secretaryofthe Supreme Court has stated that the office receives
occasional complaints about the timeliness of hearing officer recommendations, from
both agencies and other parties. The Executive Secretary indicates that excessive delay
may be due to the press ofother business upon the attorney, or in other cases, a degree
of detailed work effort that may go beyond the need of the case. There is nothing that
anyone can do, however, to compel that a recommendation be made. The Executive
Secretary can institute proceedings to remove the hearing officer from the list, or the
agency can withhold payment, but this does not address the lack of a recommendation
for the hearing that was already held. Further, the Executive Secretary indicated that
since being on the list does not lead to a lot of business, the possibility of removal from
the list is not a very strong incentive to action.
There are some steps that can be taken to promote more timely decisions
generally. When the decision-maker is the agencY or board itself, VAPA could be
amended to set maximum timeframes for the rendering ofthose case decisions, with some
specific adverse consequences to the agency or board for timeframe violations.
When a hearing officer from the Supreme Court list is used, VAPAcould provide
specifically that untimely recommendations are a grounds for permanent removal. The
Executive Secretary does have authority under VAPA for maintaining the list, and the
Office's rules do provide for removal from the list. However, there is no specific language
addressing untimely recommendations or what is meant by an untimely recommendation and linking it to removal. Further, while complaints of untimely recommendations
appear to be periodic, actual removals are rare. While specific removal provisions would
not address the timeliness problem for the hearing already held, it would ensure that
those who have failed to meet their responsibility are not assigned any more cases.

Recommendation (34). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending VAPA to require that when agency personnel or boards are respOnsible for rendering case decisions, those decisions must be rendered within a
set time period after informal or formal proceedings, or else: (1) the affected
party's position prevails, or (2) the administrative remedy is considered
exhausted for the purpose of seeking court review.
Recommendation (35). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending VAPA to provide the Executive Secretary ofthe Supreme Court with
authority to remove hearing officers from the list, and to provide that compensation may be reduced in any case in which recommendations are not made
within a reasonable time period after informal or formal proceedings.
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VI. Judicial Review Issues
Article 4 of VAPA provides for judicial review of administrative agency rulemaking and case decision actions. Some limitations are placed upon the types ofactions
that are subject to review, the persons or parties who have standing to seek judicial
review, and the issues that the courts can consider upon review. Nonetheless, VAPA
generally provides the prospect that a person who experiences harm from an allegedly
unlawful agency action can appeal the action to the courts and seek a remedy from the
unlawful action.
The role of the courts in reviewing administrative matters has been a longstanding source ofdebate and contention. On the one hand is the desire to protect people
from potentially unlawful or arbitrary and capricious agency actions. It is sometimes
argued that the courts have the necessary degree ofindependence, objectivity, and sense
offairness andjustice to perform this role. On the other hand is the desire to provide some
stability and finality to agency decisions, to avoid overwhelming the courts with matters
ofa highly technical nature that are outside oftheir expertiee, and to reduce the general
trend to litigating more and more matters.
Considered from most any perspective,judicial review in Virginia affords a high
priority to the finality and stability of agency decisions. Consistent with frequent
administrative law practice, the burden of proof is upon those complaining of agency
action. Also, with regard to agency findings offact, the test is not of the ultimate accuracy
or correctness of the agency, but rather whether there is "substantial evidence in the
agency record upon which the agency as the trier of the facts could reasonably find them
to be as it did: The revisor's note to the judicial review section ofVAPA states that this
standard is "designed to give great stability and fmality to the fact-findings of an
administrative agency.·
In addition, however, there are a number of more controversial ways in which
judicial review is restrictive or deferential to agencies. Basic agency laws supersede
VAPA, and the basiclaws ofthe Air and Water Boards have been interpreted by the courts
to limit standing (access to court review) to owners of potential discharge sites seeking
permits. This has led to some controversy, as it appears that there is a lack of recourse
when it is believed that unlawfully granted permits are creating, or are about to create,
environmental damage.
Also, the courts have declined to intervene when it has been alleged that
agencies have sought to apply unpromulgated regulations, or are about to deprive
individuals ofdue process rights in acase decision proceeding. Unlike the Commonwealth's
general policy in litigation in favor of discovery (obtaining evidence through methods
such as depositions, interrogatories, the production of documents, or entering land or
property for inspection), Virginia Supreme Court rules exclude VAPA appeals from
discovery provisions.
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part of this study, JLARC staff surveyed administrative law attorneys and
questions about judicial review. Of those with an opinion, 86 percent (24 of 28)
Witll
statement that "judicial review as implemented in Virginia provides a
deitIT€il3 of stability and finality to the fact-findings of administrative agencies."
HCIW€!Ver, only 47 percent (14 of 30) agreed with the statement that "judicial review as
implemented in Virginia provides a high degree of protection to the public from
potentially arbitrary or capricious agency case decisions." The majority disagreed with
stetement.
While the tendency ofthe system toward stability and fmallty ofagency decision
seems
the desirability of that approach is primarily a policy or value judgement.
Ar,gIDnelats have been made that increasing access to review could be economically
daIDllging and unfair. For example, it can be argued that a business, issued a permit
within the requirements of existing law, could be unfairly delayed and economicallY
harmed while those opposed to the permit pursue far-fetched bases to challenge the

On the other hand, denying access to judicial review can mean a lack ofrecourse
inequities and injuries resulting from unlawful agency actions. For example, the
gnuHHl/!> of an unlawful permit to a pollution discharger may affect the health and
nrlmertv values ofindividuals nearby. Or an individual denied access to due process in
case
hearings, resulting in their professional license being revoked, would be left
treau!ct unflurly and economically damaged.
Therefore, this chapter has two purposes. The fIrst purpose is toidentifyseveral
issues related to judicial review of administrative matters, and describe the current
re(luirernel~tsofVAPA and related rules and law on those issues. The second purpose is
nr,,,viopsome policy options that the General Assembly may wish to consider ifit wants
to
judicial review from its currently restrictive levels.

ACCESS TO COURT REVIEW COUID BE INCREASED
VAPA provides a right to review, in §9-6.14:16, to "any person affected by and
unlawfulness of any regulation, or party aggrieved by and claiming
Unlall\TnUneSS of a CaBe decision." However, VAPA has also been interpreted by Virginia
courts to provide deference to agency basic law when that law addresses the subject of
J w.u""u review.
the basic law ofthe Air Pollution Control Board states in §10.1"any owner aggrieved by a final decision of the Board...is entitled to judicial
provisions ofthe Administrative Process Act.· The
State Water Control
contains the same provision in §62.1-44.29.
"Owner" as
in the basic law has been interpreted to refer to "an entity exercising
cOlltn)l over a potential discharge site." Virginia courts have held that these basic laws
are
over the provisions of VAPA. Therefore, only owners of potential
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discharge sites have had a right to judicial review of the lawfulness of permit case
decisions by the State Air and Water Boards. Consequently, there is nojudicial remedy
ofa permit decision (unless it is not in the owner's favor) that is unlawful or contrary to
the regulatory framework.
Based on concerns about this situation, House Joint Resolution 187 was
introduced and passed by the 1991 Session of the General Assembly. The resolution
created a committee (roundtable) to "review the current administrative and judicial
review processes." The purpose of the review was to determine "whether the citizens of
the Commonwealth are provided with adequate remedies for the protection of environmental interests."
No consensus was reached by the roundtable on how to best address the issue
of standing. Some business advocates indicated that a change in standing in the basic
law from "owner" to "person" might be acceptable, but indicated that might be the
maximum change acceptable. Some environmental advocates indicated that a change
from "owner" to"person" was not sufficient from their perspective. Some participants felt
a comprehensive review of the regulatory process and who can participate was needed.
House Bill No. 450 was offered during 1992 Session to change the Air and Water
Laws from "owner" aggrieved to "person" aggrieved. This bill was continued to the 1993
Session.
Since the 1992 Session, additional events have occurred that may affect
whether and how the General Assembly addresses the standing issue during the 1993
Session. Specifically, the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated
regulations in July of 1992 to implement the federal Clean Air Act. The Act and the
regulations contain certain requirements that states must meet to continue to operate
their air pollution control permitting programs. Among these requirements is that there
must be an opportunity forjudicial review ofthe final permit action ofair pollutioncontrol
agencies.
Under the EPA regulation, this opportunity is to be extended to the applicant,
any person who participated in the public comment process, and any other person who
could obtain judicial review of that action under applicable law. Clearly this would
require an extension ofjudicial review beyond just the "owner" in the Virginia law. The
Natural Resources Secretariat is concerned that without a change to its standing law
during the 1993 Session, the Air Pollution Control Board may lose control orits permit
administration authority.
There are a number ofoptions that are available ifthe General Assembly wishes
to address standing issues. These options include: clarifying VAPA policy on when its
provisions are preempted by basic law; changing standing in the basic laws from "owner"
to "person" aggrieved; defining the concept ofaggrieved to include imminent as opposed
to actual injury; defining the concept ofaggrieved to include non-economic injuries; and
providing standing to persons who participate in VAPA proceedings consistent with the
federal Clean Air Act and the associated EPA regulation.
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Clarify VAPA Policy on When Basic Laws Define Access to Review
general "policy" section ofVAPA (§9-6.14:3, hereafter
states that the purpose ofVAPA is to:

to as "<,nlnn

supplement present and future basic laws conferring authority on
agencies either to make regulations or decide cases as well as to
standardize court review thereof save as laws hereafter enacted may
otherwise expressly provide. [emphasis added]
The clause "save as laws hereafter enacted may otherwise expressly
indicates
that the General Assembly may expressly provide in agency basic law certain authority
or requirements that are different from and supersede VAPA. This approach recognizes
that in agency basic law, matters can be dealt with in more detail and can be more tailored
to an individual agency than in VAPA, and there may be some special circumstances in
which procedures are needed that are different from VAPA.
However, the policy sectionofVAPA was described in the original
VAPA,
and is currently described in the revisor's note in the Gode of Virginia, as a "thumbnail
summarization ofthe general import ofthe chapter and hence subject to
more spt,cillc
provisions which follow, particularly Articles 2, 3, and 4." Therefore, it u",'fnl to
examine the judicial review article, or Article 4, for its provisions on
statutes
outside ofVAPA preclude VAPA's provisions for court review.
In the judicial review article ofVAPA (§9-6.14:15, hereafter
15), it is stated that the article's provisions:

to as

[doJ not apply to any agency action which (i) is placed beyond
control ofthe courts by constitutional or statutory provisions fX:QD;ll!llJlx
precludim: court review. [emphasis added]
is a difference in this statement and the statement that is provided in
purpose
section of VAPA. In the purpose section, deference to basic law is provided as
law
"expressly provide[s]." In the more specific provision of Article 4, the jmjicial
provisions ofVAPA do not apply when the agency action is placed be;~onld
courts by statutes "expressly precluding" court review.
This does not appear to be a semantic difference without a mstm.cnon.
example, the basic laws of the Air and Water Boards appear to expressly un'"''''
to judicial review for a particular group, but do not appear to eXlpre,sslly pre,~ludeJulcliciai
review in general or to any other groups.
a
Specifically, the Air and Water laws state that "any owner
decision of the Board...is entitled to judicial review thereof in ac(:ordaJt1ce
provisions of the Administrative Process Act." Thus, the statute "elepT'esisly pn)videls"
judicial review for owners aggrieved, and, based on the policy statement
supersede any VAPA statement to the contrary.
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But what is the relationship between the language of the VAPA article on
judicial review, and the language of the Air and Water Laws? First, the VAPAjudicial
review article excludes from its provisions an agency action "placed beyond the control
of courts" by statute. But the basic laws of the Air and Water Boards do not place the
permit decisions of the boards beyond the control of courts. The laws expressly provide
that owners aggrisved may seek judicial review.
Second, the VAPAjudicial review article excludes those actions for which there
are statutory provisions "expressly precluding" court review. As the term "express" is
commonly understood, and as it is defined in Black's Law Dictionary, it means "clear,
definite, explicit...declared in terms, set forth in words, directly and distinctly stated."
Nowhere in the Air and Water Laws is judicial review expressly precluded in general or
to any groups.
The preceding discussion, however, is in contrast to the holdings of two recent
Court of Appeals panels. In a May 1991 decision of a Court of Appeals panel in the
Environmental Defense FUM v. Virginia State Water Control Board, the panel relied
upon the purpose section ofVAPA (colon 3Hn limiting standing based on the Water Law.
The panel stated that contrary to the trial court's view, basic law does not have to
"specifically exclude the APA appeal." Thus, the panel apparently did not give weight to
the revisor's note, which has dated from the original 1975 VAPA, that the purpose section
is a "thumbnail summarization" subject to the more specific provisions in VAPA that
follow.
In October of 1991, a Court ofAppeals panel in the Town ofFries v. State Water
Control Board also held that the Water Law precludes judicial review to anyone but an
owner. However, this panel did not reference the purpose sectionofVAPAthat was relied
on by the previous panel. This panel relied upon the exclusion section of the VAPA
judicial review article. It stated that the Water Law:
provides solely to an "owner" aggrieved the right of court review. It
provides no similar right to any other person. The express provision
of a right of appeal for an "owner aggrieved" implies [emphasis added]
that there is no such right for any other person.
The reasoning of this statement by the Court of Appeals panel needs to be
considered in more detail. There is no question that the Water Law "expressly provides"
judicial review to owners aggrieved. But the colon 15 exclusion test that this panel
applied is whether the statutory law "expressly precludes" court review. The panel held
that the express provision of a right to owners implies that court review for others is
precluded.
To say that the colon 15 exclusion can be reached based on what is implied is not
consistent with the common understanding of what the term "expressly" means. As
Black's Law Dictionary elaborates, in defining the term "express," it means "made known
distinctly and explicitly, and not left to inference...the word is usually contrasted with
implied."
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In summary, it appears that the language ofVAPAshould be clarified
basic law precludes its provisions on judicial review. The Court ofAppeals
1991 decision relied on colon 3, and indicated that it thought that
have erred by relying on colon 15 instead of colon 3 of VAPA in reaching
Then, on the same issue, a Court of Appeals panel in October of 1991 'CLet"
15 (thus using a different basis than the previous Court of Appeals panel),
the opposite conclusion ofthe previous trial court that was thought to have
15.

As a matter ofpolicy, access tojudicial review could be considered a fundamental check against unlawful agency actions. Therefore, it may be
te j)l'"10V1ae
clearly and consistently in VAPA that agency basic law can only restrict judicial re,rie'fJIi'
ofVAPA agency actions where that intent is explicitly stated in the basiclaw,
cannot
do 80 by implication.

Recommendation (36). The General Assembly may wish to amend
VAPA to clarify when basic law precludes its provisions on judicial review. To
ensure that VAPA judicial review provisions are only excluded when the
General Assembly's intent to do so has been expressly stated, the General
Assembly may wish to amend VAPA to provide for a basic law
from
its judicial review provisions only when the basic law states that
VAPA.
Change Standing in Basic Law from "Owner" to "Person" Aggrieved
Another option to address standing concerns would be to CHictH,:e
Water Laws rather than to amend VAPA The Air and Water Laws
to provide standing on permit issues to individuals or groups other
potential discharge sites. For example, House Bill No. 4500fthe 1992 SeElsicin p:ropOS€id
to do this by changing the language in both statutes from "owner" to "pe,rscm
Some members of the HJR 187 Legal Standing Roundtable
were business
to "Df!m<m"
advocates indicated that they might not oppose a change from
aggrieved, as long as it was clear that the change did not emum
endorsement offederal standing rules or of use interests. (Standing
would open up access to judicial review to persons whose interest
resources, such as hiking or fishing, might be adversely affected
economically injured by permitted discharges).
On the other hand, some members of the roundtable who were en,nrl)llrneIltal
advocates were not satisfied with this change. Their concern was
consider to be the restrictive interpretation of"aggrieved" in Virginia ~
very point that economic injury, but not use interests, might be interpreted to cOltlsl:itllte
aggrievement.
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The General Assembly may wish to consider changing the Air and Water Laws
from "owner" to "person" aggrieved. Replacement of the term owner by person would
provide standing to persons experiencing injury other than just those exercising control
over discharge sites.

Recommendation (37). The General Assembly may wish to consider
changing §10.1·1318 and §62.1-44.29 ofthe Code ofVirginia to provide standing
to persons aggrieved.
Define Aggrieved to Include Imminent Injury
In 1986, the Virginia Supreme Court stated in its decision in the case of Virginia

Beach Beautification Commission v. Board of Zoning Appeals of the City of Virginia
Beach that the term "aggrieved" has a settled meaning in Virginia. A party aggrieved
must show "an immediate, pecuniary and substantial interest."
However, implementation of these concepts is subjective and open to interpre·
tation. For example, the term "immediate" has two connotations with regard to time.
One connotation is instant, present, current. Asecond connotation is near to the present,
approaching, pending.
The language of the Virginia Beach Beautification decision is not clear enough
to determine which connotation was intended. The decision said that it is not sufficient
for a petitioner to redress "some anticipated public injury when the only wrong" suffered
is in common with other persons. The fact that the word "anticipated" was included might
suggest that pending injury would not be sufficient. However, the statement could also
be interpretsd to focus on the need for substantial individualized injury as opposed to
"public" injury. In a more recent case on an environmental permit matter (the Town of
Fries v. State Water Control Board, decided in October 1991), the Court ofAppeals cited
Virginia Beach Beautification in stating that appellants challenging "an anticipated
public injury" do not have standing.
An opinion that appears to suggest how the courts would approach this area of
ambiguity is Citizens for Clean Air v. State Air Pollution Control Board <December 1991).
In this case, the Court of Appeals panel indicated that an association of real property
owners would have met the aggrievement test. They would have been aggrieved because
they were "faced with the prospect of a decline in property value as a direct result of the
operation of the proposed rendering plant." This statement by the court, by referring to
a "prospect" of a decline, indicates that the court would have provided standing for
imminent or anticipated injury. However, the court did not provide standing because
these individuals were not "owners" under the definition of the Air Law.

It may seem undesirable and inefficient to the General Assembly to require that
people actually experience harm from an allegedly unlawful case decision before they
may seek judicial review. VAPA could be amended so that the concept of"aggrieved" in
VAPA would clearly be stated to include "imminent" injury, and would no longer be
subject to court interpretations of the concept of "immediate" injury.
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Recommendation (38). The General Assembly may wisb to define
"aggrieved" in VAPA, and wbere used in basic law, to include tbe possibility of
imminent injury.
Define Aggrieved to Include Non-Economic Injury
As indicated, the Virginia Beach Beautificatwn test for aggrievement includes
"pecuniary" interest. Pecuniary interest is "a direct interest related to money" (Black's
Law Dictwnary). This test for aggrievement would appear to preclude many forms of
interest or injury that can only be indirectly linked to money.
A member ofthe HJR 187 Legal Standing Roundtable provided illustrations of
interests that might therefore be excluded. These illustrations included:
• "parents ofchildren who attend a school immediately downwind" from a toxic
polluter
• a "municipality which takes its drinking water immediately downstream"
from a river contaminated by discharges
• an "asthmatic who suffers health effects" from air pollution
• "recreational users (hikers, campers, fishermen)" ofa park near the discharge
facility.
In each of these cases, it appears that the interest involved could be expressed
in pecuniary terms, and might meet standing on a pecuniary basis. For example, while
there is a health interest or risk involved in the municipal drinking water illustration,
it also seems likely that the municipality would want to take steps to either purify the
water from the discharge or seek an alternative source - in either event, at potentially
substantial pecuniary cost to the municipality.
Nonetheless, if the General Assembly is interested in ensuring that judicial
review is available for agency permit decisions that may unlawfully threaten health or
use interests, it may wish to amend the Code ofVirginia to do so.

Recommendation (39). The General Assembly may wish to consider
wbether it wants to provide standing to persons with a substantial, but not
necessarily economic, injury.
Standing for Persons Who Participate in Proceedings
Another standing option is to provide standing to challenge agency actions to
persons who participate in the public comment process, regardless ofwhether concretely
injured. This appears to be the standing approach currently required by the Clean Air
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Act and the EPA regulation for the permit processes of state air pollution control
agencies,
This standing requirement would be a major change from existing administrative standing law in Virginia, It would represent a change in standing in the Air Law,
from restricting standing to potential discharge site owners only, to opening standing to
any person participating in the public comment process.
There are a few points that may need to be addressed before the impact of the
federal requirement is clear, however, One issue is what limits can the agency place upon
the public opportunity to comment, If the agency can limit the opportunity to comment
in the permit process to just owners, then it appears that no practical change from the
status quo would occur,
Another potential issue could be the constitutionality of the requirement, It is
possible that the Clean Air Act or the regulation could be challenged in court, The most
likely basis for such a challenge would be the "concrete injury" requirement reiterated by
the U,SO Supreme Court in a June 1992 decision in Manuel L~an v, Defenders ofWildlife,
In this case, the majority opinion stated:
The question presented here is whether the public interest in proper
administration of the laws (specifically, in agencies' observance of a
particular statutorily prescribed procedure) can be converted into an
individual right by a statute thaLpermits all citizens (or, for that
matter, a subclass ofcitizens who suffer no distinctive concrete harm)
to sue,..it is clear that in suits against the government, at least, the
concrete injury requirement must remain,
It could be argued that requiring access tojudicial review for public commenters without
regard to injury is unconstitutional,
At this time, the Virginia Secretary of Natural Resources and staff of the
Attorney General's office are seeking legal and policy interpretations from the EPA. It
is hoped that a response will be available before the 1993 Session, In all likelihood, it
appears that the 1993 General Assembly will need to assume the constitutionality ofthe
federal law, and decide during the 1993 Session what it intends to do with the Virginia
Air Law.

Recommendation (40). If the standing provisions ofthe Clean Air Act
and the EPA regulation are lawful, and it is therefore necessary to provide such
standing to enable Virginia to continue operating its own air pollution permitting program, then the General Assembly may wish to amend the Virginia Air
Law to meet the standing provisions of the Clean Air Act. The General
Assembly may need to consider what, if any, limitations it may lawfully desire
to place upon the persons who may participate in the public comment process
on air pollution permits. The General Assembly could also consider amending
the Virginia Water Law for consistency.
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COURTS COULD REVIEW AGENCY USE OF
UNPROMULGATED REGULATIONS
Chapter V on case decisions indicated that agencies should not rely upon
unpromulgated rules as the basis for case decisions. The chapter recommended that, to
the extent practicable, agencies should promulgate rules for standards that they intend
to use in making case decisions. The intent of this recommendation was to address the
problem at the agency level, insofar as possible.
However, there is no guarantee that agencies will not at times make unreasonable use of unpromulgated rules in case decisions. It seems desirable to provide a
potential remedy to persons who might be harmed by agency application of a rule that
the agency never lawfully promulgated.
Currently, Virginia courts will not intervene in these situations, based on a
narrow interpretation of the scope ofVAPA VAPA provides for judicial review of the
unlawfulness of any rule or case decision. VAPA also defmes a rule as a statement that
is "promulgated by an agency." In the Virginia Board ofMedicine v. Virginia Physical
Therapy Aqsociation (December, 1991), a Court ofAppeals panel indicated that since the
rule the Board of Medicine was applying had not been promulgated:
the alleged unlawful rule fails to meet the defmition of a rule, and,
therefore, a rule technically does not exist for purposes of [judicial
review].
This result seems less than satisfying- apparently even to the Court ofAppeals
panel that rendered it. The point ofVAPA is that there are certain procedures that
agencies should follow in making policies that affectpeople's rights and privileges. Under
the logic of the result in this case, a policy which an agency appropriately seelcs to
promulgate but promulgates improperly can be declared invalid by the courts, but the
same policy applied but never promulgated cannot be reviewed by the courts.
The Court ofAppeals panel described its concern with the situation as follows:
....here, as a result ofthe Board's notification to a medical insurer ofits
position or de facto rule on the performance of EMGs by physical
therapists, physical therapists could be denied reimbursement for
services rendered and would be without any means to challenge the
Board's position if the Board does not choose to enforce directly its
position or de facto rule. Whether by design or oversight, Virginia law
contains a gap that prevents direct appeals of'de facto' rules by affected
parties. That, however, is a matter for the General Assembly to
address, if it so desires.
Judicial review could be linked to the recommendation made previously in this
report pertaining to the problem ofunpromulgated rules. The recommendation required
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Recommendation (42). The General Assembly may wish to amend
VAPA to authorize circuit courts to enjoin administrative hearing processC8 if
there appears to be a reasonably supported claim of due process violations.
DISCOVERY COULD BE ALLOWED IN CASE DECISIONS
OR IN JUDICIAL REVIEW
"Discovery" would provide an opportunity for those affected by agency decisions
to have access to the evidence that forms the foundation of agency decisions. The
discovery process may include elements such as the transmittal of fIles, interrogatories
(written questions about the case submitted by one party to the other party or witness),
or depositions (one party asks the other party or a witness questions to be answered orally
under oath and transcribed, but done outside of the courtroom).
Discovery could be permitted during the case decision process, or in appeals for
judicial review. However, in Vrrginia administrative law, it is currently not provided for
in either forum. Within the case decision article of VAPA, §9-6.14:13 states that "nothing
in this section shall be taken to authorize discovery proceedings". Supreme Court rules
also do not provide for discovery in appeals pursuant to VAPA.
argument for discovery is that it provides an opportunity for the affected
party to
the basis for an agency's action, thus preventing major surprises and
allowing
to be meaningfully joined. To serve this purpose, it would seem that
discovery
most useful the earlier it is provided - for example, in the caae
decision process itself. Otherwise, people appearing before agencies may be at an unfair
disadvantage from the beginning, and the case decision proceeding may be like a "trial
by ambush." Further, it may be impossihle for counsel to people appearing before
agencies to give sound advice on consent decrees offered by the agency. Counsel may have
little information on the strength or credibility of the agency's case or witnesses.
Arguments for discovery at the judicial review stage include that it is the
general policy ofthe Commonwealth in litigation to allow discovery in the judicial forum,
and its use can be safeguarded through the court's direction from abuse.
Arguments against discovery include that it can be time and resource-consuming, and it can be subject to abuse (for example, the provision of voluminous quantities
ofdocuments on one side to counter perceived fishing expeditions by the other side). Also,
at the judicial review stage, it is argued that discovery could mean a trial de novo on some
issues at least, and could reduce deference to agency findings offact. This is of concern
if the court's role is supposed to be to defer to the agency's record and fmdings offact, and
predominately address the question of whether there are errors oflaw.

Recommendation (43). The General Assembly may wish to consider
whether it wants to amend VAPA to allow for discovery during the case
decision process or in judicial review of VAPA appeals.
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Appendix A

Study Mandate
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA--1991 SESSION
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 397
RequesUng the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to study whether
amendments are necessary to Chapter I. I: I of Tille 9 of the Code of Virginia. perum;!!"
known as the Administrative Process Act.

Agreed 10 by the House of Delegates, February 22. 1991
Agreed to by the Senate, February 21, 1991
WHEREAS, the Administrative Process Act was adopted by the 1975 Session
Ihe
Generat Assembly following a recommendation by the Virginia Code Commission; and
WHEREAS, tile Administrative Process Act was designed to simplify and streamline Ihe
regUlatory review process, and to ensure meaningful public partlcipallon by
the
parties In the formation and development of regulations by administrative agencies
Commonwealth; and
WHEREAS. In the decade of the 1980's, the General Assembly delegated 10 varlolls
administrative agencies or the Commonwealth. through various pieces of le~~~~:~~~
Significant and SUbstantive matters which have been tile SUbject of regulations
pursuanl 10 the Administrative Process Act; and
WHEREAS. tile sUllstantive nature of such regulations could have an economic
on the business or Industry affected by such regUlations; and
WHEREAS, the business community throughout the Commonwealth bas elipreSc'H~d
concern about tile Implementation of the provisions of the Administrative Process Act
members of boards or commissions and their administrative staffs; now. therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the House of Delegates. the Senate concurring, Thai Ihe Joint legislative
Audit aod Review Commission be requested to study the efficiency and effectiveness of Il'le
Administrative Process Act and to make appropriate recommendations for amendments 10
the Act to ensure meaningful public participation In the regUlatory process.
All agencies of the Commonwealth sllall provide assistance upon request as tl'le
legislative Audit and Review Commission may deem appropriate.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall submit an Inlerlm
10
tile Governor and the 1992 Session of the General Assembly and shall complete its
in
time to submit Its findings and recommendations to the 1993 Session of the
Assembly. as prOVided In the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated Systems
for the processing of legislative documents.
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AppendixB

Analysis of Timeframes for
Non-Emergency and Emergency Regulations
As part of this study, JLARC staff analyzed the typical time and the range in
time that it takes agencies to complete the nine formalized steps of rulemaking, and the
time that it takes to promulgate emergency regulations. This appendix provides the
results of that analysis.

Timeframes for Non-emergency Regnlations
For regulations proposed or finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year, it took
the average regulation 387 days or 12.7 months to complete the nine steps of the
rulemaking process (Figure 1). Twenty-five percent of the regulations completed the
process in 268 days (8.8 months) or less, while 25 percent took 422 days (13.9 months) or
more. The shortest amount of time it took a regulation to complete the process was 140
days (4.6 months), while the longest amount of time was 1,375 days (45.2 months).

,..------------Fignre 1--------------,

VAPA Rulemaking Timeframe: From NOlRA
Publication to the Regulation's Effective Date

SoUl"ee: JLARC analysis of the regulations proposed or finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year as
published in the Virginia Register and verified by State agencies.

The nine formal steps in rulemaking, in typical order of occurrence based on
current implementation, include: publication of a notice of intended regulatory action
(NaIRA); a NOIRA comment deadline; publication of the proposed regulation; a public
hearing (if anyl; a proposed regulation comment deadline; issuance of comments on the
proposed regulation by the Governor; publication of the Governor's comments; publication of the final regulation; and the effective date of the final regulation.

Publication ofthe NOlRA. Publicationofthe NaIRA is the action that begins
the rulemaking process in most cases. To publish a NaIRA, an agency typically submits
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with the Registrar. This package provides the information that is necessary to publish
the proposed regulation pursuant to section 9-6.14:7.1 of the Code of Virginia. The
package includes a summary ofthe regulation; a statement ofbasis, purpose, substance,
issues and impact the regulation; a copy of the proposed regulation; and a notice of
comment form. The Governor's Office and the Department ofPlanning and Budget(DPB)
also require that a copy ofthe proposed regulation be filed with their offices when it is filed
with the Registrar.
Once the Registrar receives all the required documents concerning a proposed
regulation, the actual regulation and its summary will be published in the "Proposed
Regulation" section ofthe Register. In addition, the notice ofcomment will appear in each
issue of the Regi.~ter in the "Calendar of Events" section until either the public hearing
date or a 60 day written comment period has elapsed, whichever is later. The statement
ofbasis, purpose, substance, issues and impactofthe regulation will also appear with the
notice of comment the first time such notice is published in the Register.
is no
VAPA requirement concerning the amount oftime that must elapse between the
of
the NOIRA comment period and the publication of the proposed regulation.
The average amount of time that elapsed between the end of the NOIRA
comment period and the publication of a proposed regulation during the 1990-91
regulatory year was 153 days or 5.0 months (Figure 3). Halfofthe proposed regulations,
however, were published within four months of the end of the NOIRA comment period.
Seventeen ofthe 201 regulations examined had at least one year elapse between the end
ofthe NOIRAcomment period and when the proposed regulation was published, with the
longest time period being approximately 32 months.
In contrast, nine ofthe regulations were published in the Register before the end
oftheir NOIRA comment period, with one regulation being published 72 days before the

.--------------Figure 3,--------------,

Time Between the NOIRA Comment Period Deadline
And Publication of the Proposed Regulation
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Source: JLARC analysis of the regulations proposed or finalized during the
published in the Virginia Register and verified by State agencies.
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end ofthe comment period. This action defeats the purpose ofhaving a NaIRA comment
period.

Public Hearing Date. There are two types of public hearings that can be held
by an agency concerning a proposed regulation. The fIrst is an informational proceeding.
This type ofhearing affords interested persons the opportunity to submit data, views, and
arguments orally to the agency proposing the regulation. The second type of hearing is
an evidential hearing. This type ofhearing may be limited to the consideration offactual
issues directly relevant to the legal validity ofthe proposed regulation. In effect, this type
of hearing collects evidence as distinguished from general views, data, or argument
which is collected in an informational proceeding.
VAPA does not require that a public hearing be held. Whether or not a hearing
will be held and whether the hearing will be informational or evidential is left to agency
discretion except where the basic law under which an agency is proposing to act expressly
requires that a certain type of hearing be held.
The average number ofdays between when the proposed regulation is published
and when the fIrst public hearing is held is 48 days (Figure 4l. Halfofthe public hearings
that were held during the 1990-91 regulatory year occurred between one and two months
from the publication of the proposed regulation. Only five regulations had public
hearings occurring 80 days or more after the publication of the proposed regulation.
,.---------------Figure 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Time Between Publication of the Proposed Regulation
And the First Public Hearing (If Held)

Source: JLARC an'alysis of the regulations proposed or finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year as
published in the Virginia Register and verified by State agencies,

Proposed Regulation Comment Deadline. The proposed regulation comment deadline is the date specifIed in the notice of comment as being the last day the
issuing agency will receive comments from the public concerning its proposed regulation.
Section 9-6.14:7.1 ofthe Code ofVirginia requires that an agency, when formulating any
regulations, afford interested persons an opportunity to submit data, views, and argu-
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Time Between the Proposed Regulation Comment
Deadline And When the Governor's Comments are Signed
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Source: JLARC analysis of the regulatio"" proposod or finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year as
publillhed in the Vi'lPnia. /Ugi8tLr and verified by State agencies.

Governor'. Comment. on Propo.ed Regulation PubU.hed in the Regi.ter. When the Governor transmits his comments on a proposed regulation to the
Registrar, the Registrar publishes the comments in the next issue ofthe Register in the
"Governor" section. Since the Register is published every two weeks, publication of the
Governor's comments is not inlmediate and can vary from the date the Governor signed
the comments by several weeks even if the Registrar receives the comments on the day
the Governor signs them. Obviously, any delay by the Governor's office in transmitting
the comments to the Registrar will delay publication further. VAPA does not specify any
timeframe within which the comments must be published.
The Governor's comments on a proposed regulation appear in the Register an
average of25 days after the Governor signs them (Figure 8). Approximately 90 percent
of the comments examined were published within one month ofsignature. The shortest
amountoftime the Governor's comments were published in the Register was 12 days after
they were signed.

Publicativn of the Final Regulation. An agency may take action on a
proposed regulation once the written comment period has ended and the agency has
received the Governor's written comments on the proposed regulation. When final action
on the proposed regulation is taken, the agency must complete and submit a final
regulation submission package to the Registrar. This package provides the Registrar
with the necessary information to publish the fmal regulation and maintain a permanent
record of the regulatory action pursuant to sections 9-6.14:9 and 9-6.14:9.1 of the Code
ofVirginia. According to the Register Manual, the Registrar will not publish the fmal
regulation in the Register until the agency and the Registrar's office have received the
Governor's comments on the proposed regulation from the Governor's Office.
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r------------Figure 8-------------,

Time Between When the Governor's Comments Are
Signed and When the Comments are Published
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Source: JURe analysis of the regulations proposed or finalized during the
published in the Virginia Register and verified by State agencies.
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The final regulation submission package includes: an explanation of substantial Chllll!;eS
after the regulation was published as a proposed regulation; a
summary of the oral and written comments presented during the notice of comment
period and the agency's response to these comments; a summary of the regulation; an
updated statement ofbasis, purpose, substance, issues, and impact; and a complete copy
regulation. The Governor's Office and DPB also require that the fmal
of the
regulation be filed with their offices at the same time that it is filed with the Registrar.
Publication of a final regulation in the "Final Regulations' section of the
Register occurs on average 55 days after the Governor's comments on the proposed
regulation are published (Figure 9). Seventy-five percent of all final regulations
examined were published within 84 days of the publication ofthe Governor's comments.
However, 16 regulations took six months or longer to be published. A total of 13 fmal
regulations were published prior to publication of the Governor's comments with the
earliest regulation being published 112 days before the Governor's comments.
An examination of the timeframe between when the Governor's comments are
signed and when the final regulation is published for the 1990-91 regulatory year shows
that some regulations were published in fmal form in the Register before the Governor's
comments concerning the regulation were signed. Concerns about the appropriateness
of such publication are discussed in Chapter III.

Final Regulation Effective Date. Section 9-6.14:9.3 specifies that a 30-day
final adoption period for a final regulation commences upon the publication of the final
regulation in the Register. During this time, the Governor is directed to review the
regulation. If the Governor objects to all or any portion of the regulation, the Governor
must forward his objection to the Registrar and the promulgating agency prior to the
conclusion ofthe adoption period. The Governor is deemed to have acquiesced concerning
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,-------------Figure 10------------,

Time Between the Publication of the
Final Regulation and the Regulation Effective Date

Source: JLARC analysis of the regulations proposed or finalized during the 1990·91 regulatory year as
published in the Virginia Register and verified by State agencies.

order before an emergency regulation can become effective, no rulemaking timeframe
requirements are imposed. As the name of this type of rulemaking implies, the
emergency regulation process is designed to allow accelerated regulatory implementation to meet an urgent regulatory need.
There are six steps in the promulgation process for emergency regulations:
agency recommendation; secretarial concurrence; Governor approval; filing with Registrar; regulation effective date; and regulation publication date. The process begins when
an agency formally recommends that an emergency regulation be implemented. The
Registrar requires that the emergency regulation be written following the guidelines of
form and style specified in the Register ManuaL The regulation must be approved and
signed by the agency head or his authorized representative.
The next step in the process is for the agency to submit the emergency regulation
to the appropriate secretarial office for approval by the Secretary. Although this step is
not required by the Code ofVirginia, it is specified in the Register Manual as part of the
emergency regulation adoption process. Approximately 90 percent of all emergency
regulations finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year received secretarial approval
that was noted in the Register.
After secretarial concurrence, an emergency regulation is forwarded to the
Governor for his approval and signature. Upon Gubernatorial approval, the agency must
file the regulation with the Registrar. The effective date ofthe regulation can be the date
it is filed with the Registrar or a later date specified by the agency. The final step in the
promulgation process is the publication of the emergency regulation in the Register.
The majority ofemergency regulations are promulgated at great speed. Based
upon a review ofthe emergency regulations finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year,
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the median emergency regulation was effective 17 days after agency recommendation,
and the average of all emergency regulations was 27 days (Table 1). Publication ofthe
emergency regulation almost always occurs after the regulation becomes effective, or a
median of 41 and an average of 47 days after agency recommendation.

-------------Table

1------------

Timeframe Analysis of the Steps in the VAPA
Emergency Regulation Promulgation Process
Cumulative Number
of Days from Initial Agency
Recommendation to Step Completion
Median

Re.,-ulatory Stell
Secretarial Concurrence
Governor Action
Filing with Registrar
Effective Date
Publication in the Register

4
11
14
17
41

Source: JLARC staff analysis of the emergency regulations finalized during the
in the Register.

6
18
22
27
47
1990~91 regulatory

year a8 published

The fastest emergency regulation became effective one day after agency recommendation. One regulation, however, took a total of153 days from agency recommendation to become effective. This amount of time is 13 days longer than it took the fastest
regular regulation to make it through the full VAPA rulemaking process.
Of the 96 emergency regulations finalized during the 1990-91 regulatory year,
56 (60 percent) were promulgated by the Department of Medical Assistance Services
(DMAS). Since the emergency regulations of this agency account for such a large
percentage of the total number of regulations filed, an examination was made to
determine ifthe timeframe for this agency's regulations differed from the timeframe for
all other emergency regulations. This examination indicated that on average, DMAS's
emergency regulations took only 20 days to become effective,
the regulations of all
other. agencies took an average of 34 days.
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Appendix C: Public Participation Guidelines
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Appendix C: Public Participation Guidelines (continued)
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Source: JLARC analysis of public participe1bn guidelines, March 1992.
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Appendix C: Public Participation Guidelines (continued)
Kax;
• Yes/RequIred
@

o

MaylleIOptional
NoINol Addressed

Air Pollution
Waste Management
Chesapeake Bay
Conservelion
Marine Resouroes
Soil and Waler
Waler Control
NATURAL RESOURCES (Proposed ')

1.
Statemenl
of Poicy Of

Purpose

•
•
•
•••

••
•

::~~mHjMj~;~~l:HJ@

....
....
<&J

I

Alroholic Beverage COIllrol
Youth Family Services
Corrections
Emergency Services
Rre Programs
Crimillal Justice Services

Ii'"

Alcohol Salety
Aviation
MalOf Vehicles
Department of Transportation

0

•••
••
•••
•
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0
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'Proposal of the Nalural Resouroes Secretariat !Of a unlOl'm publi: partq>ation guideline fOf the agencies of tile Secretariat, October 1992.

Source: JlARe analysis of public participation guidelines, Marcl11992.
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0
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0
0
0
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AppendixD

Agency Responses
Ail part of an extensive data validation process, the Governor's Office, each
cabinet secretary, the Code Commission and the Registrar of Regulations, and the
Attorney General's Office were given an opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of
the report. This appendix contains the response by the Governor's Office, the Secretary
ofFinance, the Secretary ofNatural Resources, the Code Commission and the Registrar,
and the Attorney General's Office.
Page references in the agency response relate to an earlier exposure draft and
may not correspond to page numbers in this version of the report.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Walter A. McFarlane
Executive Assistant
Chief Couhse1 ahd Director 01 PoliCy

Office of the Governor
Richmond 23219

(804) 786-2211

TOD (804) 371-8015

October 22, 1992

Mr. Philip A. Leone
Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Capitol Square
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Deor

~llt.k'

I am in receipt of the exposure draft of your report, Review
of Virginia I s Administrative Process Act.
Thank you for affording
this office an opportunity to respond to the findings and
recommendations of your staff and for your taking the time' to
personally discuss the matter with me.
As I stated during our discussion this morning, this office
was not a part of the process by which the findings were made. Our
input was not sought. During our discussion it became evident that
there was a very valid reason Why that occurred.
You were
concerned that if you did contact us directly, it might appear that
you were in some way intruding into the functions of the Executive
branch. I understand completely your reluctance and believe it is
admirable that you have given deference to the separation of
functions that exist between the Executive and Legislative
branches.
In the future, however, please recognize that I
personally find no difficulty with you calling me at any time to
discuss any matter which you believe merits attention.
I will
never consider such an approach as meddling.
I believe that even at this late date, and in spite of the
extremely limited turnaround time we have for review, we can offer
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apparently, the Order was never officially pUblished in 1990.
Accordingly, as you will note, the original Order was slightly
revised to reflect this history.
In summary, the concerns raised in the implementation section
of this report have been addressed by this office. If we had had
an opportunity to discuss the issues with you and given you our
input before this draft was published,
I trust that the
conclusions reached would have been different.
I also wish that we had more time to more thoroughly review
the concepts of the entire document. I did pass on to you orally
some of the concerns that I have about the proliferation of
regulations and the need to find some way to prevent virginia from
becoming a regulation oriented government like the federal
government.
As you are aware, while the Governor can comment on
regulations, he cannot veto them. Perhaps through the cooperative
efforts of the Legislative and Executive branches, we can come to
a conclusion that will assure that only those regulations that are
absolutely essential to good government are implemented.
Once again, I appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments
and with kindest regards, I am
Sincerely,

;(&0

walter A. McFarlane
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Governor

Paul W" Timmreck
Secretary of fOinanoo

Richmond 23219

(804) 78&1148
TDO (804) 78&7765

October 22, 1992
t4EMORANDUM
TO:

Philip A. Leone

FROM:

Paul W. Timmreck

SUBJECT:

Review of Virginia's Administrative Process Act

~/~

I write to provide you comments on the exposure draft of the report on the
ReYLeJ'LOCihe Admi ni sJ.r~ti ve PrQ~e~L~~t. Because the Tax Department is the
largest issuer of regulations, I asked that they provide me their comments on
your findings.
In general, the report does not seem to recognize the difference between
those regulations which merely interpret the law (as is the case at TAX) and
those regulations which are quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial in nature.
Although some of the recommendations are quite valid when dealing with the
above, others do not seem applicable or practicable for regulations which
merely interpret the law so as to educate the public.
Of a more specific nature, two of the recommendations are worthy of
elaboration. They are:
RecQmmen9_Ql_LQ~_.L5-i£~~.: This recommendation would require the
Registrar to reject regulations when agencies do not document
implementation costs. Although it appears to be targeted toward
regulations that impose mandates on local government, it is very broad in
application (i .e., it fails to recognize the difference between
interpretative and quasi-legislative regulations).

From TAX's experience, it is sometimes possible to estimate the numbel- of
taxpayers impacted by a regulation; however, it is impossible in
virtually any case to estimate compliance costs for those taxpayers. For
regulations that are merely interpretative of the law, compliance costs
ordinarily can be assumed to be minimal, to the extent they are not,
checks and balances exist to ensure that interest groups' concerns are
heard. Where the affected group is very large, e.g., all individual
taxpayers, there is no practical method to assess the impact of a
regulation. This is particularly true when regulations are developed to
implement legislation.
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Ph i 1i p A. Leone
October 22, 1992
Page Two
~J:Q1!!menJ1i1tion.LL(PM!L109):
This recommendation urges the Code
Commission to continue its efforts to establish a code of regulations.
The impact of such a code on the regulated public, as well as agencies,
must be measured--TAX would expect the costs to be significant.

To the extent that a formal code is developed and marketed by a publisher
(such as Michie), costs to disseminate regulations to taxpayers may
increase. For example, TAX currently provides copies of its regulations
free of charge; a process whereby regulations can only be obtained from a
publisher would have a definite effect on voluntary taxpayer compliance.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the report.
questions, please do not hesitate to let me know.
PWT/6597/1jg
c: Finance Agencies
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If you have any

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the

Eliulbelh H Haskell
Secretary of Natural ResourcES

(804) 78&-0044
TOO (804) 786-7765

Richmond

Mr. Philip
Director
Joint L&I,'31'''''''' r"",,,
Suite

OlJl10rtnrlltv to review

of Vlrf~nia

PUlI'''«

eJqloslllre draft

the JLARC's Review

Act

SeClfetaniit of

N",tnr"l

R,eS(lUf'CeS I offer the following comments:

is a listing
,m"li """'IS waste and for waste
the lJepal'tm,ent
Waste Management
Participation Guide'line:s. There should be only one listing

L

mll"!",r

whu'h

uses a ,JU!>"O

for
on

chart on page
there Is a listing for Natural Resources agencies
proposed public
guidelines. Based on public comments received during
agencies have revised the proposal. A copy of the proposal to be
NOPC period,
considered by various appmving authorities Is attached. We would suggest that the revised
This would change the listing to solid black circles in
proposal be used
columns 1-4,6, and 8-10.
3.
cause
with
180 day requirement
with requiring
a NOIRA be published within 60 days
We do not
after the
an
requiring publication of a
proposal within 180
could be difficult to comply with, especially when attempting to
Implement federal programs,
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Mr. Philip A. Leone
October 21, 1992
Page Two
4.
Recommendation #34 is another area where problems could arise. Agencies
should give timely decisions on case decisions; however, care should be exercised in setting
a specific time frame. We also need to be very careful about automatically letting the
affected party's position prevail: this may result in "automatic" decisions which are contrary
to the public interest.
5.
In recommendation #40 we agree that the standing issue, as it relates to
Virginia's air law, needs to be addressed in order to ensure that Virginia will be able to
continue to comply with the Clean Air Act and administer the federal program.
I have no comments on the remainder of the report at this time. Should the
Commission offer legislation to implement any of the recommendations in the report, we
would appreciate the opportunity to comment further at that time.
Sincerely,

~
Bernard J. Caton
Deputy Secretary
BJC/tas
Attachment
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COIo/iMONVVEALTH of VIRQINIA
VIRGINIA CODe COMMISSION

JOAN W SMiTH
RCG1STRAR OF f1EGULATiONS

910 CAPlTOL STAEET
R1GHMOND V1RGiN1A 23219

General Assembly Building

(804) 786-3591

October 20, 1992

Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
General Assembly Building, Suite 1100
Capitol Square
Richmond, VA 23219
Dear Phil:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on the exposure draft
of your report, Review of Virginia's Administrative Process Act.
The report
is informative and brings to light some of the issues that we have been unable
to effectively deal with because we lack the authority and the number of staff
needed. There are several comments that I would like to make on the report.
CHA2TER II.

•

RULEMAKING:

PROCESS ISSUES.

Page 27, Proportion of Regulations Subject to VAPA Rulemaking Provisions.
Reference is made that the three independent agencies in Virginia are
exempt from the Administrative Process Act (A.PA).
In our view, the State
Lottery Department is not exempt from the APA.
The exemption for the
State Lottery Department found in subdivision B 15 of § 9-6.14:4.1 of the
Code of Virginia is to exempt "Any rules for the conduct of specific
lottery
games ... "
The
department's
regulations
concerning
administration, on-line games, and instant games are not exempt from the
APA; however, each time the department announces a new lottery game, such
as "Full Throttle" or "Magic Number," the rules for the specific game are
exempt from the APA.

•

Page 57, Clarify that Oral Proceedings are Not Always Required.
In paragraph 2, the report specifies that the purpose of an amendment to
ations fall
under
the APA, not just regulations for which a public
is held~ should
have a 60-day comment period.
It is our understanding that this
amendment requires the Registrar of Regulations to publish in the

§ 9-6.14:7.1 of the APA in 1991 was that all
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Philip A. Leone
Page 2
October 20, 1992

newspaper the 60-day notice of comment period for all regulations, except
those exempted by § 9-6.14: 4.1.
Prior to the passage of this
legislation, notice was only published in the newspaper when an agency
held a public hearing on the proposed regulation.
The 50-day comment
period was already required under the APA prior to the 1991 amendment.
CHAPTER III.
•

RULEMAKING:

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES.

Page 84, Timeframe and Publication Requirements are Not Always Met.
The report states that the Registrar of Regulations did not comply with
the Virginia Register Form, Style and Procedure Manual by publishing
final regulations prior to receiving comments from the Governor on the
proposed regulations.
During the 1990-91 regulatory year (October 8,
1990 through September 30, 1991) that was used for the JLARC study, the
Style Manual in effect at the time gave no information concerning the
pUblication of final regulations when Governor's comments had not been
received.
As a result of numerous final regulations being filed prior to
the Governor's comments being made, the Virginia Code Commission was
advised of the problem and staff was instructed not to publish any final
regulations unless the Governor's comments had been received. The ~
Manual was amended, effective October 1991, to specify that a final
regulation would not be pUblished until the Governor's comments on the
proposed regulation had been received by the agency and the Registrar's
office.

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
I have
enjoyed working with Bob Rotz on this study and hope that, as a result, we can
ensure that the regulatory process is used more effectively.
SinC<irely,

Joan W. Smith
Registrar of Regulations
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COMMONvVEAJLTlJI of

Mary Sue Terry
Attorney Genera!

Stephen D, Rosenthal

lJRGINIA

Office of the Attorney General

K. Marshall Cook
Deputy AttorrLey Gene'a:
Fif18!lcr" & Transportation D,vision

Chief Deputy AttoJf1BY General

Deborah Love·Bryanf

R Claire GUlhrie

October 26, 1992

Deputy AttO'ney GenBrat

Human & Natual RBsoulces Division

Chief-ot~tatl

Gail Starling Marshall
Deputy .Attorney General

HANDDEUYER

judicial Atfai',; DivisiofL

Milton K. Brown, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General
Public Safety & Eco,-,omic Doveiop,n£ml Division

Mr. Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
Suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Marl Yancey Spencer
O.. puty Artomey Genera!· Admini£lratiofl

Dear Mr. Leone:
This will follow up your recent letter to the Attorney General enclosing
draft of the JLARC Report on the Administrative Process Act.

exposure

The Attorney General has again asked our Administrative Process Act Committee to
review the Report and provide comments. As you will recall, we did that with respect to the
June Interim Report when I appeared before the Subcommittee in July.
We have therefore prepared and I enclose herewith comments on the new portions of the
Report -- those dealing with case decisions and with judicial review. I hope these are helpful.
One issue not addressed in the report is conflicts (similar to those related to standing) that
exist between VAPA procedures and those set forth in certain basic laws (particularly
environmental statutes). For the most part, the procedural sections left in these basic laws are
"vestigial", left over from pre-APA days and should be repealed. ~ ~.g., §§ 62.1-44.26
through 62.1-44.29.
We would be happy to discuss these comments further with JLARC or with the
Subcommittee, as you wish. We suggest that many affected agencies of the Commonwealth
might need to have input into this process also. Hopefully the Report will be circulated in time
for them to participate.

Supreme Court Building-l0i North Eighth

Street.Rlch~d~, Virginia 23219.804 786~2071.804" 371-8946 (V iTDD)

Mr. Philip A. Leone, Director
October 26, 1992
Page 2

Thank you for the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,

C\2~\..~c.l.... ~

RogerL. Chaffe
Senior Assistant Attorney General

cc:

The Honorable Mary Sue Terry
Stephen D. Rosenthal, Chief
Deputy Attorney General
R. Claire Guthrie, Deputy Attorney General
APA Committee
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COMMENTS ON JLARC EXPOSURE DRAFT OF
"REVIEW OF VIRGINIA'S ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS ACT"

The Committee has submitted comments previously on the Interim
Draft dealing with the regulatory process.
These comments will
focus on the new portions of the Report, those dealing with Case
Decisions and Judicial Review.
Recommendation 29, page 149:
This suggestion would reverse the present provisions of the
APA (§ § 9-6.14: 11 and 12) to the effect that both an informal
proceeding and a formal hearing are not needed. 1 While, as pointed
out, this is a pOlicy jUdgment, the results of such a change would
almost certainly include delays and greater need for agency
resources to conduct these proceedings.
Moreover, some agencies
already have the authority to suspend licenses or take similar
action on a summary basis upon a finding of imminent danger to
public health or safety (g.g. §§ 54.1-2708, 54.1-2920, 54.1-3009,
54.1-3317 and 54.1-3808 of the Code).
It is not clear how and
whether this recommendation is intended to be consistent with these
existing statutes. Moreover, danger to the environment might well
be included in this proposal.
Recommendation 30, page 151:
The requirement to have agency guidelines for continuances is
a good one and consistent with advice given to many agencies by
this Office. Reference to a particular case (page 150) is clearly
motivated by an article in a recent Virginia Bar Journal. It must
be remembered that this article was written after the fact by an
attorney who lost a particular case and is seeking to reverse the
result. That case was reviewed by two appellate courts and decided
against his cl ient.
Thus, the insinuation that the Board of
Medicine acted improperly should be seen as the position of a
disappointed advocate not as a finding of fact. 2
1 In this Recommendation and elsewhere in the Report, the term
"informal hearing" is used. This is incorrect, since "hearing" is
a defined term in the APA. In § 9-6.14:4(E), the terms is clearly
used to mean only a formal hearing (in the case decision context)
conducted under § 9-6.14:12 and it is distinguished from informal
proceedings conducted under § 9-6.14:11.

2The suggestion is made (at 150) that the agency acted
unfairly or arbitrarily. This is unfair and unsubstantiated by the
record.
In fact, the agency's refusal to grant a continuance was
based in part on the refusal of the respondent - at the direction
of counsel
to be interviewed or to meet with the agency's
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In fact, counsel,
the author of the cited article
may and do use continuance
for purposes of delay more than
to expedite the process and achieve the ends of justice.
Recommendation 31, page 153:
If the term "affected
ies" in this recommendation refers
only to the party whose
are actually before the agency,
there is little problem w
this.
I f some broader meaning is
intended, this
ion could confer standing on a variety of
persons to
in individual cases, thereby complicating and
potentially protracting each one. The decision who has standing is
an important policy issue for the legislature to resolve after
careful and knowing consideration.
The key is to define clearly
what is intended.
Recommendation 32, page 158:
In addition to possible review of hearing officer training and
qualifications, it would be helpful to the administrative law
system to require that such persons have some competence and/or
experience in handling administrative litigation.
Much time is
often spent by counsel educating hearing officers regarding the
unique nature of such litigation.

uggesc::ion would reverse the recent Court of Appeals
decision in the
case.
also Recommendation 141 on page
185.
The very difficulty recognized by the court in that case
carries over into these recommendations.
It is difficult for an
agency to promulgate a rule on every conceivable aspect of the
SUbject within its jurisdiction.
It is equally difficult for a
court to review a "de facto" regUlation, which is not a regUlation
at all. Nonetheless, as
the courts, there must be some room
for an agency's interpretation of its governing statutes and rules
in the course of making a case decision. Administrative law is not
"civil law" where everything must be written in advance.
Agency
decision-makers shoUld be expected to develop a body of case law
through their decisions that interpret and apply agency rules.
Certainly, federal administrative law has long recognized the
validity of such interpretive rule-making in case decisions.
Of
course, such interpretations must be reasonable and not arbitrary.
It should be noted that the Virginia Supreme Court has just
investigator, the failure to establish good cause, and the stated
purpose of the respondent to employ additional counsel in addition
to competent lawyers already working on the case.
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accepted an appeal in the VPTA case, so the issue discussed in this
suggestion remains in litigation.
Recommendation 35, page 165:
The suggestion to allow removal without pay of hearin~
officers who fail to render reports is particularly appropriate.
In fact, it has been suggested that the Supreme Court should be
given specific authority to discipline such attorneys. The wasted
time and resources, as well as the impact on the administrative law
system, requires strict and enforceable rules.
Hearing officers
volunteer and are compensated to serve an important role in the
case decision process. Failure to do it in an effective and timely
way damages the whole process.
Recommendations 38, 39, and 40, pages 180-183:
The Report presents several different policy issues relating
to standing to sue in the environmental area. The General Assembly
should choose among them only after knowing and careful
consideration of all of the options. As indicated, this Office is
working with the Secretary of Natural Resources to clarify the
federal government's position on standing under the Federal Clean
Air Act.
Recommendation 42, page 186:
This Recommendation would reverse the Richter decision. What
it may mean in practice is unnecessary, early jUdicial intervention
into the administrative process, along with delays at the behest of
the affected party. Despite the recent article referred to (in No.
130) above, the federal courts have moved towards a pOlicy of
greater abstention from such intervention.
See, for example,
Phillips v. Board of Medicine, 749 F.Supp. 715 (E.D. Va. 1990)', a
copy of which is attached.
The reasoning
is that the
administrative process should be allowed to run its course before
courts step in.
Written guidelines for granting of continuances
are, as indicated above, a useful idea. But, a proper balance must
be struck partiCUlarly when delay in the proceeding may result in
a person who is dangerous to the pUblic being able to continue to
practice a profession. "Reasonably supported claim of due process
violations" is a very broad and indefinite term which will itself
provide grounds for major litigation within existing administrative
litigation.
such litigation would demand major resources for
30nce again, hearing officers selected from the Supreme Court
list do not make "decisions."
They recommend findings and
conclusions and make reports to the agency decision-maker to meet
the specific needs of the latter.
-3-
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and their counsel.

This Recommendation, was
Court's Committee on RUles.'

ected two years ago by the Supreme

at the agency level will turn every administrative
case into major litigation. Current resources of the agencies and
of the Attorney General's Office may be inadequate to assume the
additional work that would result.
The traditional purpose and
intent of the APA has been to provide a simpler less adversarial
alternative to avoid the complication and expense of discovery in
administrative litigation.
One of the stated reasons for this
recommendation is to
or reduce "surprise" or "trial by
ambush."
It
respectfully suggested that the sources of these
suggestions (pages 187-188) are purely anecdotal and rarely, if at
all, reflective of real administrative practice before Virginia
agencies at present. S Moreover, this issue was addressed by a 1989
statutory amendment which added § 9-6.14:11(B), requiring agencies
to provide advance notice to all parties of documents on which they
will rely in making case decisions.
at the appellate level turns the whole APA on its
of jUdie
rev lew on the record and deference to
in
area of expertise would be eliminated. Since a
new record could be created, the court would have before it a
record different from that before the agency. Thus, de novo trials
would become routine as persons appearing before an agency sought
to re-litigate issues they had previously lost and the whole
purpose of review on a record made by the agency would be rendered
superfluous.
If discovery is to be allowed in the course of
judicial review of agency decisions, then repeal of present Article
4 with the right to file an action in equity challenging a case
decision would be the simplest solution.
ec,n(~ept

4Attempts were made to amend Part 2A of the Rules of the
Supreme Court to allow discovery. The Committee heard a variety of
arguments and rejected the idea.
SIt should be remembered that the APA at present requires
detailed notices to parties under both § 9-6.14:11 and § 9-6.14:12.
It also provides for conferences to resolve procedural issues and
already allows limited discovery, as well as the issuance of
subpoenas.
Another subject which should be considered is the
availabil
of documentation from an agency under the Freedom of
Information Act, a technique used frequently by many attorneys as
a substitute for discovery in administrative cases.
-4-
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AppendixE

Report of the JLARC APA Subcommittee,
and the Omnibus and Regulation Suspension Bills
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Summary of JLARC APA Subcommittee

AC1:IOfIS

The JLARC APA Subcommittee met on October 27, November
December 14, 1992 to consider the recommendations of the JLARC staff r"rd'1N
The subcommittee assessed which recommendations it would like to inrnr"n,::>!"
into a bill, either in modified or unmodified form, and which recommendations it
was not interested in pursuing at this time,
The subcommittee requested that two bills be prepared to ,m,"t'lm"nl
changes to the Administrative Process Act The first bill is an omnibus
incorporate those recommendations for change to the Act that the SU:DC()mlmlllee
expressed interest in, except for one, The second biii is designed to ""j,rlr~I""
other recommendation, for a legislative and executive suspension
a
regUlation,
In addition to requesting the preparation of two bills, the sutJcomrr,illEle
considered some other actions related to the Administration Process
are
not addressable through revisions to the Act For example, the subcommittee
endorsed House Bill 450 from the 1992 Session, as a first step in "rlrl",,,,,inn
environmental standing issue,
The Omnibus Bill

The omnibus bill contains amendments to several sections, These
amendments are designed to achieve the following goals: increase
opportunities for meaningful public participation; provide additional information
to the public about regulatory activity; clarify existing provisions; and shorten
timeframes for certain regulatory activity,
Increasing Opporlunities for Meaningful Public Parlicipation.
Amendments in the bill are designed to increase opportunities for participation in
both the rulemaking and case decision processes, For rulemaking, key
amendments to further participation are contained in § 9-6,14:7,1, These
amendments would: provide in the Act for public petitioning for rulemaking
(many agencies do so in their public participation guidelines); establish the
Notice of Intended Regulatory Action (NOIRA) in the Act, with a minimum thirty
day public comment period and a requirement that the proposed regulation may
not be filed until the public comment period on the NOIRA is closed; enable the
public to submit requests during the NOiRA phase for a public hearing on the
proposed regulation, and to compel such a hearing with at least twenty-five
persons making this request; require agencies to develop general policy
statements in their public participation guidelines on the use of advisory panels;
and enable the public (at least twenty-five persons) to require an additional

1

""rnmAn! nAri"ri on a regulation, if changes with a substantial impact are made
egtJlalion between its proposed and final form, Also, amendments to § 91 would Increase public participation by modifying certain exemptions to
the
for greater use of APA public participation procedures, and
requiring periodic future reviews of APA exemptions and exclusions,
case decisions, an amendment in the bill would consistently
orcividie "",rnIRfl parties in case decision mallers with an opportunity for an
finding proceeding, unless both the agency and the named party
agree waive that opportunity Another amendment provides that when boards
or
meet to render a case decision and information from a prior
prclce,eding is being considered, then persons who participated in the prior
procecldirlgs shall be provided an opportunity to respond at the board or
commission meeting to any summaries of the prior proceeding that may be
prepared for the board or commission,
Providing Additiona/lnformation to the Public, One the concerns
ex,)ressEld
members the public who have participated in administrative
prclceedlnQls is that they do not know what the agency's response is to the input
However, agencies are already required by the Act to
prepare responses to public input To increase public awareness and access to
these responses, an amendment to the Act would require agencies to send
copies of their responses to all public commenters, Another amendment would
agencies to make exempt regulations accessible to the public prior to
those regulations,
r~I'>rifllinn

Existing Provisions, Several amendments in
omnibus bill
"'III,,,,, "j:>ntv or provide greater specificity to existing provisions, For exampie,
the Governorls executive order is required to be adopted and published within a
The concepts of "emergency situation" and the "basis,
SUI)S!i;lnc:e issues, and impact" of regulations are specifically defined,
ciarified to more clearly indicate that public hearings during the notice
and "f'\mn",,,,1 phase are only required under specified circumstances, Also,
there is a housecleaning amendment at the beginning of the Act, to eliminate a
seventeen-year-old grandfather clause for proceedings commenced under the
! ~An"'l':> Administrative Agencies Act

Ir"""'"

Shortening Timeframes for Certain Regulatory
About forty
rulemaking time is spent, on average, between when NOIRA
"(uTIm"nll,,, are due
the publication of the proposed
Some agency
n:>li"n guidelines currently require that
regulations
NOIRA comment period has ended,
In the
has been
drafting may only begin
the Act in the omnibus bill would ""rmil :>",'m,OI""
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begin drafting at any time, and this could speed agency progress in
development of the proposed regulation. However, the amendments
that agencies not submit their proposed regulations until the NOIRA comment
period is closed.
For case decisions, amendments in the omnibus bill would compel
agencies, boards or commissions to make case decisions within ninety days
holding the case decision procaeding, or within sixty days of receiving a
recommendation from a hearing officer on the Supreme Court list, if notified
the named party to the case decision to do so. If the agency, board, or
commission fails to render a decision within the required timeframe, then
decision is deemed to be in favor of the named party. A hearing officer on
Supreme Court list who is empowered to make a recommendation on a case
decision matter would also be compelled to make that recommendation \Anthin
ninety days of holding the case decision procaeding, if notified by the named
party to the case decision to do so. If the hearing officer fails to provide a
recommendation within the required timeframe, then lhe hearing officer shall be
removed from the hearing officer list and reported to the Virginia Slate Bar
possible disciplinary action, unless good cause is shown for the delay.
The Executive and Legislative Suspension Sill

The executive and legislative suspension bill allows the Governor
the General Assembly to suspend the effective date of a regulation until the
of the next regular legislative session. This would provide Virginia's elected
officials with the ability to delay a regulation, if necessary, until there is an
opportunity to consider a bill to nullify all or a portion of the regulation. The
details of how the proposed suspension would work are summarized in an
attached graphic, and in the suspension bill.
Other Subcommittee Actions

The subcommittee endorsed House 8il1450 from the 1992 Session,
which called for changing standing in lhe Air and Water Laws from "owner
aggrieved" to "person aggrieved". This was identified as a first step toward
addressing the environmental standing issue. It was recognized that the
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act could have further impact on what
Virginia Ultimately does in the matter of environmental standing.
The subcommittee expressed concern with executive branch
noncompliance with the APA. The Governor should not provide approval to
emergency regulations that would reissue or extend an emergency regulation
concerning the same subject area beyond the one year limit provided in the Act
In addition, the Governor should ensure that executive branch agencies make a
3

good faith effort to provide the estimated impact of their
as
by the Act. Finally, the subcommittee was concerned by
that there
been instances of State agencies violating the APA requirement that public
comment periods for proposed regulations remain open for at least 60 days,
These violations can negatively impacted the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Act and damage public confidence in the rulemaking process
The subcommittee endorsed the concept of the legislation being
drafted for the Virginia Code Commission to require that all State agency
regulations be officially filed with the Registrar's office. The effect of this action
by the Code Commission would be to remove the force of law from any
"regulation" which has not been filed with the Registrar by a certain date, The
subcommittee encouraged the Code Commission to expand the scope the
legislation to specifically remove the force of law from all State agency policies
and guidelines that have not been properly promulgated as regulations, This
action would eliminate the uncertainty over whether these policies and
guidelines have the force of law in case decision proceedings, The
subcommittee also requested that the Code Commission more activeiy promote
the Register.
The subcommittee encouraged the Registrar's office to provide more
supervision over the rulemaking activities of State agencies to ensure their
compliance with the APA. The Registrar should notify legislative members if the
Governor fails to issue an executive order in compliance with the requirements
of the Act. The Registrar's office should not accept proposed regulations from
agencies until the completion of the NOIRA comment period. The Registrar
should also not accept notices of opportunity for public comment which do not
allow at least 60 days for public comment. The Registrar should conlacl the
Governor's office when no Governor's comment has been filed wllh a final
regulation. Finally, the Registrar should not publish final regulalions before
ensuring that the agency has filed a Summary of Public Commenl and Agency
Response which includes an agency response to the public comment
Administrative Process Act Subcommittee
Delegate Lewis W. Parker, Jr., Chairman
Delegate Jay W. DeBoer
Senator Joseph V. Gartlan, Jr.
Delegate William Tayloe Murphy, Jr.
Senator Robert E. Russell, Sr.
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Agency may amend
regulation to conform to
law, with discretionary
changes, only by
following requirements
of §9-6. t 4:7. t

SENATE BILL NO ...•..•.... HOUSE BILL NO ......•....
A BILL to amend and reenact §§ 9-6.14:2, 9-6.14:4.1, 9-6.14:7.1,
9-6.14:9, 9-6.14:9.1, 9-6.14:9.3, 9-6.14:11, 9-6.14:12, and
9-6.14:14.1 of the Code of Virginia, relating to the
Administrative Process Act.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1.

That §§ 9-6.14:2, 9-6.14:4.1, 9-6.14:7.1, 9-6.14:9, 9-6.14:9.1,

9-6.14:9.3, 9-6.14:11, 9-6.14:12, and 9-6.14:14.1 of the Code of

Virginia are amended and reenacted as follows:
§ 9-6.14:2. Effect of repeal of the General Administrative

Agencies Act and enactment of this chapter.--A.

The repeal of Chapter

1.1 (§ 9-6.1 et seq.) of this title, which is entitled the General

Administrative Agencies Act but which will be hereinafter referred to
as Chapter 1.1,

BRa±±-Ret-a££eet-aRY-~Eeeeea~R~s-tRat-ffiaY-Rave-BeeR

eeffiffieReee-~ReeE-tRe-~EeV~B~eRB-e£-eRa~teE-±T±-~E~eE-te-tRe-e££eet~ve
eate-e£-tR~B-eRa~teE-~Re±~e~R~-tReBe-~Eeeeee~R~B-~EeEe~~B~te-te-tRe
aae~t~eR-e£-a-Ee~±at~eR7-aRe-tReBe-~Eeeeee~R~s7-aRe-aRy-a~~ea±B
tReEe£Eeffi7-£eE-eeteEffi~Rat~eR-e£-tRe-va±~e~ty-e£-a-Ee~~±at~eR-aRe-£eEeeteEffi~Rat~eR-e£-wRetReE-eE-Ret-a-Ee~±at~eR-haB-BeeR-Y~e±ateeT-
PEev~eee7-ReweveE7-tRat-aRY-Ee~±at~eR-aee~tee-~~Es~aRt-te-the
pEeY~S~eRS-e£-eRa~teE-±T±-B~t-s~Bse~eRt-te-tRe-eE£eet~ve-eate-e£-tR~s

eRa~teE-sRa±±-Be-s~Bjeet-te-a±±-tRe-~Eev~B!eRs-e£-th~s-eRa~teE-e*ee~t
tRese-Ee±at~R~-te-tRe-~Eeeeee~R~s-~EeEe~~~s~te-te-tRe-aee~t~eR-eE-a
Ee~±at~eRT-PEev~eee-£~EtReE7-that-tRe-Ee~ea±-eE-€ha~teE-±Ti-shall
in
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no way affect the validity of any regulation that has been adopted and
promulgated under Chapter 1.1 prior to the effective date of this
chapter.
B.

Whenever any reference is made in this Code to the General

Administrative Agencies Act, the applicable provisions of this chapter
are substituted therefor.

5 9-6.14:4.1. Exemptions and exclusions.--A.
to comply with

Although required

5 9-6.18 of the Virginia Register Act (5 9-6.15 et

seq.), the folloWing agencies are exempted from the provisions of this
chapter, except to the extent that they are specifically made subject
to 55 9-6.14:14.1, 9-6.14:21 and 9-6.14:22:
1. The General Assembly.
2.

Courts, any agency of the Supreme Court, and any agency which

by the Constitution is expressly granted any of the powers of a court
of record.
3. The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries in promulgating
regulations regarding the management of wildlife .
4.

The Virginia Housing Development Authority.

5. Municipal corporations, counties, and all local, regional or
multijurisdictional authorities created under this Code, including
those with federal authorities, except for those created under Chapter
27 (5 15.1-1228 et seq.) of Title 15.1.
6. Educational institutions operated by the Commonwealth provided
that, with respect to 5 9-6.14:22, such educational institutions shall
be exempt from the publication requirements only with respect to
regulations which pertain to (i) their academic affairs; (ii) the
selection, tenure, promotion and disciplining of faculty and
employees; (iii) the selection of students; and (iv) rules of conduct
2

and disciplining of students.
7.

~Be-M~±k-eemm~ss~eRT--

8. The Virginia Resources Authority.
9. Agencies expressly exempted by any other provision of this
Code.
10. The Virginia voluntary Formulary Board in formulating
recommendations regarding amendments to the Formulary pursuant to §
32.1-81.
11. The Council on Information Management.
12. The Department of General Services in promulgating standards
for the inspection of bUildings for asbestos pursuant to § 2.1-526.14.
13.

[Repealed.]

14.

[Repealed. ]

15. The State Council of Higher Education for Virginia. in
developing, issuing, and revising guidelines pursuant to § 23-9.6:2.
16. The Commissioner of the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services in adopting regulations pursuant to subsection B of
§ 3.1-726.

17. The Commissioner of Agriculture and Consumer Services and the
Board of Agriculture and Consumer Services in promulgating regulations
pursuant to subsection A of § 3.1-884.21:1.
18. The Board of Medicine when specifying therapeutic
pharmaceutical agents for the treatment of certain conditions of the
human eye and its adnexa by certified optometrists pursuant to §
54.1-2957.2.
19. The Board of Medicine, in consultation with the Board of
Pharmacy, when promulgating amendments to the Physician's Assistant
Formulary established pursuant to § 54.1-2952.1.
3

20. The Boards of Medicine and Nursing in promulgating amendments
to the Nurse Practitioner Formulary established pursuant to §
54.1-2957.01.
21. The Virginia War Memorial Foundation.
B.

Agency action relating to the following subjects is exempted

from the provisions of this chapter:
1. Money or damage claims against the Commonwealth or agencies
thereof.
2. The award or denial of state contracts, as well as decisions
regarding compliance therewith.
3.

The location, design, specifications or construction of

public bUildings or other facilities.
4.

5.

Grants of state or federal funds or property.
The chartering of corporations.

6. Customary military, naval or police functions.
7. The selection, tenure, dismissal, direction or control of any
officer or employee of an agency of the Commonwealth.
8. The conduct of elections or eligibility to vote.
9.

Inmates of prisons or other such facilities or parolees

therefrom.
10. The custody of persons in, or sought to be placed in, mental,
penal or other state institutions as well as the treatment,
supervision, or discharge of such persons.
11. Traffic signs, markers or control devices.
12. Instructions for application or renewal of a license,
certificate, or registration required by law.
13.

Content of, or rules for the conduct of, any examination

required by law.
4

14.
7.1

(§

The administration of a pool or pools authorized by Article

2.1-234.9:1 et seq.) of Chapter 14 of Title 2.1.

15. Any rules for the conduct of specific lottery games, so long
as such rules are not inconsistent with duly adopted regulations of
the state Lottery Board, and provided that such regulations are
pUblished and posted.
16. Orders condemning or closing any shellfish, finfish, or
crustacea growing area and the shellfish, finfish or crustacea located
thereon pursuant to Chapter

~-~(§ 2STi-i~5-2S.2-S00

et seq.) of

Title aSTi-2S.2 .
C.

The following agency actions otherwise subject to this

chapter and § 9-6.1B of the Virginia Register Act are excluded from
the operation of Article 2

(§

9-6.14:7.1 et seq.) of this chapter:

1. Agency orders or regulations fixing rates or prices.
2. Regulations which establish or prescribe agency organization.
internal practice or procedures, including delegations of authority.
3. Regulations which consist only of changes in style or form or
corrections of technical errors. Each promulgating agency shall review
all references to sections of the Code of Virginia within their
regulations each time a new supplement or replacement volume to the
Code of Virginia is published to ensure the accuracy of each section
or section subdivision identification listed.
4. Regulations which:
(a) Are necessary to conform to changes in Virginia statutory law
where no agency discretion is involved;
(b) Are required by order of any state or federal court of
competent jurisdiction where no agency discretion is involved; or
(C) Are necessary to meet the requirements of federal law or
5

regulations, provided such regulations do not differ

from

those required by federal law or regulation, and the

has so

determined in writing; notice of the proposed adoption of these
regulations and the Registrar's above determination shall be published
in the Virginia Register not less than thirty days prior to the
effective date thereof.
5. Regulations which an agency finds are necessitated by an
emergency situation.

For the purposes of this subdivision, "emergency

situation" means (i) a situation involving an imminent threat to
public health or safety or (ii) a situation in which Virginia
statutory law or federal law reguires that a regulation must be
effective in 210 days or less from passage of the law and the
regulation is not exempt under the provisions of subdivision C4 of
this section.

In such cases, the agency shall state in writing the

nature of the emergency and of the necessity for such action and may
adopt such regulations with the prior approval of the Governor.

Such

regulations shall be limited to no more than twelve months in
duration.

If the agency wishes to continue regulating the subject

matter governed by the emergency regulation beyond the twelve-month
limitation. a regulation to replace the emergency regulation must be
promulgated in accordance with Article 2 IS 9-6.14:7.1 et seq.) of
this chapter.

The Notice of Intended Regulatory Action to promulgate

a replacement regulation shall be published within sixty days of the
effective date of the emergency regulation. and the proposed
replacement regulation shall be published within 180 days after the
effective date of the emergency regulation.
6.

[Repealed. 1

7.

Preliminary program permit fees of the Department of Air
6

Pollution Control assessed pursuant to subsection C of 5 10.1-1322.2.
Whenever regulations are adopted under this subsection C, the
agency shall state as part

that it will receive. consider and

respond to petitions by any interested

at any time with respect

to reconsideration or revision. The effective date of regulations
adopted under this subsection shall be in accordance with the
provisions of 5 9-6.14:9.3,

in the case of emergency
idea in 5 9-6.14:9 A.

regulations, which shall become effective as
D.

The following agency actions otherwise SUbject to this
ion of Article 3 (5 9-6.14:11 et

chapter are excluded from the
seq.) of this chapter:
1. The assessment of

or

under the tax laws.

2. The award or denial of claims for workers' compensation.
3. The grant or

of

ic assistance.

4. Temporary injunctive or

orders authorized by law.

5. The determination of claims for unemployment compensation or
special unemployment.
6. The award or

al

individual student loans by the

Virginia Education Loan
7. The determination of
student loans or the

ications for guaranty of individual
ion of default claims by the state

Education Assistance Authority.
E.

The Marine Resources Commission, otherwise subject to this

chapter and 5 9-6.18 of the

a Register Act, is excluded from

the operation of subsection C of this section and of Article 2
9-6.14:7.1 et seq.) of this

(§

however, the authorization for

any general permit or guidelines for activity undertaken pursuant to
Title 62.1 by the Marine Resources Commission shall be in accordance
7

with the provisions of this

consideration shall be provided at least two days in advance of the
board or

com~ission

meeting to members of the public that reguest a

copy of that regulation.

G.

A coPY of that regulation shall be made

The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall

conduct a review periodically of exemptions and exclusions authorized
by this section.

The purpose of this review shall be to assess

whether there are any exemptions or exclusions which should be

§ 9-6.14:7.1. Public

effect of

noncompliance.~~

; informational proceedings;
A.

Any person may petition an agency to

request the agency to develop a new regulation or amend an existing
regulatIon.

The aqency receiving the petition shall receive,

consider. and respond to the petition within 180 days.

Agency

decisions to initiate or not initiate rulemaking in response to

B.

In the case of all regulations, except those regulations

exempted by § 9-6.14:4.1. an agency shall prOVide the Registrar of
Regulations with a Notice of Intended Regulatory Action which
describes the sublect matter and intent of the planned regulation.

At

least thirty days shall be provided for public comment after

shall not file proposed regulations with the Registrar until the
publiC comment period on the Notice of Intended Regulatory Action has

8

c.

Agencies shall state in the Notice of Intended Regulatory

Action whether they plan to hold a public hearing on theprooosed
regulation after it is published.

Agencies shall hold such public

hearings if reqUired by basic law.

If the agency states an intent to

hold a public hearing on the proposed regulation in the Notice of
Intended Regulatory Action, then it shall hold the public hearing.
the agency states in its Notice of Intended Regulatory Action that it
does not plan to hold a hearing on the proposed regulation, then no
public hearing is reguired unless, prior to completion of the comment
period specified in the Notice of Intended Regulatory Action: (i) the
Governor directs that the agency shall hold a public hearing cr (il)
the agency receives requests for a public hearing from twenty-five
persons or more.
A7--~Public

participation guidelines for sol

the

of interested parties in the formation and development of its
ions shall be developed, adopted and utilized by each agency
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.

8Befl-§B~ae±±Hes-sRa±±-sst

-eut-sRa±±-a±se-be-Bt~±±2ea-aBf~R§-tfle-eRtife-fe£ffiat±eS,

aS6-fisa±-a6e~t±eR-~fe€eSS-ef-a-fe§B±at±eH7--The

shall set out

~methods

for the identification and

notification of interested parties, and any specific means of seek
from interested persons or groups

aRa7-wfleRevef-a~p£epf1ateT-may

pfsv1se-which the agency intends to use in addition to the Notice of
intended Regulatory Action.

The guidelines shall set out a general

the use of standing or ad hoc advisory panels and
consultation with groups and individuals registering interest in
working with the agency.

Such policy shall address the circumstances
9

in which the agency considers such panels or consultation appropriate
and intends to make use of such panels or consultation.
BT--~In

formulating any regulation, including but not limited

to those in public assistance programs, the agency pursuant to its
public participation guidelines shall afford interested persons an
opportunity to submit data, views, and arguments, either orally or in
writing, to the agency or its specially designated subordinate.
However, the agency may, at its discretion, begin drafting the
proposed regulation prior to or during any opportunities it provides
to the public to submit input.
eT--~In

the case of all regulations, except those regulations

exempted by § 9-6.14:4.1, the proposed regulation and general notioe
of opportunity for oral or written submittals as to that regulation
shall be published in the Virginia Register of Regulations in
accordance with the provisions of subsection B of § 9-6.14:22 and such
notice shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation
published at the state capital and, in addition, as the agency may
determine, it may be similarly published in newspapers in localities
particularly affected, as well as publicized through press releases
and such other media as will best serve the purpose and subject
involved. The Register and newspaper publication shall be made at
least sixty days in advance of the last date prescribed in the notice
for such submittals. All notices, written submittals, and transcripts,
summaries or notations of oral presentations, as well as any agency
action thereon, shall be matters of public record in the custody of
the agency.
The Registrar shall develop the format for the proper
advertisement of proposed regulations in newspapers. The Registrar
10

shall also be responsible for the publication of the newspaper
advertising pertaining to proposed regulations. AS used in this
chapter L-"Registrar" means the Registrar of Regulations appointed as
provided in § 9-6,17.
~Before

promulgating any regulation under consideration, the

agency shall deliver a copy of that regulation to the Registrar
together with a summary of the regulation and
statement of

~separate

and concise

tRe-Bas!s7-~~E~ese7-S~BstaRee7-!s6~es-aRa-tae-est!matea

!m~aet-eE-taat-Ee~±at!eR-w!ta-Ees~eet-te-tRe-a~meeE-eE-~eEseRs

aEEeetea-aRa-tRe-~Ee1eetea-eests-EeE-tRe-!m~±emeRtat!eR-aaa-eem~l!aRee

taeEeeET--(i) the basis of the regulation, defined as the statutory
authority for promulgating the regulation, including an identification
of the section number and a brief statement relating the content of
the statutory authority to the specific regulation proposed; (ii) the
purpose of the regulation, defined as the rationale or justification
for the new provisions of the regulation, from the standpoint of the
public's health, safety or welfarej (iii) the substance of the
regulation, defined as the identification and explanation of the key
provisions of the regulation that make changes to the current status
of the law; (iv) the issues of the regulation, defined as the primary
advantages and disadvantages for the publiC, and as applicable for the
agency or the state, of implementing the new regulatory provisions;
and (v) the estimated impact, defined as the projected number of
persons affected, and the projected costs, expressed as a dollar
figure or range, for the implementation and compliance thereof.

The

estimated impact shall represent the agency's best estimate for the
purposes of public review and comment, but the accuracy of the
estimate shall in no way affect the validity of the regulation.
11

staff

as designated by the Code Commission shall review proposed regulation
submission packages to ensure the reguirements of this subsection are
met prior to publication of the proposed regulation in the Register .
The summary and the statement of the basis, purpose, substance, issues
and estimated impact shall be published in the virginia Register of
Regulations, together with the notice of

aea~~a~-~e~~~ea-aBeYe

opportunity for oral or written submittals on the proposed regulation.
However, only the summary shall be printed in the newspapers unless
the agency requests publication of the statement of basis, purpose,
substance, issues and estimated impact.
BT--~When

an agency formulating regulations in public

assistance programs cannot comply with the public comment requirements
of subsection €-f-0f this section due to time limitations imposed by
state or federal laws or regulations for the adoption of such
regulation, the Secretary of Health and Human Resources may shorten
the time requirements of subsection €-f-.

If, in the Secretary's

sole discretion, such time limitations reasonably preclude any advance
published notice, he may waive the requirements of subsection €-f-.
However, the agency shall, as soon as practicable after the adoption
of the regulation in a manner consistent with the requirements of
subsection €-f-, publish notice of the promulgation of the regulation
and afford an opportunity for public comment. The precise factual
basis for the secretary's determination shall be stated in the
published notice.
ET--_I_.__For the purpose of this article, public assistance
programs shall consist of those specified in § 63.1-87.
J.

If one or more changes with substantial impact are made to a

proposed regulation from the time that it is published as a proposed
12

regulation to the time it is published as a final regulation, any
person may petition the agency within thirty days from the publication
of the final regulation to reguest an opportunity for oral and written
submittals on the changes to the regulation.

If the agency receives

reguests from at least twenty-five nersons for an opportunity to
submit oral and written comments on the changes to the regulation, the
agency shall suspend the regulatory process for thirty days to solicit
additional public comment, unless the agency determines that the
changes made are minor or inconseguential in their impact.

Agency

denial of petitions for a comment period on changes to the reaulation
shall be subject to judicial review.
FT--~In

no event shall the failure to comply with the

requirements of subsection 8-F of this section be deemed mere
harmless error for the purposes of § 9-6.14:17.
GT--~This

section shall not apply to the issuance

state Air pollution Control Board of variances to its

the
ions.

§ 9-6.14:9. Adoption; effective date; filing; emergency

regulations; duties of Registrar of Regulations.--A.
the regulatory procedures is to provide a

re~Jlatory

The purpose of
plan which is

predictable, based on measurable and anticipated outcomes, and is
inclined toward conflict resolution.
B.

Subject to the provisions of §§ 9-6.14:9.1 and 9-6.14:9.2,

all regulations, inclUding those as to which agencies pursuant to §
9-6.14:4.1 may elect to dispense with the public procedures prOVided

by 55 9-6.14:7.1 and 9-6.14:8, may be formally and finally adopted by
the signed order of the agency so stating.
emergency regulation
applicable period as

No regulation except an

be effective until the expiration
in § 9-6.14:9.3. In the case of an
13

the

emergency regulation filed in accordance with subdivis

C 5 of §

9-6.14:4.1, the regulation shall become operative upon its adoption
and filing with the Registrar of Regulations, unless a later date is
specified. The originals of all

re~ulations

shall remain in the

custody of the agency as public records subject to judicial notice by
all courts and agencies.

or facsimiles thereof.

available by the agency for public inspection or copying.

be made
Full and

true copies shall also be additionally filed, registered, published,
or otherwise made publicly available as may be required by other laws.
Emergency regulations shall be pUblished as soon as practicable
in the Register.
C.

Prior to the publication for hearing of a proposed

regulation, copies of the regulation and copies of the summary and
statement as to the basis.

, substance, issues and impact of

the regulation and the agency's comments thereon as required by [
9-6.14:7.1 shall be transmitted to the Registrar of Regulations, who
shall retain these documents.
D.

•

All regulations adopted pursuant to this chapter shall

contain a citation to the section of the Code of Virginia that
authorizes or requires such regulations and, where such regulations
must conform to federal law or regulation in order to be valid, a
citation to the specific federal law or regulation to which conformity
is reqUired.
E.

Immediately upon the adoption by any agency of any requlation

in final form, a copy of (i) the regulation, (ii) a then current
summary and statement as to the basis, purpose, substance, issues, and
impact of the regulation, and (iii) the agency's summary description
of the nature of the oral and written data, views, or arguments
14

during the

and the agency's

ic

thereon shall be

co~ments

of

to the

shall retain

S

9-6.14:9.1. Executive review of

changes with substantial
publish procedures

.--A.

and

The Governor

executive order for review of

regulations governed

this
The

by the Attorney

(i) review

to ensure

regulations; (ii) examination

for the
the Governor to determine if the

proposed regulations are necessary to

the

safety and welfare; and (iii) examination
if the proposed

are

understandable. The

ic health!

the Governor to

written and eas
may also include review cf the

regulation by the appropriate Cabinet secretary.
The Governor's review of a
the publication of that
Governor shall transmit his

ion Shall
regulation in the

co~ments

the Registrar and the

The

on that

to the

ion to

ion

ic

comment period provided for in § 9-6.14:1.1. The Governor
recommend amendments or modifications to
into

bring that
state or
upon

ion which would
or

laws,

or jud

the Governor's
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co~ments

decisions.
on the

regulation, the agency (i)

adopt the proposed

the

Governor has no objection to the regulation; (ii) may modi

and adopt

the proposed regulation after considering and incorporating the
Governor's objections or suggestions; or (iii) may

the

regulation without changes despite the Governor's recommendations for
change.
B.

Upon final adoption of the regulation. the agency

forward a copy of the regulation to the Registrar of
publication as soon as

for

in the Register.

changes to the proposed regulation shall be highlighted
regulation, and substantial changes to the proposed regulation shall
be explained in the final
C.

re~Jlation.

If the Governor finds that
to the proposed

sH6staRt~al-,

he may

require the promulgating
on the

sH6staRt~al-changes.

the regulatory process

a~e~

thi

to solicit addi

to

ic comment

An-aee

~sRall

Ret-6e-fe~H~fee-~f-tRe-6evefRef-eetefm~Res-taat-tRe-sB6steRt~el
€flaR~es-wefe-maee-~R-fespeRse-te-~H61~e-eemmeRt7--

D.

A thirty-day final adoption period for

commence upon the publication of the final regulation in the
The Governor shall review the final regulation during

thirty-day

final adoption period and if he objects to any portion or

of a

regulation he shall forward his objections to the

and agency

prior to the conclusion of

iod.

thirty-day final

Governor shall be deemed to have acquiesced in a promulgated
regulation if he fails to object to it during the

final

adoption period. The Governor's objection shall be published in the
16

Register.
A regulation shall become effective as provided in 5 9-6.14:9.3.
E.

This section shall not apply to the issuance by the state Air

Pollution Control Board of variances to its regulations.

5 9-6.14:9.3. Effective date of regulation.--A regulation adopted
in accordance with the Administrative Process Act (5 9-6.14:1 et seq.)
and the Virginia Register Act

(s

9-6.15 et seq.), shall become

effective at the conclusion of the thirty-day final adoption period
provided for in subsection D of

S 9-6.14:9.1, or any other later date

specified by the promulgating agency, unless:
1. A legislative objection has been filed in accordance with 5

9-6.14:9.2, in which event the regulation, unless withdrawn by the
promulgating agency, shall become effective on a date specified by the
promulgating agency which shall be after the expiration of the
applicable twenty-one-day extension period prOVided for in §
9-6.14:9.2; or
2. The Governor has exercised his authority in accordance with §

9-6.14:9.1 to suspend the regulatory process for solicitation of
additional public comment
re~H±at~efl-,

efl-6Hestaflt~a±-eRafl~es-te-tRe-prepesea

in which event the regulation, unless withdrawn by the

promulgating agency, shall become effective on a date specified by the
promulgating agency which shall be after the period for which the
Governor has suspended the regulatory process.
This section shall not apply to the issuance by the state Air
Pollution Control Board of variances to its regulations.
§ 9-6.14:11. Informal fact finding.--A.

Save-te-the-exteflt-taat-

ease-ee€~S~eRS-a~e-maae-as-p~e¥~aee-By-S-9-6~±4+±

shall

7-Hfl±ess-the-pa~t~es-eeRseflt7-ascertain
the
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fact basis for their

or

decisions of cases through informal
proceedings

Such conference-consultation

of

to

the case (i) to have reasonable notice thereof, (il) to
person or by counselor other

in

1

agency or its subordinates, or before a
subsection A of § 9-6.14:14,1, for the informal

ion

factual data, argument, or

In

any case, (iii) to

have notice of any contrary

basis or information in the

possession of the agency which can be relied upon in
decision, (iv) to receive a prompt decision of any
license, benefit, or renewal
and generally in writ

, and

(V)

an adverse
ication for a

to be

the factual or

, br
basis for an

adverse decision in any case,
B,

Agencies may, in their case decisions,

upon

ic data,

documents or information only when the agencies have

all

parties with advance notice

ic data,

documents or information.

an intent to consider such
This requirement shall not

agency's reliance on case law and
C.

to an

ive

In cases where a board or commission meets to render an

informal fact-finding decision and information from a prior proceeding
is being considered, persons who participated in the prior. proceeding
shall be provided an opportunity to respond at the board or commission

the board or commission.

officer, as described in § 9-6.14:4.1, is not used or is not empowered
18

to recommend a finding, the board, commission, or agency personnel
responsible for rendering a decision shall render that decision within
sixty days from the date of the informal fact-finding proceeding,

If

the agency does not render a decision within sixty days, the named
party to the case decision may provide written notice to the agency
that a decision is due.

If no decision is made within thirty days

from agency receipt of the notice, the decision is deemed to be in
favor of the named party.

An agency shall provide notification to the

named party of its decision within five days of the decision.
E.

In any informal fact finding proceeding in which a hearing

officer, as described in § 9-6.14:4.1, is empowered to recommend a
finding, the board, commission, or agency personnel responsible for
rendering a decision shall render that decision within thirty days
from the date that the agency receives the hearing officer's
recommendation.

If the agency does not render a decision within

thirty days, the named party to the case decision may prOVide written
notice to the agency that a decision is due.

If no decision is made

within thirty days from agency receipt of the notice, the decision is
deemed to be in favor of the named party.

An agency shall prOVide

notification to the named party of its decision within five days of
the decision.

S 9-6.14:12. Litigated issues.--A.

The agency shall afford

opportunity for the formal taking of evidence upon relevant fact
issues in any case in which the basic laws prOVide expressly for
decisions upon or after hearing and may do so in any case to the
extent that informal procedures under S 9-6.14:11 have not been had or
have failed to dispose of a case by consent.
B.

Parties to such formal proceedings shall be given reasonable
19

notice of (i) the time, place, and nature thereof, (ii) the basic law
or laws under which the agency contemplates its possible exercise of
authority, and (iii) the matters of fact and law asserted or
questioned by the agency.

Applicants for licenses,

, benefits,

or renewals thereof have the burden of approaching the
concerned without such prior notice but they shall be
informed thereafter in the further course of the

ings whether

pursuant to this section or to § 9-6.14:11.
C.

In all such formal proceedings the parties shall be entitled

to be accompanied by and represented by counsel, to submit oral and
documentary evidence and rebuttal proofs, to conduct such
cross-examination as may elicit a full and fair disclosure of the
facts, and to have the proceedings completed and a decision made with
dispatch.
applicant.

The burden of proof shall be upon the proponent or
The presiding officers at such proceedings are empowered

to (i) administer oaths and affirmations, (ii) receive probative
evidence, exclude irrelevant, immaterial, insubstantial, privileged,
or repetitive proofs, rebuttal, or cross-examination, rule upon offers
of proof, and oversee an accurate verbatim record

of the evidence,

(iii) hold conferences for the settlement or simplification of issues
by consent, (iv) dispose of procedural requests, and (v) regulate and
expedite the course of the hearing.

Where a hearing officer presides,

or where a subordinate designated for that purpose presides in
hearings specified in subsection E of § 9-6.14:14.1, he shall
recommend findings and a decision unless the agency shall by its
procedural regulations prOVide for the making of

ings and an

initial decision by such presiding officers subject to review and
reconsideration by the agency on appeal to it as of
20

or on its

own motion.

the

lnd

The

presiding
D.

cf

Prior to the

be

the parties concerned
submit in

and (ii) statements of reascns

In

cases

id

cases in which

f

to hear

opportunity shall be afforded for
officers or

ions

find

for the record (L

case

officers

make such recorTtrnendations or decis

such

decis

the

the agency in cases in which it

t

ion and

or

heo

discretion or

make

subordinate

10

reco~mendations

or decisions; the

exceptions thereto.
E.

become a

the
recOm~end

shall

decisions

state

rt of

is therefor upon

the find

relevant

the evidence
under which the
order, license,

served

with

is

of

thereof.

1

the

ic law

G.

In any formal proceeding in which a hearing officer, as

described in S 9-6.14:4.1, is not used or is not empowered by the
agency to recommend a finding, the board, commission, or agency
personnel responsible for rendering a decision shall render that
decision within sixty days from the date of the formal proceeding.

If

the agency does not render a decision within sixty days, the named
party to the case decision may provide written notice to the agency
that a decision is due.

If no decision is made within thirty days

from agency receipt of the notice, then the decision is deemed to be
in favor of the named party.

An agency shall provide notification to

the named party of its decision within five days of the decision.
H.

In any formal proceeding in which a hearing officer, as

described in S 9-6.14:4.1, is empowered to recommend a finding, the
board, commission, or agency personnel responsible for rendering a
decision shall render that decision within thirty days from the date
that the agency receives the hearing officer's recommendation.

If the

agency does not render a decision within thirty days, the named party
to the case decision may provide written notice to the agency that a
decision is due.

If no decision is made within thirty days from

agency receipt of the notice, the decision is deemed to be in favor of
the named party.

An agency shall provide notification to the named

party of its decision within five days of the decision.

S 9-6.14:14.1. Hearing officers.--A.

In all hearings conducted

in accordance with S 9-6.14:12, the hearing shall be presided over by
a hearing officer selected from a list prepared by the Executive
Secretary of the Supreme Court and maintained in the Office of the
Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court.

Parties to proceedings

conducted pursuant to S 9-6.14:11 may agree at the outset of the
22

proceeding to have a hearing officer preside at the proceeding, such
agreement to be revoked only by mutual consent.

The Executive

Secretary shall have the power to promulgate rules necessary for the
administration of the hearing officer system.
All hearing officers shall meet the following minimum standards:
1.

Active membership in good standing in the Virginia State Bar;

2.

Active practice of law for at least five years; and

3. Completion of a course of training approved by the Executive
Secretary of the Supreme Court. In order to comply with the
demonstrated requirements of the agency requesting a hearing officer,
the Executive Secretary may require additional training before a
hearing officer will be assigned to a proceeding before that agency.
These requirements must be met prior to being included on the
list of hearing officers. All attorneys on the list as of July 1,
1986, shall satisfy these requirements by January 1, 1987, to remain
on the list.
B.

On request from the head of an agency, the Executive

Secretary will name a hearing officer from the list, selected on a
rotation system administered by the Executive secretary. Lists
reflecting geographic preference and specialized training or knowledge
shall be maintained by the Executive Secretary if an agency
demonstrates the need.
C.

A hearing officer shall voluntarily disqualify himself and

withdraw from any case in which he cannot accord a fair and impartial
hearing or consideration, or when required by the applicable rules
governing the practice of law in the Commonwealth. Any party may
request the disqualification of a hearing officer by filing an
affidavit, prior to the taking of evidence at a hearing, stating with
23

C~,_w",aLity

the grounds upon

it is claimed that a fair and

ial hearing cannot be

or the applicable rule of

nractice requiring disqualification.
The issue shall be

not less than ten days prior to the

by the Executive
D.

of the Supreme Court.

Any hearing officer empowered by the agency to provide a

recommendation or conclusion in a case decision matter shall render
that recorrrnendation or conclusion within sixty days from the date of
the case decision proceeding.

If the hearing officer does not render

a decision within sixty days, then the named party to the case
decision may provide written notice to the hearing officer and the
Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court that a decision is due.

If

no decision is made within thirty days from receipt by the hearing
officer of the notice, then the Executive Secretary of the Supreme
Court shall remove the hearing officer from the hearing officer list
and renort the hearing officer to the Virginia State Bar for possible
disciplinary action, unless good cause is shown for the delay.
BT--~The

Executive Secretary shall

Bave-tBe-a~tBeE~ty-te

remove hearing officers from the list, upon a showing of cause after
notice in writing and a hear

When there is a failure by a hearing

officer to render a decision as reguired by subsection D, the burden
shall be on the hearing officer to show good cause for the delay.
Decisions to remove a hearing officer may be reviewed by a request to
the Executive secretary for reconsideration, followed by judicial
review in accordance with the Administrative Process Act

(§

9-6.14:1

et seq.).
ET--~This

section shall not apply to hearings conducted by

(i) any commisslon or board where all of the members, or a quorum, are
24

present; (ii) the Alcoholic Beverage control Board, the Virginia
Workers' Compensation Commission, the state Corporation Commission,
the Virginia Employment Commission, the state Education Assistance
Authority, aRe-or the Department of Motor vehicles under §§ 46.2-368,
46.2-389 through 46.2-416, 46.2-506, 46.2-705 through 46.2-710,
46.2-1501, 46.2-1514, 46.2-1542, 46.2-1543, 46.2-1563, 46.2-1572,
46.2-1573, 46.2-1576, 46.2-1601, 46.2-1704 through 46.2-1706, aaa-or
58.1-2409; or (iii) any panel of a health regulatory board convened
pursuant to § 54.1-2400.

All employees hired after July 1, 1986,

pursuant to §§ 65.2-201 and 65.2-203 (formerly §§ 65.1-11 and 65.1-12
) by the Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission to conduct hearings
pursuant to its basic laws shall meet the minimum qualifications set
forth in subsection A of this section. Agency employees who are not
licensed to practice law in this Commonwealth. and are presiding as
hearing officers in proceedings pursuant to (ii) above shall
participate in periodic training courses.
FT--G.

Notwithstanding the exemptions of subsection A of §

9-6.14:4.1, this article shall apply to hearing officers conducting
hearings of the kind described in § 9-6.14:12 for the Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries, the Virginia Housing Development Authority,
the Milk Commission and the Virginia Resources Authority pursuant to
their basic laws.
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SENATE BILL NO

HOUSE BILL NO

.

A BILL to amend and reenact §5 9-6.14:9.1, 9-6.14:9.2 and 9-6.14:9.3
of the Code of Virginia, relating to the Administrative Process
Act; suspension of regulations.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1.

That 55 9-6.14:9.1, 9-6.14:9.2 and 9-6.14:9.3 of the Code of

virginia are amended and reenacted as follows:

5 9-6.14:9.1.

Executive review of proposed and final

regulations; substantial changes; suspension of regulations.--A.

The

Governor shall adopt procedures by executive order for review of all
proposed regulations governed by this chapter.

The procedures shall

include (i) review by the Attorney General to ensure statutory
authority for the proposed regulations; (ii) examination by the
Governor to determine if the proposed regulations are necessary to
protect the public health, safety and welfare; and (iii) examination
by the Governor to determine if the proposed regulations are clearly
written and easily understandable.

The procedures may also include

review of the proposed regulation by the appropriate Cabinet
Secretary.
The Governor's review of proposed regulation shall begin upon the
publication of that proposed regulation in the Register.
shall transmit his comments on that proposed

The Governor

ation to the

Registrar and the agency prior to the completion of the public
period provided for in § 9-6.14:7.1.
1

co~ment

The Governor may recommend

amendments or modifications to any regulation which would

that

regulation into conformity With statutory authority or state or
federal laws,

re~Jlations

or judicial decisions.

Upon receipt of the Governor's comments on the
regulation, the agency (i) may adopt the proposed

ion if the

Governor has no objection to the regulation; (ii) may modi

and adopt

the proposed regulation after considering and

the

Governor's objections or suggestions; or (iii) may adopt the
regulation without changes despite the Governor's recommendations for
change.
B.

Upon final adoption of the regulation, the agency shall

forward a copy of the regulation to the Registrar of Regulations for
publication as soon as practicable in the Register.
changes to the proposed regulation shall be highlighted and explained
in the final regulation.
C.

If the Governor finds that changes made to the

regulation are substantial, he may require the agency to prOVide an
additional

sHspefla-Bhe-~e§HlaBe~y-p~eeess-fe~-thirty
d ays

the-pfeffiu±§at~R§-a§eRey-tosolicit

substantial changes.

te-~e~U~fe

additional public comment on the

An Additional public comment period

not be

reqUired if the Governor determines that the substantial changes were
made in response to public comment.
D.

A thirty-day final adoption period for regulations shall

commence upon the pJblication of the final regulation in the Register.
The Governor shall review the

regulation during this

rty-day

final adoption period and if he objects to any portion or all of a
regulation. the Governor may file a formal objection to the
regulation, suspend the effective date of the regulation in accordance
2

with subsection B of § 9-6.14:9.2, or both.
If the Governor files a formal objection to the regulation, he
shall forward his objections to the Registrar and agency prior to the
conclusion of the thirty-day final adoption period.
shall be deemed to have acquiesced

~R-to

The Governor

a promulgated regulation if

he fails to object to it or if he fails to suspend the effective date
of the regulation in accordance with subsection B of § 9-6.14:9.2
during the thirty-day final adoption period.

The Governor's

objection, or the suspension of the regulation, or both if applicable,
shall be published in the Register.
A regulation shall become effective as provided in § 9-6.14:9.3.
E.

This section shall not apply to the issuance by the State Air

Pollution Control Board of variances to its regulations.
§ 9-6.14:9.2.

Legislative review of proposed and final

regulations; suspension with Governor's concurrence.--

A.

After the

legislative members have received copies of the Register pursuant to §
9-6.14:24, the standing committee of each house of the General
Assembly to which matters relating to the content of the regulation
are most properly referable may meet and, during the promulgation or
final adoption process, file with the Registrar and the promulgating
agency an objection to a proposed or final adopted regulation.

The

Registrar shall pUblish any such objection received by him as soon as
practicable in the Register.

Within twenty-one days after the receipt

by the promulgating agency of a legislative objection, that agency
shall file a response with the Registrar, the objecting legislative
committee and the Governor.

If a legislative objection is filed

within the final adoption period, subdivision 1 of § 9-6.14:9.3 shall
govern.
3

subsection A, the standing committee of both houses of the General
Assembly to which matters relating to the content are most properly

the applicable standing committee of each house may direct, through a
statement signed by a majority of the members of the standing
com~ittee

of each house and by the Governor, that the effective date

of a portion or all of the final regulation is suspended and shall not
take effect until the end of the next regular legislative session.
This statement shall be transmitted to the promulgating agency and the
Registrar within the thirty-day adoption period, and shall be
published in the Register.

If a bill is passed at the next regular

legislative session to nullify a portion but not all of the
regulation, then the promulgating agency (i) may promulgate the
regulation under the provision of subdivision C4 of § 9-6.14:4.1 of
this Act, if it makes no changes to the regulation other than those
required by statutory law, or (ii) shall follow the provisions of §
9-6.14:7.1, if it wishes to also make discretionary changes to the
regulation.

If a bill to nullify all or a portion of the suspended

regulation, or to modify the statutory authority for the regulation,
is not passed at the next regular legislative session, then the
suspended regulation will become effective at the conclusion of the
session, unless the suspended regulation is withdrawn by the agency.
~A

regulation shall become effective as provided in §

9-6.14:9.3.
D.

This section shall not apply to the issuance by the state Air

Pollution Control Board of variances to its regulations.
4

§

9-6.14:9.3.

Effective date of regulation. -A regulation

adopted in accordance with the Administrative Process Act
et seq.) and the Virginia Register Act

(§

(§

9-6.14:1

9-6.15 et seq.), shall

become effective at the conclusion of the thirty-day final adoption
period provided for in subsection D of § 9-6.14:9.1, or any other
later date specified by the promulgating agency, unless:
1.

A legislative objection has been filed in accordance with §

9-6.14:9.2, in which event the regulation, unless withdrawn by the
promulgating agency, shall become effective on a date specified by the
promulgating agency which shall be after the expiration of the
applicable twenty-one-day extension period prOVided for in §
9-6.14:9.2;
2.

e~-

The Governor has exercised his authority in accordance with §

9-6.14:9.1 to

sHspefla-~Re-~e§H±a~e~y-p~eeess-fe~-se±±e±~at±eR-ef

require the agency to prOVide for additional public comment on
substantial changes to the proposed regulation, in which event the
regulation, unless withdrawn by the promulgating agency, shall become
effective on a date specified by the promulgating agency which shall
be after the period for which the Governor has
~e§H±a~e~y-p~eeess-providedfor

3.

sHspeflaea-~Re

additional public cowment T--; or

The Governor and the General Assembly have exercised their

authority in accordance with subsection B of § 9-6.14:9.2 to suspend
the effective date of a regulation until the end of the next regular
legislative session.
This section shall not apply to the issuance by the state Air
Pollution Control Board of variances to its regulations.
#
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